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Three local MSU seniors
named to '85 'Who's Who'

Fort Campbell is site
of Patsy Cline movie

See Section A, page 5

Lahm plays to potential
leading Racers to victory

See Section A, page 13
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—News In Brief
Dead for the price of a soft drink
SAFETY HARBOR,Fla.(AP) — A man was killed when a softdrink vending machine toppled over and crushed him, apparently because he was rocking it after the coin-return jammed, police
said.
Daniel Todd Erickson, 24, left his family's apartment about
7:30 p.m. Monday to get a can of soda from the machine at the
apartment complex's recreation center, said the victim's wife,
Elaine Erickson.
When her husband failed to show up an hour later, Mrs.
Erickson went to look for him. She found Erickson with the vending machine on top of him and ran to a friend's apartment for
help.
Attempts to revive Erickson by cardiopulmonary resuscitation
failed.
The vending machine had been filled earlier Monday, said
Pinellas County Sheriff's deputy Charles Degenhardt. The
machine, which has since been removed, is 6 feet 7 inches high.
Erickson was 5 feet 9 and weighed 175 pounds, he said.
"I can't tell you how much (the machine) weighed, but it took
four grown men to move it," said Degenhardt.

TVA eyes $16.9 million center
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The Tennessee Valley Authority
will consider building a second center for training nuclear power
plant operators when the federal utility's directors meet here
next week.
The proposal for a 90,000-square-foot center to be built 12 miles
southeast of Athens, Ala., was submitted by the Office of Nuclear
Power which currently trains its operators at Chattanooga.
The center would cost $16.9 million and overlook Browns Ferry,
4.the largest of TVA's nuclear plants which includes Sequoyab,
Bellefonte and Watts Bar. The latter two are under construction.
In the past, TVA thought it was more efficient to train its
nuclear plant workers at one location, TVA spokesman Carl
Crawford said Wednesday.
The Browns Ferry plant has been cited by the NRC for more
than 10 safety violations since 1980 and has had to pay nearly
$500,000 in fines. In some cases, the fines were levied because
plant workers failed to carry out their duties properly.
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Collins ends first year in office long
on effort, short on accomplishments
By MARK R.CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Observers of
state government give Gov. Martha Layne
Collins high marks for effort, but they have
mixed feelings about how much she has accomplished after one year in office.
When she was sworn in Dec. 13, 1983,
Kentucky's first female governor pledged
to keep a handle on state finances, hold the
line on taxes and keep the state moving
forward.
The early months of the new administration were colored by what many saw as a
flip-flop on a promise.
She told the General Assembly in her
State of the Commonwealth address that
she would hold the line on revenues. But she
later proposed a $324 million tax package to
fund changes in education and social services and to build a new prison, among
other things.
The plan went nowhere and never reached a formal vote in the Legislature.
Since early in her administration, continuing to this day, there have been complaints that Mrs. Collins hasn't been
forceful in presenting her Side or visible
enough in selling her accomplishments.
Thus, the question arises: Has there been

any significant accomplishment?
"I think there was a time when the Collins administration was pretty tentative in
their decision-making in the early months," said Senate President Pro Tempore
Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove. "That carried
over to some extent in their relationship
with the General Assembly in 1984."
Cabinet Secretary Larry Hayes said it
had been "a year of the Collins administration being good stewards of relatively few
financial resources."
But Philip Thompson, executive director
of the Kentucky Republican Party, offered
a harsher assessment.
"I guess the whole year could be described as very disappointing," he said. "Not
from a partisan standpoint, but from the
standpoint of the state. There has been so
little progress."
There were complaints during the summer that Mrs. Collins was more interested
in her national political position than in the
way things were going at home.
She chaired the Democratic National
Convention and made headlines when the
party's presidential nominee, Walter F.
Mondale, included her on his list of possible
runningmates. All the while, Mrs. Collins
said she wished to turn the national
spotlight on the state.

Mrs. Collins promised to make education
the cornerstone of her administration.
Hayes pointed to several education-related
initiatives passed by the 1984 Legislature,
including mandatory kindergarten,
remediation programs and a requirement
that local school districts shoulder at least
part of the cost with property taxes.
But many education bills passed by the
lawmakers were proposed before Mrs. Collins embraced them. And some legislators
have grumbled privately that the administration blamed them for not passing
new taxes, but didn't give them credit for
what was accomplished.
"The last session had some successes for
education and some fallures," said Jim
Wiseman, head of the Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce.
Jon Henrikson, president of the Kentucky
Education Association, said Mrs. Collins
deserves credit for trying to help education. "We're encouraged by the
preliminary actions she's taking," he said.
Mrs. Collins and Alice McDonald, the
state superintendent of public instruction,
have appointed a host of boards and commissions to study various facets of
education.
(Cont'd on page 5)

Lost Hubbard records are found
LOUISVIT.I.F, Ky. (AP) — The U.S. Justice Department has
located the lost records of its 19-month investigation of Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.
Jeffrey Rose, chief of the Freedom of Information-Privacy Act
unit of the department's criminal division, says the records had
been misfiled with another case.
The discovery came Monday, five days after Hubbard had
written a letter to Attorney General William French Smith asking for help in finding the documents.
Earlier, the department had informed Hubbard that it couldn't
locate the records of the investigation into allegations that he used his staff for political purposes during the 1979 Democratic
gubernatorial primary.

All seeking $50 million from suit
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vietnam veterans would receive a
substantial portion of the proceeds from a suit filed by former
heavyweight boxing champion Muhammad Ali in an effort to
regain the title taken from him after he was convicted of draft
evasion in 1967.
All's suit against the federal government and the World Boxing
Association also asks to have the record expunged of any
reference to the conviction, which was overturned by the
Supreme Court, and seeks $50 million in damages.
The only man to win the heavyweight title three times, Ali, 42,
wants the WBA to name him as the holder of the 'WBA
heavyweight title for 1967-70, the years of his arrest, conviction,
appeal and exoneration.

Hub cap plant planned for state
TOKYO (AP) - Topy Industries Ltd., a major Japanese maker
of hub caps, announced Wednesday it will build a plant in
Frankfort, Kentucky, to manufacture hub caps for Nissan trucks
built in Tennessee.
The company said in a news release that it will establish a
wholly owned subsidiary next month and begin construction of
the plant in April. The plant, which is to have a peak production
capacity of 350,000 hub caps a month and employ 80 people, will
start operation in June 1986, it said.
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Stall palate by Kevin Kowden

Christmas comes to the park
Charles Scott and Ted Lovett, members of the park and recreation staff, make sure Mr. and Mrs. Frosty and their family are
positioned right to welcome visitors to the Murray-Calloway
County Park. The snowman display is just one of 36 displays
which went up in the park this week and are scheduled to be
lighted up beginning Friday, Dec. 14 throughout the holidays. The

County's
funds for
famine at
$2,000

The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross has
raised more than $2,000 for
African famine relief.
Since the special fund drive
was announced Nov. 17, county
residents have contributed
$2,045.25, said local Red Cross
Director Peggy Billington
Wednesday. That's more than 20
percent of the total funds raised
by the chapter last year, and
nearly nine times the amount requested by the American Red
Cross. Red Cross asked each

Crops brought are large, full of quality

displays will be lighted from sunset until 10 p.m. nightly, according to Gary Hohman, parks director. Santa Claus is also
scheduled to make a visit to the old courthouse in the park Tuesday and Wednesday, Dec. 18 and 19, from 6 until 8 p.m., according to Hohman.

chapter to raise 3 percent of its
total funds raised last year — in
Calloway's case, $240.
To me, it's just amazing that
we've raised 20 percent when
they only asked for 3 percent,"
said Billington. She added more
contributions may come in over
Christmas, and she will wait until January to submit a check on
behalf of the local chapter.
Red Cross officially launches
an African relief fund drive Jan.
6, but some chapters have begun
their fund-raising earlier so they

will not coincide with the
general fund drive. The
American Red Cross has pledged to raise at least $5 million, as
part of an international effort by
the League of Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies to raise
$37 million.
Donations may still be made
to the local chapter by sending a
check marked "For Atrican
relief" to Calloway County
Chapter, American Red Cross,
Third Floor, Calloway County
Courthouse, Murray, 42071.

•

12
SHOPPING DAYS
'TIL CHRISTMAS

Showers and a possible
thunderstorm this afternoon,
high in the low to mid 605.
Rain chances 100 percent.
Tonight, a 50 percent chance
of showers and a low in the
mid to upper 50. Friday,
cloudy with a 40 percent
chance of showers and a
possible thunderstorm. High
in the 60s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.6
Barkley Lake
354.6

Tobacco's opening days disappointing
BY CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The opening days of the aircured tobacco market were
disappointing days for growers,
most of whom had brought a
large and high-quality crop to
the floor.
The dark leaf, a specialty of
West Kentucky and Tennessee,
brought an average price of
$1.24.48 per hundred pounds during opening day at Murray
Wednesday — more than 225 less
than the average price paid to
growers last year. The four
tobacco companies who bought
leaf at Farris' and Growers'
loose leaf floors paid only $1 to 83

above the government support
price.
That was a great disappointment to producers who had
grown a good crop, after last
year's short crop of indifferent
quality, said Will Ed Clark,
general manager of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association. Clark said the
prices paid so far are the lowest
he has seen in quite a while.
"I think most people came expecting the price to be depressed, but they never expected it to
be what it is," Clark said.
Further, about 23 percent of
the 228,924 pounds sold in Murray went to the support-price

"pool," where it will be stored
by the tobacco association for
later sale. Any leaf that fails to
bring a market price above a
government-set support price
goes to the pool. The amount going to the pool so far this year is
about twice that of last year,
Clark said, and by adding to the
2.4 million pounds already
stockpiled will further depress
prices.
"Last year, we had the experience of a high price for a
short crop," explained Clark.
"This year, we've turned right
around the other way. We've got
an extra-large crop and are seeing a low price." Production in

the Western District of the dark fired growers association, which
includes West Kentucky and a
portion of Tennessee, is
estimated at 2.2 million pounds.
Clark said he knew prices
would be lower than last year,
but had hoped they would be
about $7 to $10 above support
price levels. With prices coming
in as they are, many growers
will be no better off than they
were last year, he said.
Contributing to the low prices
is the fact that two tobacco companies have not bought any leaf,
thus lowering competition
(Cent'd on page 4)
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MurraylCalloway County
Appreciation Sale

Save 28% to 42%
Men's Comfort Suited Separates®
•Nlavir, gray, tan
NOW
Orig.
•Pant
$26 14.99
$70 49.99
*Coat

Save 30%
Pinnacle®
Fashion
Warmups

'Tan
'Orig. 79.99

NOW 34.99

NOW 59.99

Save 23% to 33%
Women's Clearance Shoes
'Select group
•400 to choose from
*Ong $12 to $72

ow,

NOW 39.99

'3-Piece set
'Tan

•Mens & womens
*Orig. 21.99

NOW 15.99

Save 38%
Sweater Vest Sets

NOW 59.99

Save 50%
Athletic Tote Bags

'Long sleeve oxford and argyle vest
'Orig. $32

'Orig. 9.99

NOW 19.99

NOW 7.99 to 54.99

Save 33%

'Tan and brown
*Orig. $80

Special Buy
Save 27%
Prima®
Nike® Monterey
Flying Time
Running Shoe
Luggage
'Youths & girls

Save 25%
Men's
Corduroy Suit

•Mens sizes S, M, L, XL
•Orig. $50

Save 50%
Men's Corduroy Sportcoat

Save 20010 to 23%

NOW 4.99
4

Save 55%

Sasson® Leather-look Pant

Young Men's Fashion Jeans

'Young Men's sizes
'Orig. $24

Puma® First Round Court Shoe

'Select Group
'Orig. $21 to $39

*Leather
'Orig. 34.99

NOW 415.99 NOW 16.99 to 29.99
Special Buy
Placemat Sets

NOW 9.99

Save 50%
Brass Figurines
'Entire Stock

1 2 Price
NOW /

NOW 15.99
Save 46% to 52%
Plaid Blankets
Twin
Full
Queen

Orig.
20.99
26.00
32.00

NOW
9.99
13.99
16.99

GM Sale Catalog
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502) 759-4080
Office Phone (502) 759-1400

M Store
Mon.-Sat.
JCPenneyon.o
Hours:
sa .9a

pm
Sun. 12:30-7 pm

Last chance to save on all your
gift needs Like fashion apparel
famous name dinnerware and much more
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MurraylCalloway County
Appreciation Sale

Save 58%
Wool Blend Blazers

Save 55%
Wool Blend Skirts

*Tweeds and solids
•Missy Sizes
•Orig. $60.

*Solids, prints and patterns
'Missy sizes
•Orig. $29

NOW 24.99

Save 60%
Velveteen and
Corduroy Blazers
'Burgundy, navy, brown, gray, black
'Missy sizes
*Orig. to $50.

NOW 19.99

Save 26%
Misses'
Coordinates

Blazer
Top
Skirt

Save 50%
Lee® Corduroy Jeans
*Baggy front pleat styling
*Junior sizes
•Orig. $32.

NOW 15.99
Save 55%
Junior Twill Pants
•Stripes and solids
•Orig. $22

NOW 9.99

NOW 12.99

Save 33%
Leather
Handbags

*100% cotton
*Solid blazer and top
*Belted print skirt

Save 43%
Oxford Shirts
•Poly/cotton button-down
•Junior sizes
•Orig. $14

*Assorted shades & styles
*Ong. $30

NOW
27.99
15.99
22.99

Orig.
$38.
$22.
$31.

NOW 19.99

•Entire line of 14 Karat Gold
•Includes Add-A-Beads and chains

*Seiko® , Pulsar® , Caravelle®
and Citizen®

Save 23%
Par Four®
Corduroy Skirts

NOW 19.99

Save 21%
Jr. Great Connections®
Sweaters
•Acrylic/nylon blend
•Pink, purple, blue, white, cream
*Ong. $24

Save 27%
Jr. Great Connections®
Skirts
0100% Polyester
*Solids and stripes
•Orig. $22

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502) 759-4080
Office Phone (502) 759-1400

18.99

Save 43%
Group of Missy
Sweaters

Save 50%
Women's Billfolds

*Stripes and patterns
•S, M, L 'Orig. to $28

•200 Pieces to choose from

NOVI/ 15•99

NOW 15.99

(49

NOW 7.99

Save 50%
Fine Jewelry

Save 25%
Watches

'Sizes 8-16
•Orig. $26

•

Gift Saie cataiog

JCPenney

S
-sta
otre9Haom
ur-s
i:o pm
Mon.
Sun. 12:30-7 pm

Last chance to save on all your
gift needs Like fashion apparel
famous name dinnerware and much mote
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MiTrray Ledger & Times
by m.c. garrott

garrott's galley
Greg
Travis
Staff Writer
In a six-page release issued this week, Mary
Ann Tobin, auditor of public accounts for the
state of Kentucky, made a startling statement.
She told the press that the misuse of state
funds ($157,000) by employees of the Commonwealth who were improperly accessing
themselves to state-owned and chartered aircraft would almost operate the entire Economy
and Efficiency Audit Division of her office for a
full year.
In her report, Tobin cited state employees'
use of aircraft over other modes of transportation costing the Kentucky taxpayers some
$87,000 during the fiscal years 1983 and 1984.
Her report also stated that aircraft usage by
state government officials was nearly $835,000
for the same time period.
The review, which was the first in a series
scheduled by the division, pointed out that only
26 percent of those flights by government
employees for the period of November 1982
through June 1983 on chartered services had
proper authorization and only 20 percent of
state-owned aircraft flights were properly
authorized. Only 15 pecent of chartered flights
in the fiscal year 1984 were correctly authorized, and just 20 percent of the flights on stateowned aircraft during this same time frame
were properly authorized.
It is more than obvious that the convenience
of flying for many of these state officials and
employees is being abused. To consider the
amount of dollars we as Kentucky taxpayers
are losing hp eirtions like this is ludicrous.
In addition, it is asinine to believe these people must use this much air travel for everyday
duties. In her report Tobin confirmed such
thoughts by citing several examples of misuse,
correction of which could have meant tremendous savings for all Kentucky taxpayers.
An excerpt from Tobins's report said: "The
state maintains motor pools with approximately 1,500 vehicles for use by all state agencies.
Many of the employees using aircraft had a
state automobile assigned to them for the exclusive use of their office at the time of the air
travel."
In another portion of the report she made the
following reference, "...the use of regularly
scheduled commercial flights for out-of-state
travel could have resulted in savings of almost
$70,000 to the state. Some flights were
chartered at a cost ranging from four to fourteen times greater than the cost of a commercial flight. In all instances, there were from
four to eighteen commercial flights scheduled
on the same day to the same destination as
those chartered."
Among the destinations Tobin refers to in her
examples are the cities Chicago, Washington,
D.C., New York, Nashville and Knoxville.
One of the most blatant cases of misuse cited
in the report was a chartered flight from Lexington to Baltimore at a cost of $3,245 — 14
times the cost of a $233 airline ticket, she
pointed out.
Another example showed that two employees
had chartered a flight to St. Louis for $1,527. A
commercial airfare for this trip would have only run some $220.
These same two employees, not mentioned by
name in her release, also chartered flights
from Chicago at a cost of $1,871 — some sevenand-one-half times the cost of a regular airlines
fare. Tobin stated that the same flight could
have been made on eleven different commercial flights scheduled that same day.
To say the least, Tobin was profound in her
revelations: "...the report reveals that control
measures currently in use do not adequately
ensure (1) that both state-owned and chartered
aircraft are used for the travel by state
employees only in performance of official
duties or (2) that the most economical method
of transportation is used by them."
Loathsome displays of abuse such as these
have no place in our state govenment. More
and stricter enforcement of the laws that pertain to air travel need to be adhered to — there
is absolutely no reason for such actions on the
part of people we elect to these positions or the
people they hire to work for them.
It was pointed out that aircraft usage by the
Governor and Lieutenant Governor was not included in the report. Flights by these two individuals are covered under the operating costs
of the Department of Military Affairs as well
as other state agencies.
Adjutant General Billy Wellman told an Administrative Regulation Review Subcommittee
Tuesday that formal regulations regarding
these forms of travel should put an end to the
misuse — let's hope it does.
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Folks on Olive Blvd. preparing to put out
their bagged candles again for Christmas
The folks over on Olive Blvd. between 13th and 14th Streets are getting ready to brighten our Murray
Christmas again this year with
their luminarials, as they are
called.
For the past two or three years
now J.D. Rayburn, Howard
Titsworth, Kenneth Grogan, Hugh
Oakley, E.B. Hcwton, Pete
Waldrop, Burton Young and the
others who live along that stretch
of Olive have placed four rows of
candles in white, oil-type bags
along the curbs in front of the 21
homes on the block as well as along
the curbs of the median dividing
the street.
The candles, each wrapped in
aluminum foil to help them last
longer, are set in 2 inches of sand in
each bag. There are more than 350
of the bags to be sanded, placed
and the candles lighted.
They plan to have them out and
lighted the weekend before
Christmas — Saturday and Sunday
nights, Dec. 22 and 23. They make a
beautiful Christmas scene, and you
should make a note of it on your
calendar and plan to drive through
their area and see them.
The idea, besically, came from
Howard Titsworth, who had seen it
done somewhere. Putting it
together and continuing it has
become a block project. They all
contribute toward the purchase of
the materials, and those who can,
work long and hard putting them
out and lighting them.
It took Mrs. John (Eunice) Shendock, who lives in the Hazel area,
to flll me in more on the custom
behind the lighted candles. Having
traveled extensively throughout
the U.S., she has found the lightedcandles custom to be one prevalent
In the southwestern part of the
country.
Some 25 years ago, she lived in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, where
most of the houses are flatroofed
and of adobe or stucco
construction.
At Christmastime, the homes
would be outlined along the roofs
and all flat surfaces, walkways and
driveways with the luminarials.
The Veterans Hospital at Albuquerque, she told me a couple
years ago, is beautifully lighted up
at Christmastime with the baggedcandles. It is five stories high and
each balcony is outlined with them.
• • •
It's Christmas greeting card
time again, and we're getting 'em
and sending 'em like most
everybody else. It's fun to check
the mail each day for them and to
read the hastily-penned notes from
friends in distant places as well as
right here at home. It's just good to
be remembered at Christmastime.
One of the cleverest we've
received to date this year arrived
Tuesday. The front of the card
read, "Merry Christmas from
Mary and Joseph." Opening it up,
there was one word, "Rigsby."
It was from our good friends
Mary (Mug) and Joe Rigsby, who
live out southeast of town just off
121. Joe teaches art at Murray
State University and is well known
for his artistic creations.
• • •
You never know what you might
end up with when you register for
one of those attendance prizes offered at booths at expositions, sales
conventions, merchandise shows
and the like.
A few week ago, our Louisvillebased son-in-law, Dick Snider, was
in Los Angeles attending a national
fast-foods convention and show. He
is with Thornton Oil, which headquarters in Louisville, and works
with the little mini-marts the company has with each of its 75 or so
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stations across the southeastern
U.S.
Among the hundreds of booths at
the big show was one set up and
manned by the Hershey candy people. Passers-by were being encouraged to register for some sort
of a prize, and Dick paused to sign
one of the registration slips. He
doesn't pass up many such opportunities, although — like me — he
seldom comes out a winner.
He hadn't been back home in
Louisville, though, more than a few
days before a UPS truck dropped
off a pretty good size package addressed to him.
It was a 10-pound milk chocolate
Hershey bar — about two inches
thick, about a foot wide and a little
more than two feet long. The word
"Hershey" was imprinted in the
big familiar letters across the top.
My family has been nibbling
away at a hunk of it that we
brought home after a Thanksgiving
visit up there, but all I'm permitted

to do is just to kincia sniff it. It sure
smells good! Just like a Hershey
bar.
• • •
Speaking of Louisville, Levicie
Zambella, 402 North 17th St. and
who was my secretary at Murray
State when I retired some time
back, has been following the
William J. Schroeder artificial
heart story out of Humana Hospital
up there with unusual interest.
The Dr. Allan M. Lansing, who is
director of the Humana Heart Institute in Louisville and a member
of the medical team that implanted
Shroeder's permanent mechanical
heart, was the surgeon who performed arterial surgery on her late
husband. Bill Zambella, back in
1977.
Bill, who has retired in 1975 after
19 years in the Army, had been
referred to Lansing, who at the
time was on the Jewish Hospital
staff and a cardiovascular surgeon
with a widening reputation, by a

military doctor.
Two years earlier, Bill, who
made the Army his career, had
undergone arterial bypass surgery
at Ireland Army Hospital at Fort
Knox.
"We found Dr. Lansing to be one
of the kindest, most gentle men we
had ever known," Levicie recalls.
"He took all the time in the world
with Bill and carefully explained
everything about the surgery he
was to have and what to expect
during and after it.
"Also," she continued, "one of
his assistants told us that before
Dr. Lansing ever begins surgery,
he goes off into a corner of the
operation room and stands quietly
for a few minutes in prayer. He is a
great man. We had several other
opportunites to visit with him in his
office after Bill's surgery before
we moved to Murl•ay in 1977."
Bill died at the age of 50 in
August of 1983 after a long,
courageous battle with leukemia.

looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
Sales of air cured tobacco opened
today at Farris, Growers and
Planters Loose Leaf Floors. John
Irvan is pictured auctioning tobacco at the Farris Floor.
Bobby Grogan has been appointed to the Murray Electric
Plant Board to fill the vacancy
created by the resignation of W.C.
Elkins.
Dr. Louis C. Ryan and Dr.
Herbert C. Denham, optometrists
from Murray, attended the Continuing Education Seminar on
"Modern Refractive Techniques
and Procedures" at the Southern
College of Optometry.
The Murray High School Girls
Basketball Team beat Mayfield 42
to 27. High scorers for Murray
were Hewitt, Jetton and Boone
with 12 each.
The Rev. W.Edd Glover is pastor
of the Liberty and North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Churches.

Twenty years ago
The Murray State College A
Capella Choir with Robert Baar as
director will perform for the second Children's Concert on Dec. 17
at the MSC Auditorium. These concerts are sponsored by the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club in cooperation with
MSC.
BWy Joe Saunders, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Saunders of Murray, has been honored by being
named "Coach of the Year" by the
Savannah News Press at Savannah, Ga.
The Calloway County High
School Lakers beat the Mayfield
Cardinals 60 to 58. High team
scorers were David Crick and Jimmy Lamb for Calloway and Bobby
Bennett and Ronnie Colbert for
Mayfield.
"Hair Care and Styling" was the
lesson presented by Mrs. R.E.
Kelley and guest, Mrs. Cleburne
Adams, former beautician, at the

meeting of the South Murray
Homemakers Club at the home of
Mrs. Hunter Love.
Bill Collie spoke about his travels
in Thailand at a luncheon meeting
of the Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. He was introduced by Mrs. Willie Darnell.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Judge Waylon
Rayburn has issued an appeal to all
residents to practice safe driving to
avoid accidents on Safe Driving
Day proclaimed for Dec. 15.
Robert Witt Bell, son of the Rev.
and Mrs. George W. Bell, is one of
141 students who will graduate
tonight at the University of Tennessee Medical Unit at Memphis,
Term.
Mrs. Don Finnegan will present a
special program at a meeting of
the Murray Branch of the
American Association of University Woman to be held at the home of
Mrs. John Winter on Dec. 14.

Elf Who Couldn't
JUNIPERPERPER The
Do Anything Right
CHAPTER 6
By Bob Boyle
Santa and Juniperperper left the
Superscopes building and again
walked along the Crystal Path to
Santa's home.
Once inside, Mrs. Claus said,"Well,
Juniperperper, how did you enjoy
your tour?"
"It was fine, Mrs. Claus," he said.
"Did you decide where you'll be
working?" she asked.
"I think I would like the bicycle
shop," he replied. "It seems like fun."
Santa said," We'll decide tonight
where you'll work, Juniperperper.
But now let's have our lunch. How
would you like to sound the lunch
whistle?"
1 would love to, Santa," he replied.
"But how do I do that?"
Why you let the lunch whistle bird
out of his cage," Santa laughed. "I
guess you don't know about our
lunch whistle bird. Come with me
and 111 show you."
Juniperperper followed Santa
across the living room and they went
out into the sun parlor room. In one
corner of the room stood a big cage
and inside was the lunch whistle
bird. The bird hopped over to the
edge of the cage when he saw Santa
coming.
"Hi, there, Whistler," Santa said.
"Ready to whistle the elves in for
lunch?"
The bird nodded his head up and
down.
Turning to Juniperperper, Santa
said, 'That means yes. every day at
noon we leave Whistler here out of
his cage and he flies through that
open passage up there. Then he'll fly
around the toy factories, the stable
and the superscopes room whistling
his merry song. The elves know then
that it's time for lunch."
If he whistles that loudly, Santa,
doesn't he disturb you when he
whistles in the sun parlor room?"
Juniperperper asked.
"That's the secret of the lunch
whistle bird," Santa explained. "He
never whistles inside. Only when he's
flying around outside. Now, pull the
cord which will open his cage door
and watch him go."
Juniperperper did just that and
the lunch whistle bird scooted out
and went through the open passageway.
In seconds, Juniperperper heard
the bird whistling.
"Gee, he is loud, Santa," the elf
said.
'Stand back,Juniperperper,"Santa
laughed. "You'll soon see the other

"
-44:4‘
""
And the lunch whistle bird scooted out
elves come rushing in for lunch."
The two looked out the back door
and saw the long stream of elves
head for the back kitchen door.
In turn, each would stand for a
second and wipe his feet before entering. Mrs. Claus greeted each elf as
he entered. "Hello; boys, hello, did
you have a good morning?" she said.
For lunch she served crispy fried
chicken with Eskimo peas and toyland potatoes. For dessert the elves
had snowball delights with icicle
syrup.
"Gee whiz, Mrs. Claus," Juniperperper said."that was a great meal."
"I'm glad you enjoyed it," she
replied.
"Now let's take a walk over to the
plotting cabin," Santa said.
"What's that, Santa?" Juniperperper asked.
"That's where my plotting elves
plot my course for Christmas eve,"
Santa explained. 'They decide the
best route for me to take. If it is too
foggy in England,say, I might start in
Japan. Or, maybe I'll begin my
rounds in Florida.
-The elves here keep a constant
check on the weather so I won't run
into very bad weather and not be
able to complete my round.
Without these elves here, I certainly could get lost."
"Gee, Santa, that must be hard
work for these elves," Juniperperper

said as they entered the plotting
f001111.
"It is," Santa said."these elves

must
be very good in arithmetic and star
gazing. They work all year keeping
charts on weather currents, snow
storms and the like. How would you
like to work here, Juniperperper?"
"Santa, I can't add two and two,so
I don't think I would do very well
here," Juniperperper said.
After leaving the plotting room,
Santa and Juniperperper went to
the sleigh room.
"Here's where my sleigh is kept," he
said.'This group of elves take care of
it. It's called 'North Pole One' you
know, and it must be in tip top
shape. It travels thousands and
thousands and thousands of miles
each Christmas Eve,and I can't have
a runner falling off in mid-trip.'
After their supper, Santa called
the elves together in the big conference room and said, "Gentleelves,
we're here to decide where our newest elf, Juniperperper, should work."
Santa turned to Juniperperper
and said, "Well, young elf, where
would you like to work?"
"Gee, Santa," he replied. "I would
work anywhere. But the best place I
think would be the bicycle factory. I
would love that."
It's settled then, Juniperperper.
Tomorrow you can start working in
the bicycle shop," Santa said.
More tcnnorrow
AP Newsfeatures.
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Three MSU seniors
listed in 'Who's Who

listening and caring about the employee." Among those in attendance were: R.W. Scarborough, Howard Newsome, Joe Hosford,
Bob Marshall, Bob Lax, Z.B. Russell, Rex Cooper, John Miller,
James Washer, James Gilimore, William Pratt, Euel Burkeen,
James Morris, Bill Reamer, Bob Armstrong, Sherill Hicks, J.D.
Lamb, Jim Wilson, Paul Woods, Mike Finley, Barry Murphy,
Sharon Graham, Julia Cain and Carl Murphy. Volpe, known
worldwide, recently returned from a three-week seminar in Peking, China, where he worked with the Peking Johnson factory in
maintenance management.

Louis A. Volpe, national distributor training manager for the
Johnson Wax Co., was the guest speaker for 25 first-line supervisors from the Murray State University physical plant and
general services department Wednesday afternoon. Volpe spoke
on management and how employees can obtain the most from
their positions. He told supervisors to set goals for their jobs and
to find something about them they really enjoyed. Volpe added
that motivated people in the workforce have a desire to learn
regardless of age, and that the greatest waste of natural
resources is the number of people who don't reach their potential.
According to Volpe, management needs "to do a better job

Collins...
(Cont'd from page 1)
On the business front, Hayes said the administration has had unparalleled success
In attracting jobs to the state.
Commerce Cabinet Secretary Carroll
Knicely refused to release the number of
new jobs created during the past year.
Press Secretary Ken Hoskins said Mrs. Collins will make an announcement about that
at a later time.
Wiseman said the administration has
done a good job making Kentucky an attractive place for business expansion and
"they deserve more credit than they've
received."
He conceded that some success can be attributed to the general recovery of the
economy and to groundwork laid by former
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. But it would be
"overly simplistic" to say they accounted
for all the gains, Wiseman said.
"Most businessmen in the state feel they
can talk to state government" and that's an
accomplishment in itself, Wiseman said.

Staff photo by Greg Travis

Labor, too, gives the administration high
marks for attitude.
State Rep. Ron Cyrus, a Flatwoods
Democrat who is also head of the AFL-CIO
in Kentucky, noted that the state Department of Labor was elevated to cabinet ,
status by Mrs. Collins.
He also said "an attitude of cooperation
exists between organized labor and Governor Collins and her people."
Other interest groups also say Mrs. Collins and her people are helpful and willing
to listen.
"We've always got problems and they
haven't cured our problems," said Tom
Duncan of the Kentucky Coal Association.
"But they are very supportive of the industry. They are trying to do what they
can, but so much of it is beyond the scope of
a state."
"I think it's been a reasonably favorable
administration to agriculture," added Kentucky Farm Bureau President Ray
Mackey.
Prisons have posed a major headache for
her administration and Mrs. Collins ap-

member of the Amerian Society
of Interior Designers student
chapter.
Swift, an accounting major, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Allen and Pat Swift of 1303 Story
Avenue, Murray. He is president
of Beta Alpha Psi, a member of
Gamma Beta Phi and Omicron
Delta Kappa general honor
societies, Beta Gamma Sigma
business honor society and of the
student ambassadors.
Students have been honored in
the directory since it was first
published in 1934. Nominees are
selected from more than 1,300
institutions.

Martha Lyle Pitman

pointed a task force to study the problem
caused by Kentucky's growing prison
population.
The result has been some stopgap
measures to make room in existing
facilities and the possibility of a contract
with a private firm to house some
minimum-security inmates, but little else.
Hayes said it's too early to pass judgment
on the Collins administration.
"You've got to take it in total. It's not
where we're standing right now, but where
we're heading," Hayes said. "The real
story on the Collins administration is when
you start toting things up six, seven years
from now."
Prather said the Legislature will give
Mrs. Collins more time and he thinks Kentuckians will, too.
"All the talk of taxes created problems
for the Collins administration in the minds
of a lot of people," said Prather. "I think
that has subsided somewhat. But I think the
jury is still out. The people are taking a
wait-and-see attitude."

Francisco Jobson

Nick Allen Swift

Maupin reappointed to council

Law enforcement agencies out in force Friday
By KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Drunk and drugged drivers
beware!
On both a local and national
level, law enforcement agencies
will be out in full force looking
for you, and when they find you,
the fullest extent of the law will
be exercised.
Friday, Dec. 14 has been
designated "D-Day" by law enforcement officials. Patrol officers will reportedly be out in
full force Friday night and will
conduct sobriety checkpoints in
and around Calloway County.
The goal of the one-day, intensified crackdown on drunk and
drugged drivers is "to inform
the public of the widespread problem concerning drunk and
drugged driving and make a
concerted attempt to remove

Seniors at Murray State
University from the Murray
area who have been selected for
the 1985 edition of Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges are
Francisco Jobson, Martha Lyle
Pitman and Nick Allen Swift.
They are among 28 Murray
State students named to the annual directory based on their
academic achievement, community service, leadership in
extracurricular activities and
potential for continued success.
Jobson, a resident of 16161/2
Miller Avenue, is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard H. Jobson of
5311 Lamar Drive N., Jacksonville, Fla. He has majors in
political science and Spanish.
An American citizen who was
born and spent his childhood in
Spain, Jobson is vice president
of the International Students,
president of the Russian Club
and a major in the Reserve Officers Training Corps. He is
president of Pi Sigma Alpha and
Sigma Delta Pi, political science
and Spanish honor societies, and
a member of Alpha Chi and
Omicron Delta Kappa general
honor societies.
Miss Pitman, an interior
design major, is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. W.J. Pitman of 507
Olive St., Murray. She is a
member of Omicron Delta Kappa honor society, a little sister
for Pi Kappa Alpha and a

these drivers from the
highway," according to state
police. "D-Day" marks the final
day of Drunk and Drugged
Driver Awareness Week.
Murray Police Chief Jerry
Lee said his department hopes
that on Friday, through the holiday season, and throughout the
year, officers will be unable to
catch anyone drinking and
driving.
"Everyone's talking about it, I
just hope they listen and don't
drink and drive," Lee said.
But that has not been the case
previously, prompting
legislators earlier this year to
pass a new driving under the influence law which went into effect July 13. Since the new, stiffer law went into effect, instances of drunk and drugged
drivers appearing in Calloway

District Court have increased.
The new penalty provides for
a fine of $200 to $500 and a jail
sentence of 48 hours to 30 days,
plus loss of a driver's license for
30 days upon agreement to attend an alcohol education program, and six months loss of a
driver's license without attendance at such a program.
From the period of Oct. 17
through Dec. 3, a total of 53 DUI
cases were heard in Calloway
District Court. In one week, a
total of 15 cases dominated the
court docket.
"I think that since the new law
we're using more selective enforcement," explained Trooper
Richard Wright of the Kentucky
State Police. "Through computers, we're pinpointing highrisk areas and high-accident
areas and then posting inten-

sified patrols in those areas."
Calloway County Attorney
Max Parker agreed that enforcement of the law has increased, and that people are
beginning to learn not to drink
and drive.
"It's caused police to be more
active, and I also think tht
MADD (Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers) has influenced enforcement," Parker commented. "I
think you'll find that most cases
are first offenders, though. I
think some people are getting
the message."
Deaths on Kentucky roadways
so far this year have totaled 715,
according to the Kentucky State
Police, while a total of 749
deaths were reported during the
same period in 1983.
Local authorities hope anyone
who previously thought about
drinking and driving Friday will
change his mind.

Murrayan escapes injuries

PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE

113 to 112

Off

HOOK, PROPHECY,
VILLAGER, JONES NEW YORK
SPECIAL SALE .
GOLD JEWELRY 1 /2 Off

A Murray man escaped
serious injury when the tractortrailer he was driving veered off
Ky. 121 Wednesday evening ih
an effort to avoid striking
another car in the rear.
Freddie R. Kirkland, 21, of
Route 1, Murray reportedly
tried to avoid a stopped car in
his lane when he ran off the
road, near Johnny Robertson
Road.

Dr. Joan L. Maupin, assistant
professor of home economics at
Murray State University, has
been reappointed by Gov. Martha
Layne Collins to the Consumers'
Advisory Council for 1985.
She will be serving her third
year on the 16-member council,
which is headed by Kentucky-Attorney General David L. Armstrong as chairman. A member
of the Murray State faculty since
1978, Miss Maupin's area of
specialization is consumer
affairs.
Attached for administrative
purposes to the Department of
Law, the council acts in an ad-

Local woman is
injured in wreck
A Murray woman was injured
Wednesday in a two-car accident east of the city on Ky. 94.
Elizabeth M. Conley, 36, of
Route 3 was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital after
the accident, which occurred at
2:50 p.m. about 1.5 miles east of
Murray. She was listed in
satisfactory condition Thursday
morning.
Conley was driving westbound
on 94 when an eastbound vehicle
driven by Daniel Humphreys,
Jr., 58, of Paris, Tenn. made a
left turn in front of her, according to Kentucky State Police.
Conley's vehicle struck Humphreys' in the side, a KSP
dispatcher said.

visory capacity on consumer affairs as it deems necessary and
as directed by the governor, the
attorney
general
or
the
legislative
branch
of
government.
Besides Miss Maupin, other
council members from West Kentucky are Cecil Anderson of
Mayfield, Nancy Kelley of
Owensboro and Lloyd Pointer of
Greenville.

Tobacco...
(Cont'd from page 1)
among the remaining buyers.
Clark, while declining to name
the companies, said they are
major buyers in other districts,
and their being out of the market
reduces competition for local
leaf.
Four companies were buying
at the opening sale days in Murray in Mayfield. The two buying
the most tobacco were U.S.
Tobacco and Kennedy Tobacco,
which buys for the Campbell
Tobacco Rehandling Co. of
Mayfield.
The low prices may result in a
reduction of production quotas,
Clark speculated. A quota hearing is being held today in
Princeton, with growers having
a chance to make comments to
representatives of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
The air-cured markets continue today in Murray and Friday in Mayfield.

Selected Group...J.G.

We Also Have Many Sweaters That Make Great Gifts!
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Rogers-Norfleet wedding planned

Miss Teen of Kentucky pageant scheduled
The Miss Teen of Ken- appearances including
tucky State Pageant will the following:
Ambassador for
be held in Frankfort, July 19-21, 1985, according Cystic Fibrosis Foundato officials of the Na- tion; Tour CF Centers in
tional Miss Teen of both Lexington and
America Scholarship Louisville; appear on
and Recognition public service announcements; ride in
Pageant.
Karen Mize of Cadiz is the Christmas parade in
the current Miss Teen of Lexington; ride in the
Kentucky and was nam- Pegasus Parade during
ed Poise and Ap- Derby week in
pearance Winner during Louisville; Gaslight
the preliminary judging Festival Parade in Jefat the national pageant. fersontown; attend the
She also competed in Celebrity Dinner Party
six judging categories at the Galt House in
— scholastic record, Louisville as the
service and achieve- honored guest of host,
ment to school and com- Pee Wee Reese; attend
munity, personal the CF "Spirit Plus Serdevelopment (talents vice" statewide
and hobbies), general cheerleading competiawreness test, judges tion as an honored
interview and poise and guest; plus an all expersonality projection pense paid trip to the
in formal wear.
National Pageant.
In addition to being
The Miss Teen of Kentucky candidates will be pageant host, the
competing in these Frankfort Pageant
same categories when Committee also will be
vying for the title of assisting in a special
Miss Teen of Kentucky fund raising event for a
state wide charity
1985.
The winner will designed in combination
receive a $1,000 scholar- with a social event for
ship to the college or the pageant candidates.
university of her choice, This will be for the
along with a number of Cystic Fibrosis Founda-

Don't
Miss
It!

eekend
Christmas Fling
J.P. Nesbitt's
Dixieland Center

200o Off Storewide
3 Days Only
Fri., Sat., Sun.
Kitchen accessories - Wicker
Frames - Ornaments
"A Most Unusual Variety
Of Gifts"

Open
Mon.-Sat. 10-5
Sun. 1-5

tion drive.
Cystic Fibrosis (CF)
is an inherited disease
of children, adolescents
and young adults.
The Miss Teen of Kentucky Scholarship and
Recognition Pageant
currently is accepting
requests for applications for the 1985 state
pageant. Anyone desir-

ing an application or
who would like to
recommend a young
woman between the
ages of 14 to 18, write the
Frankfort Pageant
Committee, c/o the Miss
Teen of Kentucky
Pageant, 225 Stevenson
Dr., Frankfort, Ky.
40601.

Industrial chemistry
course to be offered
An industrial
chemistry course
developed over a twoyear period in response
to area demand will be
offered by Murray State
University at Paducah
Community College on
Monday evenings during the 1985 spring
semester.
Dr. Vaughn
Vandegrift, chairman of
the Department of
Chemistry at Murray
State, said the course
will include topics of importance to the practicing industrial chemist,
as well as to persons interested in the nature of
industrial chemistry.
Vandegrift added that
the course, developed
and offered in cooperation with local chemists,
will meet from 6 to 9
p.m. each Monday at
PCC, beginning Jan. 21.
He called it a response
to a significant demand by the local
chemistry industry."
Seven members of the
chemistry faculty at
Murray State are involved in a cooperative
effort with industrial
chemists Boyce D.
Helms of Air Products
The giant spider crab
of Japan dwarfs all
other crustaceans with
a span of 11 feet between
outstretched claws. The
spider crabs reach adult
size within 10 years and
may live 50 years or
more.

Murray Ledger & Times

.11) Burkeen. editor

and Chemicals Inc. of
Calvert City and R.B.
Gross of Martin Marietta Corporation of
Paducah to teach the
course.
Murray State faculty
members are Dr. Jeffrey Anderson, Dr.
Howell Clark, Dr. Harry
Conley, Dr. Melvin
Henley, Dr. B.E. McClellan, Dr. David Owen
and Dr. Mustafa Selim.
Anyone wishing more
information on the
course should contact
Dr. Vandegrift in the
Department of
Chemistry at Murray
State, 762-2584.

The approaching marriage of Miss Cathey
Ruth Rogers and Jeffery Wayne Norfleet,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
David Norfleet of
Clarksville, Tenn., has
been announced by her
parents, the Rev. and
Mrs. Webbie Rogers of
Cunningham, Tenn.
Miss Rogers is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ramey Rogers
of Cunningham and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Low Gammons of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a
1979 graduate of Montgomery Central High
School. Now a licensed
beautican, she presently
is working at Burt
School.
Mr. Norfleet is a 1979
graduate of Clarksville
High School. He
presently is employed at
Vulcans Corporation.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday, Dec. 22, at 6 p.m. at
the Sulphur Spring
A.M.E. Church at Cunningham, Tenn.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend.
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Vanarsdel speaks
KAPPA SPEAKER — Francie Vanarsdel,
side photo, presented slides of the Murray
Montessori School at the November meeting
of the Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Four new members installed
were, top photo, from left, Valerie Morris,
Christy Harris, Eileen Portner and Sandy
Culp, not pictured.

Advanced drawing class pupils
have exhibit of works at Gallery
An exhibition of drawings by students currently enrolled in the advanced level drawing
class at Murray State
University are on view
on the upper level of the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery

through Dec. 18. Admission is free and the
public is invited to see
the exhibition.
Included in the show
will be drawings in
graphite, pastel, inks
and mixed media. Most
•
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Jane S. Sisk selected
as special teacher
for Illinois program
CARBONDALE, ILL. of a special Honors In— Jane S. Sisk, Rt. 6, stitute, backed by a
Murray, of Calloway $170,000 grant from the
County High School is National Science Founpart of a select group of dation, that provides
high school teachers
biology teachers from
Illinois and neighboring with techniques tc
states who are spending refine and polish their
Saturdays at Southern skills in microbiology.
Participation in thc
Illinois University Carbondale, probing life SIU Institute was
limited to 31 teachers
at the microbial level.
This summer they will deemed to be "exlive at SIU — becoming emplary" by their prin
cipals. They will be at
students themselves —
to intensify their studies SIU once a month
of microbiology and to through May, and will
develop new ways to attend full time during
teach it in their the 1985 summer
laboratories back home. session.
SIU sponsored similar
The teachers are part
institutes in 1981 and
1983, but this year's
operation is by far the
largest. About 13 SIU
faculty members make
up the lecture and
laboratory staff.
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of the imagery to be
seen is figurative, and
representational, with
varying degrees of
realism and
abstraction.
The artists contributing to the exhibition are Harvey Barns,
Fred Boucher, Albertus
Gorman, Fred Miller,
Tomi Riddle, Kaiti
Slater, Jo Stone, and
Rachael Whitfield. The
class is taught by Dale
Leys, associate professor and head of the
drawing area for the
MSU Art Department.
A number of the
students represented in
the exhibition have
received recognition for
the quality of their art
work.
Miller had one of his
drawings selected for
the fourth annual juried
show at the Capitol Arts
Center in Bowling
Green.
Drawings by Gorman
and Barns and a painting by Slater were
selected for purchase
awards from MSU
juried student shows in
recent years, with their
works added to the
university's permanent
collection of art.
The Clara M. Eagle
Gallery is located on the
fourth floor of the Murray State Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Open hours
are 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
Monday through Friday; 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Saturday; and 1 to 4
p.m., Sunday.
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Murray Moose Lodge will have its annual
Christmas party for the children of members on
Sunday, Dec. 16. Dinner will be served at 1:30
p.m. and Santa will arrive at 3 p.m. Parents may
bring gifts at $5 price for exchange, according to
Bob Rutherford, governor of the lodge.

"An Old Fashioned Christmas" will be
celebrated by the Coldwater United Methodist
Church on Sunday, Dec. 16, at 6 p.m. at the
church. Stacy Murdock will be in charge of the
program to be presented by the children of the
church. A potluck supper will follow the program. Members of the congregation will be
dressed in styles depicting the period of 1884, according to a church spokesman who invites the
public to attend.

Nurses plan dinner

Dancing scheduled
Round and square dancing will be from 7:30 to
11 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, Dec. 14 and 15,
at the Lynn Grove Roller Rink. Music will be by
the Sharecropper band each evening.

Dr. Tucker's articles
Two articles written
by Dr. Kenneth Tucker,
professor of English at
Murray State University, have been published
in scholarly journals.
— Psychetypes and
Shakespeare's 'Antony
and Cleopatra" appeared in the Journal of
Evolutional Psychology
and "Problems Concerning the 1895 Edition of
'The Works of John
Ford" in American
Notes and Queries.
Drawing upon Carl
Jung's belief in four fundamental personality
types — those based on
thinking, feeling, intuition and sensation —
Tucker shows how
Shakespeare's play illustrates the theory and
how the theory adds to
an understanding of the
play's major
characters,
His article suggests
that much of the
drama's conflict results
from the differences in
the characters' personality types and in
their orientations to the
world.
Tucker's other
published article deals
with a -problematic edition of writings by
Elizabethan dramatist
John Ford. Several
bibliographies mention
a seldom-seen edition of
Ford's writings published in 1895 and edited by
Victorian scholar A.H.
Sullen.
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Tucker, however,
points out that Bullen
did not himself edit an
1895 edition of Ford's
work, but reprinted the
1865 edition of Alexander Dyce and William
Gifford and included a
pamphlet, "The
Wonderful Discovery of
Elizabeth Sawyer, A
Witch," the source of
"The Witch of Edmonton," which Ford wrote
in collabration.
Tucker also makes
the point that the 1965
reissue of Ford's work
by the firm Russell &
Russell is a reprinting
not of the 1895 edition, as
the published indicates,
but of the 1865 edition.
A faculty member at
Murray State since 1970,
Tucker earned the B.A.
and M.A. degrees at the
University of Louisville
and the Ph.D. degree at
the University of
Kentucky.

District 17 Unit 1 of the Licensed Practical
Nurses will have a Christmas party on Monday,
Dec. 17, at 7 p.m. at the Western Sizzlin
Restaurant. Persons should bring a gift if they
desire to take part in the gift exchange.

Craig Johnson promoted
Craig W. Johnson, son of Perry and Lottie
Johnson, 100 Garden St., Murray, has been promoted to the rank of senior airman in the United
States Air Force. Johnson is a security
policeman in Kleine Brogel, Belgium, with the
7361st Munitions Support Squadron.

demonstrate solidarity in commitment to NATO
goals and objectives. Castleberry is a vehicle
drive with the 12th Aviation Group in Wertheim,
West Germany, His wife, Terrilynn, is the
daughter of Frances Curtner of Calvert City.

Don Hoover gets medal
Air Force Capt. Don W. H000ver, son of Wilson
R. and Mary H. Hoover, Rt. 6, Mayfield, has
been decorated with the Meritorious Service
Medal at Fairchild Air Force Base, Wash. The
medal is awarded specifically for outstanding
non-combat meritorious achievemnt or service
to the United States. He is a resistance training
duty officer with the 3612th Combat Crew Training Squadron. He is a 1971 graduate of Murray
State University. His wife, Carol, is the daughter
of Floyd and Mildred Slettvet of 702 Hillcrest,
Mayfield.

Morefield at Fort Jackson
Army Pvt. Candy M. Morefield, daughter of
Jerry L. and Betty A. Morefield of Rt. 4,
Mayfield, has completed basic training at Fort
Jackson, S.C. During the training she received
instruction in drill and ceremonies, weapons,
map reading, tactics, military courtesy, military
justice, first aid and Army history and traditions. She is a 1984 graduate of Wingo High
School,

Adult classes planned
Classes in the free program of adult basic
education in Calloway County will not meet
again until after the holiday break. They will
resume on the regular 6 to 9 p.m. Monday and
Tuesday schedule on Jan. 7 and continue through
February in Room 112 at Calloway County High
School. Marlene Beach, who teaches the classes,
urged anyone interested in the classes to call her
at 753-2350, the Calloway County Board of Education at 753-3033 or the Adult Learning Center at
Murray State University at 762-6971. She said
future funding of the program depends on community participation. Any resident of Calloway
County 16 years of age or older who does not have
a high school diploma and is not currently enrolled in the public school system is eligible to enroll
in the classes at no charge.

Christmas Dreams
Choose Gifts For That Special Person Here!

Ricky Parrish in Korea
Army Pvt. Ricky E. Parrish, son of Clifford E.
Parrish, 411 Gardner St., Mayfield, has arrived
for duty at Camp Casey, South Korea. Parrish,
an avionic equipment mechanic with the 2nd Infantry Division, was previously assigned at Fort
Gordon, Ga.

Fragrances
*White Shoulders
•Estee Lauder
•Germaine Monteil
'Charles of the Ritz
'Ralph Lauren

Army Spec. 4 Dennis E. Castleberry, son of
James D. and Shirley F. Castleberry, Rt. 9, Benton, was involved in a NATO-sponsored exercise
by participating in the Army's return of forces to
Germany (REFORGER) and th,e Air Force's
Crested Cap exercises, These are designed to
develop uniformity of doctrine, standardize procedures for rapid response to a crisis and

Sweaters
by
*Crescendo
*Bonnie and Bill
*Esprit
*Eagle Eye
•Foxcroft

ryi1R1IMT
ENTIRE WINTER STOCK

HANDBAGS
Don't Miss This Sensational Sale! Regular 8 00 to 115.00 Values

Gloves

Or

Buxton
Billfolds

by
lsotoner

China, Crystal,
Silver & Gifts
20% Off

The East Winners 4-H
Club met on Tuesday,
Dec. 11, at the East
Calloway Elementary
School.
A candy demonstration was presented by
LaDawn Cook.
Chocolate pretselS,
peanut butter cups,
chocolate wreaths and
Christmas trees were
made for the Meals on
Wheels for Christmas.
Refreshments were
served, according to
Heather Post, reporter
for the club.

Jewelry
for
that one
on your
list

Our Entre Stook ot fasfoonab4e boots
Choose from 9 West • Denier
auskens • Naturalaer
Regular 34 00 to 110 00 Values

OT cilestNt

Recipe listed
for a snack
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
SNACKTIME FARE
Peanut Cookies and
Milk
Peanut cookies
1-3rd cup butter
1-3rd cup granulated
sugar
1-3rd cup firmly packed light brown sugar
41 teaspoon vanilla
k4 cup creamy peanut
butter
1 large egg, separated
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking
powder
IX cup chopped
(medium-fine) unsalted
roasted peanuts
Cream butter, sugars
and vanilla; beat in
peanut butter and egg
yolk. Gradually sprinkle
with flour and baking
powder, working in with
a wooden spoon as you
do so, until blended. Using 1 level tablespoon
for each, shape into
balls; dip each into egg
white beaten until
frothy, then in peanuts.
Place 2 inches apart on
greased cookie sheets.
Bake in a preheated
350-degree oven until
lightly browned — about
15 minutes. With a wide
spatula. remove
carefully to wire racks
to cool completely.
Makes about 2 dozen.

We Will Be
Open Sundays
1-5 'Ti! Christmas

laws
Watch
For
Our
Christmas
Songbook
In
Friday's
Ledger

mars

A PARTY TIME SALE

PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE

HOLIDAY

ENTIRE STOCK

DRESSES

WINTER COATS

An "AFTER 5", PARTY
DRESS CLEARANCE
FEATURING OVER 250
SPECTACULAR DRESSES
Here is a wonderful savings
opportunity for you, just in time
for that exciting new dress you
wanted for the Holiday Season
Choose from lots of styles, fabrics
and colors in sizes 4 to 20 & 3 to 15.
all reduced before the season is over
Regular 44 00 to 176 00 Values

PANT COATS • JACKETS
DRESS LENGTHS • CAPES
FURS • POLY & DOWN FILLS
MAN-MADE FURS • WOOLS
It is indeed more blessed to give
than receive, but getting one of
these sensational coats at such
a savings adds its own blessing
too. Great selections including
plaids, tweeds & solids in red, royal,
beige. black, white, navy, taupe..
Regular 74 00 to 280 00 Values

2900,
T 9900

400T.1 9900

OPEN NIGHTLY UNTIL 8:30

OPEN SUNDAYS 1:00-5:00
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Christmas record
profits go for relief

YULE TIDE BALL — The Yule Tide Ball for the benefit of the local
W.A.T.C.H.(work activities training center for the handicapped) will
be Friday, Dec. 14, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the ballroom of the Curris
Center, Murray State University. Tickets at $25 per couple or $15 per
single may be purchased at the door or from any member of the committee — Mrs. Joe Bolin, Mrs. Jerry Wilson, Mrs. Robert Cunningha
m,
Mrs. Mike Holton or Mrs. David Bucldngham.
Funds from the ball will go to help on the payments of the new
WATCH building, top picture left, completed this past spring. There
are 19 mentally and/or physically handicapped individuals attending
the center, Monday through Friday. Training is offered in vocational,
self help and independent living.
In the top picture right are Suzie England and Patty Thompson collating booklets for the Tennessee Valley Authority. The participants
receive monthly paychecks for their work. The WATCH Center will be
offering their collating services to Murray and the surrounding area at
the first of the year.
The Work Activity Participants offer their crafts, in side photo, for
sale on weekdays from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Craft items include bird
feeders, wooden baskets, grapevine and straw wreaths, coffee mug
racks, toys, wooden planters, children's wooden coat hangers and
Christmas tree ornaments.

LONDON (AP) —
"Do They Know It's
Christmas?," a record
made by the top names
in British rock and pop
to raise money for
Ethiopia's famine victims, has sold 1.25
million copies
worldwide in just one
week.
The single by a
supergroup Band Aid,
which includes Boy
George, Duran Duran,
Sting and others, raced
to the top of the record
charts in Britain where
600,000 copies were sold
In a week. It went on
sale Monday in the
United States, where six
million copies were
printed.
"It's incredible," said
a spokesman for Gallup
Poll, which compiles the
official British record
industry charts. "It
looks like it could be the
biggest selling record
ever in Britain."
That record is now
held by "Mull of Kintyre" by Paul McCartney's group Wings
which sold over 2
million copies in
Britain.
Bob Geldof of the
Boomtown Rats, who
brought the superstars

together after seeing
pictures of Ethiopia's
famine victims, said
Tuesday: "We could
reach three million
sales by Christmas"
just in Britain.
"I'm delighted and
exhausted by the success of the record,"
Geldof said in a British
Broadcasting Corp.
radio interview.
"We seem to have
caught the atmosphere
of Christmas, and the
people who have bought
the record are as much
a part of Band Aid as the
band members
themselves."
Other Band Aid
members included
members of top bands
like Status Quo, Spandau Ballet, U2, Wham,
Bananarama, Kool and
the Gang and solo stars
such as Paul Young,
Marilyn, Midge Ure of
Ultravox and Phil
Collins.
Together, the stars
have sold more than 200
million records.
Geldof said there had
been instances of people
buying 50 copies of the
record, then handing 49
back to the store for
resale.

Coming community events are announced
Thursday, Dec. 13
Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Western Sizzlin
Restaurant.
—— ——
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary will have a
Christmas dinner party
at 6 : 3 0 p.m. at
American Legion Hall.
————
Coldwater Baptist
Church Women will
have a potluck supper at
7 p.m. at church.
Murray-CallowaY
County La Leche
League will meet at 7
p.m. at 920 North 18th
St. For information call
753-8771.

Thursday, Dec. 13
————
Auditions for "Getting
Out" will be at 7 p.m. at
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Murray State
University.
————
"Anthony and
Cleopatra" will be
shown at 7 p.m. in Room
208, Faculty Hall, Murray State University, as
part of International
Film Festival.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.

Thursday, Dec. 13
Thursday,Dec. 13
————
—— — —
The Single Connection
"Scrooge" will be
will meet at 7 p.m. on presented by
Communithird floor, Education ty Theatre at
8 p.m. at
Building, First United Playhouse in
MurrayMethodist Church. For Calloway County Park.
information Jill at
————
753-1701 or Dick at
Friday, Dec. 14
436-2174.
Kentucky Lake
————
Chapter of National
Jackson Purchase Association of Retired
Section of American Federal Employees will
Society for Quality Con- meet at 11:30 a.m. at the
trol will meet at 6 p.m. Sirloin Stockade.
at Holiday Inn,
————
Mayfield.
Hazel and Douglas
————
Centers will be open
Murray Chapter 92 from 10 a.M. to 2 p.m.
Royal Arch Masons and for activities by Senior
Murray Chapter No. 50 Citizens.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
————
lodge hall.
Hazel Lodge No. 831

Friday, Dec. 14
Friday, Dec. 14
————
Free and Accepted
Compassionate
Masons will meet at 7:30
Parents will have a
p.m. at lodge hall.
potluck dinner at 6:30
————
Mothers Morning Out p.m. at the Health
will be at 9 a.m. at First Center. For information
call 753-3381.
Christian Church.
————
————
AA and Al-Anon will
Make Today Count
will meet at 10 a.m. at will meet at 8 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway Coun- J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended,
ty Hospital.
Mayfield.
————
————
Magazine Club will
A Madrigal Dinner
meet at 2 p.m. at Sirloin
will be at 7 p.m. in
Stockade.
Pogue Library, Murray
————
"Scrooge" will be State University. For inpresented by Communi- formation and reservaty Theatre at 8 p.m. at tions call 762-4288.
————
Playhouse in Murray"A Christmas
Calloway County Park.

Friday, Dec. 14
Medley" will be
presented at 6 and 7
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center, Land
Between the Lakes. For
reservations call
1-924-5602, extension 295.
————
Betty Sledd Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 6
p.m. at the home of Dr.
and Mrs. Greg
Earwood.

Friday,Dec. 14
ballroom of Curris
Center, Murray State
University. Tickets at
$25 couple or $15 single
will be available at the
door.
————
Square and round
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at the
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
————
Lady Racers will
meet the women's team
from the University of
Yule Tide Ball to
Tennessee at 7:30 p.m.
benefit W.A.T.C.H. at Racer
Arena. There
(work activities train- is no admission
charge.
ing center for the handicapped) will be from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. in (Cont'd on page 10-A)

MERRY CHRISTMAS-Say it Best With A

Prices Good
Through
Dec. 20th

"The Ultimate Shopping Experience"
Open Sun. 1-5
Nights Til 8 .m.
Ladies

Christian Dior

Dress Slacks

Sweaters

20°o Off

20% Off

Now
ayere.

Ladies

Sweatshirts

Sweaters

Values to $50.00

20°o Off

No!1 4
95 $ 1895
Entire Selection

New Group of

"Guess,,,,

Men's Outerwear

20°0

Just Arrived!
One Group Miss Dior

Calvin Klein

Lingerie

½P
Ladies

Denim Jeans
Parachute

Now

hristmas ift
Ideas For The Girl
In Your Life.
Swimsuits
Earrings
Necklaces
Belts
Bags
Ann Klein Signature
Watches
Ann Klein Signatures
Earrings & Bracelets

Spring Fashions
Arriving Daily!

20% Off

All Colors
•

Pants

Suits
Now /
12
All Guess

Pri

Shirts
Now

20% Off

One Group Crewneck

Fancy Sweaters
Now

20% Off

Robert Bruce Basic

V-Neck Sweaters
Now $ 1895

Suits & Blazers
Now

Reg. $36.00

20% Off

$2795
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Deep-Dish Apple Pie can be a favorite item
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
I first became aware
of the virtues of DeepDish Apple Pie years
ago when tearoom
restaurants were in
bloom in New York City.
These Deep-Dish Apple Pies were new to
me. The apple pies served in my Canadian
childhood home always
had two crusts. DeepDish pies have only one
crust — rich and
delicious pastry covering the fruit.
Tearoom Deep-Dish
Apple Pie was baked in
a large rectangular
pan; this way it could be
cut in neat squares and
went a long way. When!
ordered it, I always asked for a scoop of vanilla
ice cream atop my
portion.
Some of us are sad the
tearooms are gone. But
happily one can easily
recreate tearoom-style
Deep-Dish Apple Pie at
home. Here's my recipe
for it.
DEEP-DISH
APPLE PIE
Cream Cheese Pastry
(recipe follows)
9 to 10 medium (3
pounds) McIntosh
apples
1A1 cup sugar
2 tablespoons
unbleached all-purpose
flour
34 teaspoon lemon
rind
2 teaspoons lemon
juice

GETS PROMOTION — Col. Charles Knedier, left, chairman of the
Department of Military Science, and Mrs. James J. Bryant, right, pin the
oak leaf clusters on Major James J. Bryant in top photo at a recent promotion ceremony at Murray State University. Bryant, assistant professor of
military science at MSC,is an ROTC Instructor. Prior to this assignment, he
was with the Lightning Brigade at Fort Knox. A 1989 graduate of Murray
High School, he received his B.S. from MSU in 1972 and his MED from the
University of Louisville in 1982. His mother is Dr. Pauline G. Bryant of
Louisville. In the bottom photo Maj. Bryant is pictured with his wife, the
former Teri Parker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Parker of Murray, and
their two children, Shae and Seth, holding the cake made especially for the
occasion.

1,4 teaspoon
generous) ground
cinnamon
Milk
Vanilla ice cream
Make up Cream
Cheese Pastry and chill
as directed.
Quarter, core, pare
and thinly slice apples.
In a large bowl toss apples with sugar, flour,
lemon rind, lemon juice
and cinnamon. Turn into a buttered 2-quart
oblong baking dish (114
by 7% by 14 inches).
On a prepared pastry
cloth, with a prepared
stockinet-covered rolling pin, roll out Cream
Cheese Pastry to a 12by 8-inch rectangle. In
the center of the pastry
cut four 2-inch long slits,
1 inch apart. Fold
pastry over rolling pin
and place over apple
mixture. With a fork,

press pastry against the shape into a thick rec- chill until firm enough
sides of the dish; brush tangle and wrap tightly: to roll out.
with milk.
Bake on the middle
rack of a preheated
450-degree oven for 15
minutes. Continue baking at 350 degrees until
apples are tender when
pierced through the
pastry slits with a fork
and the pastry is golden
brown — 30 to 40
minutes longer.
Serve hot or warm,
topped with vanilla ice
cream.
Makes 6 to 8 servings.
Cream Cheese
Pastry: With a wooden
spoon beat together until blended 14-pound
stick butter and 3
ounces cream cheese
(both at room
temperature); gradually stir in until blended 1
DEEP DISH PIE — This old-fashioned dessert
cup unbleached allis especially delicious with McIntosh apples.
purpose flour. On saran,

20%-50%
Off Diamonds
This Christmas, Nothing Says
Love You" Like A Gift
Of Diamonds

Newborn admissions and dismissals listed by hospital
James, 1312 Poplar St., Mrs. Donna L. Miller
Murray.
and baby girl, 1519
Dismissals
Johnson Blvd.;
Mrs. Rhoda BrenBret F. McDaniel and
neman and baby girl, Bart F. McDaniel, 52
Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Blakely Ave., Camden,
Donna C. McWane, Har- Term.; Mrs. Rita Ann
din; Greg D. Sessoms, Kurz, 1909 Greenbriar;
Box 4515 Hart Hall;
Mrs. Pamela D. HernMrs. Virginia F. Har- don, Rt. 3;
ris, Rt. 5; Mrs. Tammie
Everett D. Whitson,
M. Chalepah and baby Rt. 7.; Gordon R.
boy, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville; Crouch, Rt. 7; Clyde R.

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday,
Dec. 9, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Watts,
parents, Sara and Sonny, 210 North Eighth St.,
Mayfield;
Baby Boy Williams,
parents, Lana and

Jackson, 324 Crume St.,
Clinton; Mrs. Carrie E.
Crawford, 1610 West
Main St.;
T.G. Curd, New Concord; Leonard 0. Watson, Rt. 1, Clinton;
Michael R. ValiDeraa
(expired) New Concord; William T. Sledd
(expired) Fern Terrace
Lodge.

Open Every Night
Till Christmas
Open Sunday 1-5
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CoMmunity events... (Cont'd from page 8-A)
Water Well officials
Sunday, Dec. 16
Saturday, Dec. 15
Sunday, Dec. 16
Mr. and Mrs. T.J. Community Theatre at
Cleaver and Fulton
say many gallons have
Sunday School Classes Murphy will be honored
Playhouse in Murray.
of Seventh and Poplar oil 60th wedding an- Calloway County Park.
leaked into ground water Church of Christ will niversary with a recep————
WORTHINGTON,
Ohio (AP) — A billion
gallons of oil, gasoline
and other petroleum
products have leaked into ground water from
underground storage
tanks in the last 10
years, according to the
National Water Well
Association.
Dr. Jay H. Lehr, executive director of the
association, says
bacteria love to dine on
these leaks but they are
slow eaters. Normally,

It would take 50 years
for bacteria to eat up a
petroleum spill, Lehr
says. But now, because
of new technology, that
time can be shortened to
a year. The secret is
oxygen.
"Hydrogen peroxide
is injected into the
ground," Lehr says. "It
provides the oxygen
these bacteria need. It is
a far more efficient way
of delivering oxygen to
them than pumping air
underground."

PROGRAM PRESENTED — Hal Fatimer of
the Tennessee Valley Authority recently
presented a program on "Energy Conservation"
for the Fifth and Sixth Grades at East Calloway
Elementary School. Shown with Falkner is Paul
Parrish getting an idea of how much energy It
takes to light an electric light bulb. The students
participated in the Kids Conservation Corps.
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Give A Gift
Of Good Health
— From —

RED OAK NATURAL FOODS!
Fine Quality Shampoos, Soaps,
Skin Care Products & Much More.
Don t Forget
Red Oaks Gift Certificates
4":
N
"
4%•-

"

FtD

NATURAL FOODS

Mon.-Sat.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Coldwater Rd.
753-2844

CORRECTION
The Uncle Jeff's Insert In
Wednesday's Paper Should
Have Read:
Norelco
Sale
'9.95
Clean Air
Mfg. Rebate $4.00
Machine
Your
Model HI31900

4111N

813

NEW MEMBER — James (Jim) Rice, right,
was recently inducted as a member of the Murray Kiwanis Club. With Rice is the club president, Chuck Hunch.

Norelco
Clear Air
Machine
5000

431,4

$5.95

Final Cost

Sale
Mfg. Rebate
Your
Final Cost

$33.95
$5.00

$28.95
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sponsor a luncheon for
all widows and
widowers of the congregation at 11:30 a.m.
in multi-purpose room
of the church. Anyone
needing a ride call the
church office by 4 p.m.
Friday.
————
The Single Connection
will have a progressive
Christmas dinner party
starting at 1309 Roberson at 6 p.m. For information call Jill at
753-1701.
———
Winter dance, sponsored by Student Council, will be from 8 p.m.
to midnight at Murray
High School.
————
Breakfast with Santa
will be at 9:30 a.m. at
Murray Country Club.
————
Hazel Woman's Club
will be at Wal-Mart entrance to wrap
Christmas gifts.
————
Christmas party for
children, pre-school
through sixth grade,
will be from 1 to 2:30
p.m. at Oaks Country
Club. For information
call 759-1087.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
"Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
A Madrigal Dinner
will be at 7 p.m. in
Pogue Library, Murray
State University. For information call 762-4288.
————
Classes for the fall
semester at Murray
State University will
end today with final examinations to be from
Dec. 17 to 21.
————
New Providence
Riding Club will sponsor
an open horse show at 4
p.m. in Livestock and
Exposition Center. Admission will be $2 per
person.

tion from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Musical, "Psalty's
Community Room, Christmas Calamity,"
North Branch, Peoples will be presented by
Bank.
Children's Choir of Elm
————
Grove Baptist Church at
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy 6:45 p.m.
(Debs) Cunningham
————
will be honored on 50th
Freedom Singers will
wedding anniversary sing at 1:30 p.m. at
with a reception at Ac- Palestine United
tivity Building, First Methodist Church.
Baptist Church, Benton,
————
from 2 to 4 p.m. They reOpen house will be
quest guests not bring from 2 to 4 p.m. with
gifts.
Joyce and Marney Nunflatly in charge at the
————
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Oaks Country Club.
Thurston will be
—— —
honored on 50th anniverAnnual Christmas
sary with a reception at
party for children of
Civic Center at Melber
members of the Murray
from 2 to 4 p.m.
Moose Lodge will start
————
at 1:30 p.m. at lodge
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
hall.
Brawner will be
honored on 50th anniversary with a reception
Murray State Racer
from 2 to 4 p.m. at New basketball team will
Concord Church of play Lewis University
Christ.
at 7:30 p.m. at Racer
— ———
Arena. Admission will
"Scrooge" will be be 45 for adults and $4
presented at 2 p.m. by for students.

Sunday, Dec. 16
————
"A Christmas
Medley" will be
presented at 6 and 7
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center, Land
Between the Lakes. For
reservations call
1-924-5602, extension 295.
"Scrooge" will be
presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in Murray.
Calloway County Park.
Special "Old Fashioned Christmas" will be at
6 p.m. at Coldwater
United Methodist
Church.
————
Members of Hazel
Woman's Club will be at
Wal-Mart entrance to
wrap Christmas gifts.
A Madrigal Dinner
will be at 1:30 p.m. in
Pogue Library, Murray
State University. For
reservations call
762-4288.
————
AA will meet at 4 p.m.
at American Legion
Hall, South- Sixth and
Maple Streets.

BANQUET HELD — The Missionettes of First Assembly of God recently
honored their mothers at a Mother-Daughter Banquet held at the church.
Mrs. Treys Kelleher, guest speaker, addressed the group on the subject of
"Thankfulness." Missionettes receiving sashes at the banquet were Wendy
Dowdy, Denise Moore, Bethany Ramsey, Missy Turley, Laura Shouse,
Leeann Moore, Erica Rogers and Jennifer Massey. Pictured,from left, first
row, Wendy Dowdy, Denise Moore, Bethany Ramsey, Daisies, Bea Cornett,
Daisy sponsor; second row, Missy Turley, Laura Shouse, Leeann
Moore,
Erica Rogers, Jennifer Massey, Junior and Senior Missionettes; third row,
Deanne Turley, l' sponsor, Liddia Turley, Kettle Proctor, Kelli Pierce, V's,
and Rita Dawson, Junior and Senior sponsor.

A.?
Valu Rite)1 21111`11
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PHARMACIES

SPECIAL

25" Diagonal
CONSOLE COLOR TV

$498

MODEL 25PC3802
• High performance electronics designed for
reliability
• Lighted channel numbers for easy viewing
• Color Monitor System automatically adjusts color
• Distinctive Mediterranean styling

s
HEAVY-DUTY
WASHER

.11
NASAL
SPRAY

17" Diagonal
PORTABLE COLOR TV $268
MODEL 178C602W
• High Performance electronics designed for reliability
• High Contrast picture tube
• Color Monitor ." System automatically adjusts color
• I 5 watt audio amplifier for excellent sound

Drixoral
10 Tablets

Percogesic
24 Tablets

Afrin
30 ml.

with Permanent Press Cycle
la tre mare
acne artrie•

Lubriderm
Lotion
Kat05Y 911N cast
VHS 8-HOUR
VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER
MODEL IVCR5002X

• 8-Hour Record/Playback
• One event!14 day programming
• Remote video scan:slow motion

LIMITED SUPPLY

$438

AtAXINUN STAINOT“
Ap•

rj4

The Dry Look

Lubrlderm
8 oz.

8 oz

$269)
Women

Model WWA56008
• Two cycles—regular and permanent press
• Three wash rinse temperature combinations
with energy-saving cold water selections
• Soak cycle

...s469;06- ONLY
13800

-)ELivERY AND INSTALLATtON
AT EXTRA COST

GE.WE BRINIckGOOD

IINGS TO LIFE.

$2.59

LARGE SELECTION
SERVICE AFTER SALE
HUGE PARTS INVENTORY
FACTORY TRAINED SERVICEMEN
INSTANT CREDIT WITH
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENT
•
NO HIDDEN CHARGES
EVERY APPLIANCE IN STORE
REDUCED FOR CHRISTMAS

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND Tv
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
753.1586
212 East Main Street
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners
-

Kodak

White Shoulders
Lauren Holston
Nina Ricci Chloe

Film
Kodocolor VR 110-24

$233

Dolls

Elvis
Dorothy
Men
Polo Shirley Temple
Calvin
Story Books
Holston Aramis
Groucho Marx
Gray Flannel
Pierre Cardin

Byron's Safe-T-Discount

PHARMACY
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

•
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Cochran students participate in meet with Morganfield
Gymnists from the
Lyndia Cochran Gymnastics Studio traveled
to Morganfield on Satur-

day. Dec. 1, to compete
in a meet there
The Cochran team is
the only group in this

Nine and 10
area of the state and participation and Mrs.
Stacey Moss, third on
must travel from 75 to Cochran said this seem150 miles to compete, ed to boost the energy vault, sixth on bars;
Shannon Beale, sixth
put out at practice.
said Mrs. Cochran.
Winners were as on beam, sixth on vault;
Many of the gymnists
Linda Cathey, sixth on
were winners in the follows:
beam;
Class IV Team
meet.
Laura Archer, first on
Eight and under
Lisa Clees and Gearld
Courtney McCoy, floor, third on beam, seMcCuiston are coaches fourth on floor, second
for the team and said on vault, first on bars
they were well pleased and first all around;
with the scoi es the
Kelly Hale, fifth on
students received. The beam;
majority of the team
Amanda Jackson,
members are younger first on vault, second on
than usual and some of bars;
them were competing
Dana Blankenship, sefor the first time.
cond on beam, third on
Extra practice ses- bars;
sions were held before
Emily Lesley, fifth on
this meet with parent floor, fifth on beam.

cond on vault, first on
bar, first all around;
Carrie Germann, fifth
on beam, fourth on
vault, fourth on bars,
sixth all around;
Eleven and 12
Jada Coker, third on
floor, third on vault;

Class III Team
Leslie Weber who is a
student from Mayfield
was the only class team
member. Her scores
were high and placed
first on floor, second on
beam, first on vault, second bars and second all

around.
Also in attendance
were Michelle Stinett
and Erin Grogan and a
large group of parents
The Murray team will
host a meet with
Morganfield on Feb. 9.

•

Shannon Beale on bars

AT MEET — Attending the Gymnastic Meet at Morganfield representing
the Lyndia Cochran Gymnastics Studio were, from left, first row, Shannon Beale, Carrie Germann, Art
Strow, Emily Leslie,
Stacy Moss; second row, Dana Blankenship, Erin Grogan, Lindy Cathey,
Kelly Hale; third row, Fonda
Grogan, Marilyn Germann, Leslie Webe, Michelle Stinett, Jada Coker,
Laura Archer, Amanda
Jackson, Bonnie Hale, Denise Miles, Aileen Leslie; back row, Mike Moss, Joyce
McCoy, Mrs. Mike
Moss, Lisa Clees, GearId McCuiston, Sue Archer, Jane Blankenship, Suzanne Cathey,
Rachel Jackson
and Dan Leslie.

1111111110.1.
Courtney McCoy on floor

DIRECTOR AND COACHES — Lyndia
Cochran, front, is executive director of the Lyndia Cochran Gymnastics Studio. Pictured back,
from left, Leslie Weber, student teacher from
Mayfield, Lisa Clees and GearId McCuiston,
coaches.

Free Gift Box

Long Nylon Gown
Our Price 12.99

Reg. 15.99

With Extra 20% Off

10.39
Long Nylon Robe
Reg. 21.99

Our Price 14.99

With Extra 20% Off

11.99
Velour Robe
Reg. 24.99
Our Price 19.99

Kelly Hale on beam

With Extra 20% Off

10-YEAR
FULL
WARRANTY
ON
PERMATUF •
TUB AND DOOR
LINER
ilS1! FOR KURA

Model GSD6000
• Temperature Sensor System automatically
heats the water during the main wash cycle to
get your dishes sparkling clean, using inlet
water temperatures as low as 120°F.
• 7-cycle selections including POTSCRUBBER
cycle.
• No-heat energy saver
WAS $41995.
drying option, low
energy convection
drying.
Laura Archer on beam

• 2-level washing action.
• Reversible color panels.

NOW '358"
SAVE '61"•

• Sound insulated.
DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE AT EXTRA COST

MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV

• Gowns
• Robes
• Sleepshirts
• Baby Doll Pajamas
• Camisoles
• Teddies
• Slips
• Panties
• Slippers
• Booties

Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street-753.1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons—Owners

Give The Gift That Gives Year Around
•Perfect For Stocking Stuffers
•Buy Any Amount You Like
Lindy Cathey on beam
Alan Crittenden, editor of "The Almanac of Lavestments," says that while Olympic commemorative coins help the U.S. Olympic teams,
they are a poor investment. He says 1984 Olympic silver coins have a face value of $1 but sell for
$38, while 1984 Olympic gold coins have a $10 face
value but sell for $376. Even their value as collector's coins is low because the large number that
will be minted insures that rarity will not come
overnight, if at all, says Crittenden.

*Always The Right Size & Color
*Perfect For Any Child or Adult

Good At Any Murray Theater

Available At:
Cheri 3-Cine 1 & 2
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Business magnate C.V. Whitney is in critical condition
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API — International
socialite, horseman and
business magnate Cornelius Vanderbilt
Whitney lay in critical
but stable condition today at the University of
Kentucky Medical
Center after emergency
surgery on an abdominal aneurysm.
Hospital
spokeswoman Sandra
Thacker said Dr. Gordon Hyde was "very
pleased" after performing nearly four hours of
surgery on Whitney, 85,
scion of both the
Whitney and Vanderbilt
clans.
'In his words, 'Mr.
Whitney is doing just
fine,' " Ms. Thacker
reported. " 'Mr.
Whitney is considered to
be in critical but stable

condition, as is to be expected in any case of
acute aneurysm.'"
Whitney's wife
Marylou and other
relatives asked that no
other details be released, the spokeswoman
said. In most such
cases, doctors reinforce
the weakened or ruptured blood vessel with
a synthetic tube.
The Yale-educated
Whitney is known mainly as an owner and
breeder of thoroughbred
horses, but he made his
own name in businesses
ranging from mining
and lumber to aviation
and the movies. The
family name graces the
Whitney Museum of
American Art in New
York and his own the
Cornelius Vanderbilt
Whitney Marine

Research Laboratory at
the University of
Florida.
Whitney, an ace
fighter pilot in both
World Wars, served as
assistant secretary of
the Air Force and
undersecretary of commerce under President
Harry Truman. He also
was a special presidential envoy to Britain,
Luxemburg, Italy and
Spain, where he has had
several homes.
By the time he took
over his father's racing
stable in 1930, he had
already helped found
Pan American World
Airways and set up up
the Hudson Bay Mining
and Smelting Co.
Whitney served as
chairman of Pan Am until .1941, when he reenlisted in the Air

Need Money
For Christmas?
Got Something
To Sell?

Force, and of Hudson
Bay until 1964.
A New York native
who never has been willing to rest on his
ancestors'
achievements, he coproduced epic movies
like "Gone With The
Wind," "A Star Is
Born" and "Rebecca,"
and founded the
Marineland attraction
near St. Augustine, Fla.,
later in the 1930s.
Other endeavors include Whitney Industries Inc., a lumber
company, and the C.V.
Whitney Farms in Lexington and Saratoga,
N.Y.
Whitney and his wife
move in the upper crust
of society. Their parties
are social occasions
both in Lexington and
Saratoga. Britain's

Slim-Line Portable
An Elegant Slim-Line Portable In A Space-Saving
Design Beautifully Finished With Polished Nickel
Color Highlights.

Rent A Space
For As Low As
$6.00 a day or $15 for
3 days. Larger spaces also
available ($25 for 3 days).
at the

North 641 Craft
and Flea Market

13" Diagonal

24995

Located 2 Miles North
Of Murray On 641
(Formerly Wiggins Furniture)

For A Space This Week,
Call 753-4566
Days or Evenings

Model S1306B

TUCKER TV
753-2900

1914 Coldwater Rd.

Princess Margaret and Manila fell to the
Capt. Mark Phillips, the Japanese. He received
queen's son-in-law, have the Distinguished Serstayed at the couple's vice Medal and Legion
585-acre farm outside of Merit with two battle
Lexington.
stars for his service in
Whitney is a director World War H.
of the New York
He rowed for Yale two
Philharmonic, trustee years, became a sixof the Whitney and the goal polo player and
Museum of Natural salvaged mining venHistory and wrote tures that his father,
several books, Harry Payne Whitney,
publishing his had written off.
autobiography in 1977.
Whitney, whose
In it, he wrote that he horses won 141 stakes
was in a slit trench at races, led the nation's
Iwo Jima when U.S. owners in earnings five
Marines planted the flag times, most recently in
there and shared 1960. His father's Regret
similar accommoda- became the first filly to
tions with Gen. Douglas win the Kentucky Derby
MacArthur when in 1915 — a feat not

duplicated until Ge- 3-year-old champion
nuine Risk in 1980 — but colt and 1947 Belmont
the younger Whitney Stakes winner;
never managed to win Equipoise, juvenile
American racing's most champion in 1930; First
Flight, 2-year-old filly
coveted trophy.
He came close in 1947, champion in 1 946
when Phalanx, the 2-1 Counterpoint, Horse of
favorite, was a head the Year and the Belmont winner in 1951;
short of Jet Pilot.
Whitney has sworn in Career Boy, 1956 turf
recent years that he champion; and Silver
would never retire, but Spoon, the 3-year-old filhe gave in to weakness ly champion in 1959.
and age in October, sellThis year, he raced
ing his horses and han- only Hail Bold King. The
ding down the family's 3-year-old colt won four
renowned blue and of six starts in 1984, but
brown racing silks to a missed the Arkansas
nephew, Ocala, Fla., Derby, the Kentucky
breeder Leverett Miller. Derby and the Belmont
Among Whitney's because of a fever and
winners were Phalanx, sore foot.

$1.1 million federal loan will fund
Leslie home for aged, handicapped
HYDEN, Ky. (AP) —
A new corporation has
obtained a $1,187,000
federal loan and plans to
break ground in the spring for Leslie County's
first public housing project, an apartment
building for low-income
elderly and handicapped tenants.
Mary Breckinridge
Housing Inc. will construct and operate the
21-unit, three-story
building on a hill behind
the Frontier Nursing
Service's Mary
Breckinridge Hospital,
David Hatfield, director
of the nursing service
and a member of the
housing corporation
board, told a news conference Wednesday.
The corporation, like
the hospital, is named
for the founder of the
nursing service.
Previous efforts to
develop governmentsubsidized housing for
low-income Leslie Colintians have failed for
lack of a suitable site or

a qualified organization rendered in the
to receive federal funds, complex."
Hatfield said.
Hatfield said the
The loan was obtained natural-finish wood
under a U.S. Housing building, with a stone
and Urban Develop- foundation, will contain
ment program for the six efficiency apartelderly and handicap- ments, one of which will
ped. The housing cor- be designed for hanporation was formed dicapped tenants, and 15
because, as a nonprofit one-bedroom apartorganization, the Fron- ments, including two for
tier Nursing Service the handicapped.
was not eligible for the
Though applications
funds, explained Ron for apartments are not
Hallman, development yet being taken, "we've
director for the nursing begun to get phone
service.
calls," Hallman said.
Currently in Leslie "We're asking them to
County, low-income hold their calls until this
elderly people "basical- coming spring when
ly are living at home or construction begins. It
with other family Is at that time that we
members," Hallman will be telling people
said. "This housing will about the criteria and
allow them to take ad- how to apply."
vantage of various
Hatfield and Hallman
facilities and services credited U.S. Rep.
that are available at-our -"Harold Rogers, R Mary Breckinridge Somerset, with helping
Hospital, such as the to obtain the HUD
cafeteria and the phar- funds, and Marty
macy. Hopefully, home- Driesier, a staff
health services can be member in Rogers'

Washington, D.C., office, said he "wrote
some strong letters and
made a lot of phone
calls" to pursue the
loan.
Bessie King, a HUD
spokesman in
Louisville, said the lowinterest loan — currently 9.5 percent, will be
repaid over 40 years
with proceeds from rentals in the building,
which will not exceed
one-third of a tenant's
income.
Ms. King said she did
not know how many
counties in Kentucky
lack any public housing,
but said a majority probably have some form
of housing project.
Dick George of Will
Linder Associates in
Berea, the consulting
firm that prepared the
loan application, said
"they are not the only
county" without some
form of subsidized housing, though he called it
"unusual."
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For The Entire Family
We Have The Area's
Largest Selection Of
Boots (Including Fashion Boots) Western
Wear, Leather Coats,
Belts & Buckles, &
Moccasins.
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Merry Christmas
from
Pickens Supply, Inc.
Come In And See Our Wide
Selection Of Fans
$7900
Starting At
Christmas Special
A Fasco 52" Antique Brass
or Polished Brass Ceiling Fan

NOW ONLY

Reg. $159.00

tn

Vernon's Frontier
Trading &
Gold & Silver
Custom Jewelers
9-9 Daily 1-6 Sunday
Olympic Plaza

Lifetime
Warranty!

Now Only

9
00
A
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I

Lifetime
Warranty

We Also Carry Door Chimes,
Tiffany Lamps, Track Lighting
and Oak Medicine Cabinets.

PICKENS SUPPLY INC.
1918 Coldwater Road (Next to Tucker TV)
M-F 7:30-4:30
764-6822

753-7113
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Jessica Lange, Ed Harris

Stars on set at Fort Campbell
for film on life of Patsy Cline
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)
— Hollywood stars Jessica
Lange and Ed Harris came to
the back lots of the Fort Campbell Army base to film a portion
of the movie "Sweet Dreams"
on the life of country music
legend Patsy Cline.
"It's really a love story more
than the story of her life," said
Larry Kaplan, publicist for the
film that brought an 85-member
production crew into the area.
The $13 million film is scheduled for release in late 1985. The
stars are Ms. Lange, an Oscarwinning actress whose roles
have included a farm wife in
"Country" and a soap opera star
in "Tootsie," and Harris, who
played astronaut John Glenn in
"The Right Stuff" and recently
starred with Sally Field in the
highly acclaimed movie,
"Places in the Heart."
Ms. Lange and Harris were on
location at Fort Campbell Tuesday to film five scenes depicting
Ms. Cline's love affair with her
second husband, Charlie Dick.

v
TRAFFIC IN THE LANES — Lori Melich, sixth
grade student at Murray Middle School, shows
off
her bowling form after learning all about the sport
in a two week course taught through the P.E.
department at the school. Teacher Rick Fisher offers
the class every year where he teaches students
about
every aspect of the game. Jon Burkeen, another
sixth grader enrolled in the class, reported that
the
hardest part of the class was keeping score, but
he did say that he had
the two week class. The students bowled at Murray's Corvette Lanes. bowled a game high 132 during

TVA: some homes may trap
radioactive chemical radon
KNOXVILLE Term. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
is extending its study of a
radioactive chemical that may
become trapped in tightly insulated homes after being used
in the manufacture of concrete
blocks, agency officials say.
Radon, which emits radioactive gaseous particles, is found
naturally in soil and roc4lks, but
also was contained in waste produced by TVA's phosphate fertilizer plants, according to a 1979
TVA study.
The waste had been sold for
more than 30 years to concrete
block manufacturers.
Though the federal utility
stopped selling the waste in 1978,
concrete blocks, with high levels
of radon, were used for house
foundations throughout the

Air Force radar
being used to
fight smuggling
EL SEGUNDO, Calif.
(AP) — Air Force and
Navy equipment is helping the U.S. Customs
service fight drug
smugglers.
A radar, designed and
built by Hughes Aircraft
Co. for an Air Force
fighter, has been installed in a U.S. Navy patrol
aircraft to detect and
track possible drug
smuggling activities.
The radar can detect
and track slow, small,
low-flying aircraft that
may be trying to smuggle contraband into the
United States. The
radar detects moving
targets over land or sea
and provides information to enable the Coast
Guard or other government agencies to intercept suspects.

region, said Ralph Wallace, a
TVA health physicist in Muscle
Shoals, Ala.
"We found out those concrete
blocks could be creating a probem," he said Wednesday.
TVA and the Department of
Energy now are planning to
study radon levels in 60 homes in
the region, mostly in Tennessee,
Alabama and north Georgia, to
determine whether weatheriza.tion practices can trap the gas
inside houses.
"There is a definite link between conservation practices
and increased radon levels in a
home," said Jerome P. Harper,
assistant director in TVA's division of conservation and energy
management.
The Environmental Protection Agency has considered set-

Four of the scenes were filmed
at a post-World War II barracks
site near the base's Post Exchange, while the fifth was shot
In Lee Village, one of the oldest
housing areas at Fort Campbell.
The scenes filmed at Fort
Campbell depict Fort Bragg,
N.C., in the late 1950s when Dick
was stationed there and was
visited by MS. Cline.
The movie reflects the 1957-63
time period leading up to her
death in an airplane crash.
Production started Oct. 29 and
is scheduled to be completed
sometime in February in Los
Angeles. Filming also has been
done in West Virginia, Maryland
and Nashville, Tenn.
Producer Bernard Schwartz
said Fort Campbell was chosen
for the military scenes because
of its proximity to Nashville,
where the bulk of the movie is
being filmed.
"It was convenient," said
Schwartz, who also produced
"Coal Miner's Daughter."
"Jessica has been outstan-

ding," he said, adding that her
portrayal of Ms. Cline has been
"unique."
Although Fort Campbell
authorities had the movie location barricaded to ensure
privacy, a small group of
onlookers managed to get a
glimpse of Hollywood in action,
discovering that film-making
entails a lot of repetition and
waiting.
Such details as the speedy construction of 1950s outdoor
telephone booth area, complete
with graffiti, seemed to amaze
the spectators.
Schwartz said that film
distributors who had seen some
of the film were "very, very impressed. We're doing a quality
movie."
He declined, however, to
make any predictions about
possible awards and success for
the movie.
"I don't want to get into that,"
he said, with a smile. "That kind
of talk always seems to be a hex
to a movie."
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SPECIAL
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ting a guideline for levels of
radon, but has not determined
how much is dangerous or
whether low exposure over
several years is hazardous.
Wallace said higher concentrations of radon are more likely
in homes with basements or
those built directly on a concrete
pad with no crawl space.

A Subscription To

Miirray
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Murray State 90 Bradley 67 totroarhayonsi
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Ledger & Times

He also suggested
homeowners fill cracks in foundations to prevent gases from
seeping in, and increased ventilation to clear out any gas
buildup.

Mirrray Ledger & Times?'
Governor cassias's
Coed of Appeals
recommoodaitions

A subscription to The Murray Ledger & Tunes is
one 4the moat thoughtful and appreciated Christine,gtfte yea could give... becissuse they can enjoy
it each day Monday through Saturday.

In 1983, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory studied 40 homes in
Oak Ridge and Knoxville for indoor pollutants like radon, but
did not directly link insulation to
increased radon levels.
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Our Circulation Department will even send a card
explaining that this is a giftfrom you.
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Just Fill Out The Handy Coupon Below For
This Very Special Christmas Gift!
FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market

Industrial Average
Air Products
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Apple Computer
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1
2
American Telephone
18%
Briggs & Stratton
27/
1
2
Chrysler
291/i
Dollar Gen. Store
201/4
Dupont
40%
Ford
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The world's first heart-transplant patient,
Louis Washkansky, died Dec. 21, 1967, 18 days
after undergoing the historic surgery in Cape
Town, South Africa.
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1973 Chevrolet S.S.
Automatic, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Air.
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Feds bust bank director in drug scheme
MIAMI (AP) —
Florida banking officials have told
depositors of Sunshine
State Bank that the institution is stable
despite the arrest of two
bank officials in connection with a $200 million
marijuana and moneylaundering ring.
Federal agents
Wednesday arrested
Ray L. Corona, chairman of the Sunshine
board, and his father,
Rafael L. Corona,
managing director, on
charges they were front
men in Sunshine, which

prosecutors said the
leader of a ring actually
controlled.
In Tallahassee,
Florida Comptroller
Gerald Lewis issued an
emergency order
suspending the Coronas
as bank directors. He
said his office would
name replacements
later.
"Customers of Sunshine State Bank should
be aware that these
charges in no way relate
to the financial stability
of the institution,"
Lewis said.
Bank officials said the

DECEMBER
TRUCK SALE

The indictment
charges that the Coronas and three other
men were part of an
"elaborate drug syndicate ... that imported
and distributed huge
quantities of marijuana
into the United States
through Florida,
through Texas, through

charge of the Drug Enforcement Administration's Miami office. He
said the probe lasted
three years.
According to the indictment,filed Tuesday,
the ring imported
600,000 pounds of marijuana, worth an
Prosecutors identified estimated $200 million.
Jose Antonio FerBank counsel Barry
nandez, who was in Blaxberg called the
custody in Louisiana charges against the Corawaiting trial on drug onas "absolutely false."
trafficking charges, as
Attorney Robert
the leader of the drug Shevin, who represents
ring. Authorities alleged the bank in civil matthat Fernandez secretly ters, called the indictTim Black and Jody Lassiter, student staff at WCSD-TV, running through
bought the bank in 1978 ment a "vendetta
their roles as interviewers for the Chrlitmas program.
with marijuana smuggl- against a Hispanic
ing profits.
bank.
Fernandez was
"I think that by the
brought to Miami for time this is over, we
arraignment.
may have a massive
"It's one of the largest civil rights action
holiday
for
WCSD-Channel 28, Steve Zea, executive vice ideas
investigations we've against the U.S. At- Calloway County High president
of
the shoppers.
had," said Jack L. torney's office," Shevin School Speech DepartThere will also be a
Chamber of Commerce,
Lloyd, assistant agent in said.
ment
is
inviting and Bob Wynn, president special segment on
from
everyone to watch a of the downtown mer- "Scenes
Christmas". We will conSpecial Christmas program
on
Friday, chants. The topic of the clude our program with
December 14, from interview will be "Buy the staff and manageMurray."
WCSD-TV
8:30-9 p.m.
ment of
The program will in- John Bray will also give wishing everyone a
clude an interview with a consumer report on gift Merry Christmas.
spokesman Gene of doing that, "some
Russell said glitch which is yet
undefined — but a glitch
Wednesday.
— caused these errors,"
signed
all
notes,
The
Russell said.
FRANKFORT, Ky. theft by deception for returned a related case
by defeated vice
In a statement issued (AP) — A judge has unlawfully obtaining the to Franklin Circuit
presidential candidate
Rep. Geraldine Fer- by her office, Ms. Fer- declined to postpone services of state Judge Ray Corns. It inraro, also included one raro said she has asked next month's trial of employees during her volves the constituto a retired pharmacist her aides and the na- state Treasurer 1983 campaign for tionality of the law
tional committee to find Frances Jones Mills and
starting, "Dear
treasurer. She is also under which the atout who is responsible.
seven others accused of charged with 15 misde- torney general's office
Colonel."
"During my six years misusing state workers meanor
All of the errors were
counts involv- is prosecuting Mrs.
in Congress, I always in- and property during a
in the letters' salutaing misconduct and Mills and her
sisted that any piece of political campaign.
abuse of the merit associates.
tions, Russell said, adpaper bearing my
Franklin Circuit system.
The defense attorneys
ding that the mistakes
signature
was seen and Judge William Graham
could have appeared in
The trial is scheduled argued Wednesday that
thousands of notes. He approved by me," said said because the to begin Jan. 21.
it would not be fair to
the Queens, N.Y., charges involve a highsaid the investigation
Defense attorneys had hold the trial with the
lawmaker.
ranking official, he asked that the trial be constitutional question
was hampered because
"Despite the rigors of believed the public
computers containing
delayed because of a is unresolved.
a national campaign, I deserved a speedy trial,
The delay was opposthe names and adruling last Friday by the
insisted that this policy
Mrs. Mills is charged state Court of Appeals.
ed by the attorney
dresses were being
moved from downtown continue, and I thought with 10 felony counts of
The appelate court general's ()Mee.
It had until I began hearto a new Democratic
ing about this letter,"
Party headquarters on
she said. She said the
Capitol Hill.
campaign contributors
Party officials told
NEW YORK (AP) — ths ago, tow the New engagement ring after
deserved notes that
him there was no
Elizabeth
Taylor, whose York Daily News. "She visiting her in Los
were correct.
chance that the cause
Russell said it was first seven husbands in- called me because we Angeles last week.
was sabotage, Russell
cluded Richard Burton are still wonderful
The couple, both 52,
said, but he added: "I'm unclear whether the — twice — Eddie Fisher friends."
were introduced last
problem
arose
within
not ruling it out."
and Sen. John Warner,
John J. Miller, a month. Stein has been
The names of con- Democratic head- plans to marry New friend of the groom-tomarried once.
quarters or within the
tributors were transferoffices of direct mail York businessman Den- be, confirmed the nup- Miss Taylor's previous
red from cards they fillnis Stein after a whirl- tials to the New York marriages were to hotel
ed out to a computerized consultants retained by wind one -month Post.
heir Nicky Hilton; actor
the party.
list and, "in the course
romance, friends say.
"He called me and Michael Wilding;
"She called me and told me,'The answer is showman Michael
told me that she is a definite yes!
said Todd; Fisher; Burton,
engaged to Stein," Vic- Miller, who told the Post the late actor, twice;
tor Luna, whose engage- that Stein decided to and Warner, a
ment to the actress give Miss Taylor a Republican from
broke off just five mon- 20-carat diamond Virginia.
Louisiana," said U.S
Attorney Stanley
Marcus.
The profits were then
laundered through
about 30 companies in
the United States and
Panama with the help of
the bank, he said.

Calloway's WCSD inviting viewers

Odd Ferraro blunders puzzle Democrats;
contributors' thank-you notes confusing
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arrests would not affect
day-to-day operations.
"We'll be open for
business as usual," said
bank manager Carlos
Centurion.
Ray Corona, 47, was
charged with two counts
of mall fraud and one
count each of conspiracy to import marijuana and importation
of marijuana, while his
father, 63, was charged
with two counts of mall
fraud, according to an
indictment.
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WASHINGTON (AP)
— Puzzled Democrats
are looking into why
weird glitches showed
up in thank-you notes to
contributors to the
Mondale-Ferraro campaign, including a note
to a Presbyterian
minister addressed
"Dear Lieutenant Commander" and one to a
waitress that began,
"Dear Judge."
"An investigation is
taking place even as we
speak," Democratic National Committee

See It Live!

The Ralph Emery Show

Elizabeth Taylor taking eighth walk down aisle
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In South Pacific, a dream of the 51st state: New California
NOUMEA, New
Caledonia (AP) —
Roger Ludeau has a
dream: The U.S.
Marines return to this
troubled French Pacific
territory where they
based in World War II,
and raise the Stars and

Stripes on America's
51st state — New
California.

have been spreading the
message, often with
spray paint, all over
New Caledonia.

many towns, and "U.S."
"We want to become a
pops up every two or state of the United
three miles along the States. We want to be
main highway circling Americans," said
He admits it's a long
the
250-mile-long island. Ludeau, 64, in an intershot, but supporters of
"Viva U.S.A." and
view last week with The
Ludeau's Friends of "U.S.A. will return,"
in American flags are Associated Press. Party
America party — he six-foot high letters, are planted along the members
wear white Tsays they number 500 — scrawled on walls in highway.
shirts with a badge
featuring the U.S. flag.
Ludeau's uphill struggle is taking place on an
island of 150,000 people
east of Australia that is
torn by violence bettakeoff on the hit movie
"We are rallying for 6 percent, of Phillips
ween European and
"Ghostbusters."
Phillips because we are stock. Court challenges
Asian immigrants on
Pickens, chairman of concerned about the have delayed the next one side and the native
future
of
step
this
in the bid, a $60-acommuniMesa Petroleum Co. of
Kanaks, or MelaneAmarillo, Texas, has ty and its surrounding share offer for another sians, a minority that is
areas,"
Barry
23
Hudson,
million
shares.
proposed a $9.1 billion
demanding intakeover of Phillips. He an executive of the
dependence from
City
Manager
Thomas
has said he has no plans Bartlesville Chamber of Mikulecky said 70 per- France.
Commerce,
told
the
to move the company
Twelve people have
cent of the revenue
from this northeastern 3,000 people.
needed to run been killed in political
Oklahoma city of 38,000
"In the past this com- Bartlesville comes from violence since late
people, but has refused munity has drawn sales taxes generated in November, and a
to say if he will sell any together when tor- large part by Phillips' French government enof the company to pay nadoes and floods work force of almost
for the acquisition.
threatened. It is now 8,000.
Speaker after speaker time for us to rally
David Oakley, a past
Wednesday night said a together again to face president of the
another
outside
threat,"
takeover of the nation's
Bartlesville chamber,
eighth-largest oil com- Hudson added.
said that Phillips paid
pany and the state's
Legal wrangling has approximately $357
WASHINGTON (AP)
largest private stalled Pickens' efforts million in salaries to — There
is no longer
employer by Pickens to take over the com- area residents in 1983. any doubt
that heart
and his investors' group pany. However, he and "The quality of life in disease
caused by too
would be a severe blow his partners already BartiesvWe is threaten- much cholesterol
could
to Bartlesville's have accumulated 8.9 ed by Pickens' plans," be be
reduced
economy.
million shares, or about he said.
dramatically if
Americans cut fat and
calories from their
diets, a National Institutes of Health panel
says.
creasingly dependent on The world knows that a surplus of grain."
The group of experts
U.S. aid to feed its starv- the West has responded
He said that only "at a said Wednesday that
ing millions because of ',with enormous very late stage, reducing
elevated blood
prolonged drought and resources." He said that generosity was shown fat
levels through diet
other factors.
since the current fiscal by the donor community restrictions and, as a
He said there are no year began on Oct. 1, the in a burst of activity." last resort, through
fatassurances that the plan United States has proMcPherson said U.S. lowering drugs would
to resettle Ethiopians vided 223,000 metric assistance over the past cut the
risk of heart
from the northern tons of food to Ethiopia, 10 weeks has totaled disease.
region — which remains in addition to 5,000 $121.7 million, which he
The panel said all
staunchly opposed to be- blankets, temporary called "an enormous Americans,
including
ing governed by the
housing units and and historical healthy people with norMarxist regime in Addis medicine.
response."
mal cholesterol levels,
Ababa — to the more
The Ethiopian views
should change their
McPherson
said
part
fertile southern area about Western
diets to cut their intake
would leave them any assistance levels were of the deprivation in the of the
waxy fats that
northern
region
would
better off.
aired at a meeting Tuesclog the arteries.
be
alleviated
if
there
In addition, he said, day of donor nations in
The 14-member
were a "food truce"
the resettlement proAddis Ababa. But the
group, which included
under
which
trucks
cargram "is going to take
main focus of Ethiopian
heart researchers and
very substantial officials was on the rying relief supplies to non-scientists,
said that
areas where the civil
resources and the EthioWestern response durtheir conclusion is
war
is
being
fought
pian government is ing the early stages of
"beyond a reasonable
financially strapped. the drought, and not the could be assured safe doubt" because of the
passage.
We urge the Ethiopian
past two months.
amount of evidence that
He also recommended
government to focus on
The head of Ethiopia's
elevated levels of these
known problems instead
Relief and Rehabilita- that Ethiopia's Marxist fatty materials in blood
of creating new ones," tion Commission, Dawit government scrap the are a major cause
of
he said.
Wolde Giorgis, told the collectivized farming heart and blood vessel
system
it
has adopted disease.
Reacting to Ethiopian
conference on Tuesday
complaints about that "days of indif- and encourage increas"This has been
Western assistance ference turned into ed food production by demonstrated most conlevels, McPherson said, months of apathy" as paying farmers higher
"We reject them. We
Ethiopia was "forgotten prices for their—
think they are absurd. by a world glutted with products.

Thousands rally in support of oil company
BARTLESVILLE,
Okla. (AP) —
Thousands of townspeople drawn together in
the past by tornadoes
and floods jammed a
community meeting to
unite to fight "another
outside threat" — a
Texas oilman's bid to
acquire Phillips
Petroleum Co.
More than 40 percent
of the work force here is
employed by Phillips,
and since word of the
takeover attempt got
out, fears have spread
that oilman T. Boone
Pickens Jr. would pack
up and move the company lock, stock and
derrick. The depth of
the sentiment is
reflected in this week's
sales of "Boonebusters"
T-shirts and buttons, a

elusively in men with
elevated blood
cholesterol levels, but
much evidence justifies
the conclusion that
similar protection will
be afforded in women
with elevated levels,"
the panel said in a draft
report.
The group's position
on cholesterol and diet
modification proved to
be almost identical to
those of the American
Heart Association and
other groups who have
examined the same
issues. These organizations call for diets that
reduce the intake of
animal fats, including
dairy products, and increase consumption of
fresh vegetables,
grains, fish and poultry,
andjruits.
Critics of these positions say the evidence is

Rhodes Scholars will be student and editor of the
chosen.
Notre Dame student
Bastin, 23, graduated newspaper, also is inthis year from Western terested in biomedicine.
The son of Bernie
Kentucky University
and is attending Vonderheide, director of
medical school at Information Services at
the University of KenVanderbilt University.
A power weightlifter tucky, sees the Rhodes
who has bench-pressed scholarship as a means
425 pounds, he is study- of integrating his ining biomedical terests in engineering
and journalism.
engineering.
Bastin and
Vonderheide, 21, a
chemical engineering Vonderheide were

among eight candidates
interviewed Wednesday
at the University of Kentucky by: UK President
Otis Singletary; Guy
Davenport, a UK
English professor; Raymond Burse, president
of Kentucky State
University; Dr. Rose
Shrimpton of Lexington; Christopher
Trower of Louisville;
and Dr. Edwin Bunch of
Lexington.

not definitive that
dietary cholesterol
changes will reduce
heart disease risks in
normal people, and that
general dietary changes
are not justified.
Dr. Robert E. Olson of
the State University of
New York told the
meeting that, based on
current evidence, only
people with very high
levels of cholesterol and
other fats should
undergo diet and drug
treatment.
"Massive public
health action to alter
lipids (fats) with diet on
persons with little or no
preventable risk from
their serum lipids would
be misleading and is not
justified at this time,"
Olson said.
But, Dr. Daniel
Steinberg of the University of California at San

did for Grenada. He
referred to the U.S.-led
invasion of that Caribbean island in October
1983 to oust a pro-Cuban
faction.
"That was champion," said Ludeau, a
retired merchant sailor.
"The Americans showed their strength."
Ludeau is not
discouraged by the lack
of a U.S. response to his
ideas. He suggests New
Caledonia could replace
New Zealand, which has
objected to port calls by
U.S. nuclear-powered
ships, as a South Pacific
ally.
Offered Ludeau: "If
the New Zealanders
don't want U.S. ships
anymore we'll be glad to
not only let them come,
but set up bases as
well."

Diego, the conference
chairman, said that
even "normal" levels of
cholesterol as measured
in average Americans
are too high compared
with populations in
countries with less heart
disease.
,

The killer whale. Orcinus orca, preys on
many kinds of sea life,
but is not a cold-blooded
killer or man-eater.
When fish are not plentiful, it feeds on dolphins
and whales, as well as
seals and sea lions.
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Kentucky finalists for Rhodes Scholarships have been named this week
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — A graduate of
Western Kentucky
University and a sOnlor
at Notre Dame University have been chosen
Kentucky's finalists for
Rhodes scholarships.
Tyrone Bastin of
Bowling Green and
Robert H. Vonderheide
of Lexington will go to
Chicago Saturday for
the final judging in
which 32 American

says Ludeau and
followers are rightwingers and a threat to
Kanaks. "They like
Reagan because he's a
cowboy. Cowboys go
around shooting Indians. We're the Indians,- Tjibaou told the
AP.
Tjibaou heads the
Kanak Socialist National Liberation Front,
which claims to represent most of the Kanaks
and is demanding
independence.
Ludeau, a wiry man
bubbling with the fervor
of his cause, contends
the front is controlled by
the Soviet Union and
would turn New
Caledonia into a Pacific
Cuba.
He says President
Reagan should do for
New Caledonia what he

Low-fat diet key to reducing heart disease

Ethiopian plan to resettle hungry criticized
WASHINGTON (AP)
— A senior Reagan administration official
says an Ethiopian plan
to resettle 1.5 million
people away from the
country's droughtplagued northern region
cannot be justified on
either humanitarian or
economic grounds.
M. Peter McPherson,
administrator of the
Agency for International Development,
criticized the Ethiopian
program at a news conference Wednesday
where he also took issue
with Ethiopian complaints that Western
famine relief efforts
have been inadequate.
He said such
statements are a
"classic case of biting
the hand that feeds
you."
McPherson's comments on both issues indicated a crisis of confidence may be developing between the two
countries at a time when
Ethiopia has become in-

voy is struggling to
avert more violence.
The Kanaks are 43 percent of the population.
Many residents of
European ancestry look
back with nostalgia on
the U.S. military
presence here during
World War II. Some
300,000 U.S. servicemen
passed through the
island, then a major
American base in the
Pacific.
"The Americans built
a lot of roads and did a
lot of civil construction," said an island
historian, who spoke on
condition of anonymity.
"Things were very
friendly and people are
very pro-American."
But the leader of the
New Caledonia's independence movement,
Jean-Marie Tjibaou,
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Inspectors advise shoring up mine roof
where two miners were killed last week

Breathitt's
public papers
are presented

HARLAN, Ky. (AP)
— State inspectors are
recommending added
precautions before
operations resume in
the Harlan County coal
mine where a rock fall
killed two miners last
week.
The massive fall in
the DMC Energy Corp.
No. 1 Mine at Pathfork
resulted from a "hidden
slip," and investigators
concluded workers
could not have foreseen
it, Dewey Middleton,
Harlan district supervisor for the state Mines
and Minerals Department, said Wednesday.
Faith Miller Cole, a
Mines and Minerals
spokeswoman in Lexington, said the section
where the accident occurred will be allowed to
reopen when the mine's
state-approved roofcontrol plan is changed
to require longer roof
bolts and additional
temporary supports.
"This is not to say
(the changes) could
have prevented the accident," Ms. Cole said. "It
is an attempt to make it
safer in hopes of preventing one."
Under the current
plan, "the necessary
safety precautions had
been taken," Middleton

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The public
papers of former Gov.
Edward T. "Ned"
Breathitt—were
presented at a formal
ceremony in the House
chamber of the Old
Capitol.
Breathitt spent about
30 minutes Wednesday
recalling anecdotes, accomplishments and
failures of his administration, which ran
from 1963 to 1967 and
marked the end of an
era of sorts in Kentucky
politics.
Breathitt, now a vice
president of a railroad,
was the direct political
descendant of former
governors Earle C.
Clements, Lawrence W.
Wet.herby and Bert T.
Combs, whom he succeeded in office.
The publication of
Breathitt's papers by
the University of Kentucky Press is part of an
on-going effort. The
public papers of former
governors such as
Wendell Ford have also
been published as a joint
effort of the university,
the Kentucky Historical
Society and the Kentucky Advisory Commission on Public
Documents.

said, reading from the
investigation report
released in Harlan. "A
hidden slip was the
direct cause of this
accident."
The slip, or crack, occurred where sandstone
and shale formations
met in the rock forming
the mine roof, he said.
"Shale is the rock that
fell."
An L-shaped slab
about 90 feet long, 20
feet wide and five feet
thick slammed down in
the 35-inch-high coal
seam, killing miner
helper Jack Smith, 34, of
Pineville, and bridge
operator Dennis Wilson,
22, of La Follette, Term.
The Dec. 4 fall occurred about a mile inside
the mine, about 40 feet
behind the mining
machine operating at
the coal face. Eight
other miners working in
the area escaped.
The roof-control plan
called for 30-inch roof
bolts, and the slab that
fell was supported by
bolts. Miners had drilled
test holes into the roof
exceeding the 42 inches
required by the plan,
Middleton said.
"Most of them were 48
Inches. I measured one
that was 67 inches. If
there was a crack there

they would have found
it," he said. "They were
going by the roof-control
plan. It was a good
mine. They were
cautious about it."
"I don't know any way
In the world they could
tell" that a fall was likely, Middleton said. "But
after seeing what happened we can recommend longer bolts."
The recommendations, which will be forwarded to Mines and
Minerals Commissioner
Willard Stanley in Lexington, would require
that bolts where the
thickness of the shale
layer is 40 inches or less
be anchored in at least
12 inches of sandstone
above the shale.
Where the shale is
thicker than 40 inches,
48-inch roof bolts would
be called for, anchored
"in firm material," and
longer bolts would be required if necessary to
reach solid anchoring
material, Middleton
said.
The recommended
changes also would call
for two rows of temporary roof supports in
side cuts in the mine and
six temporary supports,
rather than the current
three, in areas where
roof bolts are still being

instilled.
Other recommendations concerned infractions of requirements
for pre-shift examinations of mine sections,
state approval of out-ofstate miners' training,
and operation of the
mining machine more
than 20 feet past the last
row of roof bolts, items
not thought to have had
a bearing on the accident, Middleton said.

Temperature in
Paducah ties top
mark: 64 degrees

l'HIR7'1' 114 1' 11E ATHEI1 NI 1P — This is the %%a.% the nation's n ea ther
shapes up for the next 30 &Ix s in ternis of precipitation and temperature. according to the National %1 eather Net.%

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)
— The spring-like
weather that moved
through Kentucky
brought a high
temperature of 64
degrees in Paducah that
tied a record, the National Weather Service
said.
The high temperature
Wednesday tied the
record set Dec. 12, 1965,
and tied again in 1975,
the weather service
reported.
The weather was in
stark contrast to last
week when an early
winter storm brought
snow and temperatures
near zero to much of the
state.

Lexington police
probe of building
inspectors finds
no wrongdoing
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LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Lexington
police say they have
found no evidence of
criminal wrongdoing in
Lexington's Division of
Building Inspection,
despite the forced
resignations of two property inspectors.
Interviews with six
employees and the two
former inspectors
revealed no violations of
state conflict of interest
laws, Lt. John Bizzack
said Tuesday.
-Bizz.ack said allegations of special treatment for some property
owners also proved
unfounded.
—There wasn't any information derived from
the interviews from persons contacted that suggested to us that it was
necessary to contact
any property owners,"
the detective said.
Public Safety Commissioner Terry Sellars
requested the police investigation Nov. 28 after
concluding that the two
former inspectors
violated county rules on
conflict of interest.
Curtis Keeling and
Albert Mitchell resigned
under pressure last
month. Supervisors
discovered that Keeling
had accepted a $4,000
loan from a property
owner whose building he
had inspected and that
Mitchell had a financial
interest in a Lexington
construction company.

The first shots were
fired in the Civil War
Jan. 9, 1861, when a
steamship was attacked
by Confederate batteries at Charleston.
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Hillmark Jeweler's & Distributors downtown Paducah and
Murray is proud to announce
Mr. Charles Robinson has joined
our Company. Mr. Robinson has
X years of experience in Jewelry repair, custom c
remounting and special deign
work. Mr. Robinson worked
many years in the St. Louis area
for Hess-Culbertson Company
and has spent the last nine years
as Head Jeweler for the Dreifus
Ccmwany in Carbondale
Mr. Raimon will join Jewelers,
Mrs. Uncle Hill, known
out the Tri-State for her
design work, and Mr.
Wybe to give Hillmark the finest
custom jewelry repair and
design shop in the area. Offering
N years of combined es=
on the Jewelry bench,
would like to invite you to stop
by today, our qualified staff is
waiting to serve your Jewelry
needs.
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Push to cut medical costs raises patient-care concerns
BOSTON (AP) Economists say
pressure to slow the
growth of the nation's
$400 billion annual
medical bill will force
doctors to withhold certain care, but a physician says coat should not
control decisions about
what's best for the sick.
Such debates arise
from the growing conviction that health care
will have to be rationed
to control costs. At issue
is who will decide which
patients are entitled to
receive what kinds of
expensive therapy.
The pressure to be
more economical in the
provision of care will
force physicians to
make decisions that are

contrary to the best interests of individual patients, even though
these decisions may
make a great deal of
sense from the viewpoint of society as a
whole," Stanford
University economist
Victor R. Fuchs wrote in
today's New England
Journal of Mediine.
Fuchs' report was one
of three examining
strategies to rein in the
explosive cost of health
care, which he said was
more than $1 billion a
day and nearly 11 percent of the gross national product.
Dr. Norman G. Levinsky, chief of medicine at
Boston University
Medical Center, argued

doctors have to put
their patients' interests
first, no matter what the
price.
"Physicians are required to do everything
that they believe may
benefit each patient
without regard to costs
or other societal considerations," he wrote.
"In caring for an individual patient, the
doctor must act solely
as that patient's advocate against the apparent interests of
society as a whole, if
necessary."
But economist Lester
C. Thurow of the
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, argued
that "our basic problem
is that somehow we are
that

Study finds doctors, nurses are unlikely
to catch AIDS from working with patients
BOSTON,(AP)- Doc- S. Hirsch of
tors and nurses who Massachusetts General
have close contact with Hospital.
The findings were
AIDS victims - even
those who accidentally released Wednesday, a
stick themselves with day after health ofneedles - face little if ficials said that a techniany unusual risk of cat- cian in a Boston-area
ching the disease from lab may have caught
patients, a study AIDS when he pricked
himself with a needle
concludes.
An average of eight while drawing blood.
The chance that
months after their exposure, none of the hospital workers might
health workers catch AIDS from their
surveyed had gotten patients has been a conAIDS or had developed cern since the outbreak
antibodies to the virus began five years ago.
"It's conceivable that
that's thought to cause
this accident could hapthe disease.
"I think that health pen," Hirsch said, "but
care workers should be If it happens, it happens
somewhat reassured by very rarely."
The study, conducted
the findings of this
study," said Dr. Martin with doctors from
Westchester County
Medical Center in
Valhalla, N.Y., is

OBITUARY

Yates rites
held today
Services for L.R.
Yates were today at 10
p.m. in the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Dr. David C. Roos officiated. Music was by
Larrie Clark, soloist,
and Maxine Clark,
organist.
Active pallbearers
were Tom Emerson,
Bill Thurman, Jimmy
Boone, Robert Ray
Buckingham, 0. B.
Boone and Dr. Sam
Minner.
Honorary pallbearers
were members of the
Men's Bible Class, Ty
Holland, teacher, of the
First Christian Church,
along with Johnny
Parker, J.W. Young,
John Trotter, Hugh Hurt
and Larry Weatherford.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Yates, 76, 311
North Sixth St., Murray,
died Tuesday at 8:45
a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Verble
Drinkard Yates; one
daughter, Mrs. John
(lens.) Hudson and husband, Maj. Gen. Hudson, Quaritico, Va.; one
brother, Rollin P.
Yates, Vacaville, Calif.;
four grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.

GET

norms have to be ex- parties to write rules setpanded to include cases ting out what they will
in which high costs are and won't pay for.
not justified by minor
Such a procedure
expected benefits.11-- works, but it works
Levinsky said doctors clumsily, since no set of
can ethically make
some decisions that hold
down costs. They might
treat people in outpatient clinics rather than
admit them to hospitals,
as long as the care is
first-class. They can
Four Mayfield
eliminate needless
diagnostic tests, which women, believed to be
are sometimes given Involved with an area
just to make money or shoplifting ring, were
to avoid the chance of arrested by Murray
Police Tuesday night,
malpractice claims.
But he argues that with a little help from
elected officials - not several local merchants
doctors - must decide who helped chase down
when limits will be plac- the four women.
ed on expensive but efArrested and charged
with unlawful taking of
fective kinds of care.
Another alternative is over $100 were Debra
for insurance corn - Ann Galbreath, 22;
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Merchants help police capture
women charged with shoplifting

You
Can't
Buy A
Better
Tire
At A
Better
Price

resurgence in the midterm elections.
Chiles and assistant
Democratic leader Alan
Cranston of California
were also being mentioned as possible contenders for the post.
Byrd himself, at a victory news conference
after Wednesday's vote
by a caucus of Senate
Democrats, said regaining control of the Senate
for Democrats was a top
priority for 1986.
Democrats will need a
net gain of four seats to
win back the chamber
they lost to Republicans
in 1980.
But Byrd declined
repeatedly to say
whether he would be a
candidate for the job of
majority leader should
that happen, fueling
speculation that he

might decide to step
down once his current
term expires.
"That can wait 'til
1986," Byrd said. "Right
now I have my vision on
1985."
Various key Senate
Democrats, who spoke
only on condition they
not be identified by
name, said there was
widespread feeling that
this would be Byrd's
final term and that Inouye was manuevering
to succeed him.
One source close to
the Democratic leadership said Inouye and
Byrd had discussed,
without reaching a conclusion, the possibility
that Byrd would step
down in 1986 and support the Hawaii
Democrat for the post.
"He's never said he
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VCR SPECIALS

Rentals

Panasonic VCR
V.H.S. Format
14-Day
Programable.
Remote Control

$39995

Pickup Fri. & Bring Sock Mon.

Selected Movies $1.50
Per Day Through Dec. 31
Gift Cartlficatos Avalloblo

Walt Disney Christmas
Movies
Starting
$2995
At
MURRAY

For V.C.Rs 1. Movhs Club
hiembarshIps

Remember!
We're Murray's Only
Complete Rental Store

90 Days
Same
As Cash
Low,
Low,
Low,
Monthly
ayments

had such plans. I don't
think it can be ruled out,
but it's not something
he's been advertising,"
said Inouye spokesman
Gregg Takayama.

RENTAL SALE
200E. Main

S
CENTER
753-8201

Front End
Alignment
$ 1 900

Federal-State Market Sews Sertire
Iterember IS, 1961
Kentucky Purelume Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 594 Est. 450 Barrow's
A Gilts .50-.75 higher Sotts tert
unet en steady .50 higher
IS 1-2 210-250 lb.,,
$49.50-50.50
$49.50-50.50
15 2 200-219 lb.
IS 2 210.250.1bS..
$50.00-50.50
IS 2-3 250-270 lb.,.
649.00-50.00
SOws
US 1-2 270-350 lb..
835.00-34.50
US 1.3 360450 tha.136.00-37.00 few 31.50
US 1.3 460500 lb.,
631.00-38.00
131.50-40.00
US 1.3 50065.0 lb..
US 2-3 300-560 lb..
S35.00-56.00
Boars $31.00-33.00

Inuoye, 60, who has
been in the Senate since
1962 and who gained a
measure of national attention as a member of
the Senate Watergate
committee in 1973, was
re-elected without opposition Wednesday to a
new term as secretary
of the Senate
Democratic caucus, the
third-ranking party
leadership position.
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"Since the Democrats
lost control of the Senate
in 1980, Byrd has probably known intuitively
that he would never
again be majority
leader," said one highranking Democrat.

While Supply Lasts

sow

joined in the chase
Policewoman Joye
Mills was credited with
the arrests of the four
women, with assistance
from Officer David
Coker who was instrumental in retrieving
the more than $400 in
merchandise which was
reportedly taken from
downtown and northside
merchants. The four
women have reportedly
been released from
Calloway County Jail on
bond.
Officer Mills, who is
currently investigating
the case, reported that
more suspects are being
sought in connection
with the shoplifting
ring.

4200*

PIEWeoFto

fol• Prk•41 At II W M."44 19 1111
38/46-'Mow*.
64300"

Weekend Special
4 Movie Rentals
and VCR Rental

LaDonna Carol Sherrill,
28; Sharon D. Sherrill,
29; and Janice Marie
Jones, 19, all of
Mayfield.
The suspects, upon
leaving a downtown
store, were reportedly
chased down Main
Street by a store
employee who
suspected the women as
shoplifters. Other
downtown merchants

SHOP SOON...
SAVINGS END
JAN. ist

P165f801413

sun
tiewfun'Aldeel

press for reforms in
organization and
finance that will make
patients want - and
professionals deliver more economical care.

rules can be adjusted to
the nuances of individual medical attention," Thurow wrote.
Fuchs said health
policy experts should

Byrd on last legs as House leader?

scheduled to be published Jan. 3 in the New
England Journal of
Medicine.
WASHINGTON (AP)
The doctors followed
the health of 85 doctors, - Sen. Robert C. Byrd,
nurses and technicians easily re-elected to a
who had contact with new two-year term as
body fluids from AIDS leader of the minority
patients. Among them Democrats, might not
were pathologists who have as easy a time in
performed autopsies, 1986 if Democrats
nurses who conducted recapture the chamber,
endoscopy exams, Democratic Senate
technicians who analyz- sources say.
Byrd, fresh from a
ed blood samples and 30
people who accidentally 32-10 victory Wednesday
stabbed themselves over challenger Lawton
with needles that had Chiles of Florida,
been used on AIDS declined to publicly
discuss his future. But
patients.
colleagues
are privately
People have gotten
AIDS from tainted blood speculating that this
transfusions, but no one term may be Byrd's last
knows whether the tiny as party leader.
Sen. Daniel Inouye of
amount of blood on a
Hawaii
emerged on
needle is enough to
Wednesday as a leading
spread the disease.
contender in speculation
among Democrats over
the most likely successor to Byrd in the
event of a Democratic

OFSWEEPIN'
:
141,2. 1
A.

have to learn to
say 'No." - Thurow said that ordinarily, doctors add on
treatments until they
produce no additional
benefits. However,
more and more techniques have come along
that can slightly improve a diagnosis or
prolong a life. An almost
unlimited amount of
money can be spent
before doctors reach
their traditional stopping point.
He recommended that
doctors establish standards to determine
when treatment should
end.
"The medical profession now has professional norms concerning what constitutes bad
medical practice,"
Thurow wrote. "Those

going to
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Lahm comes alive

NCAA convention
to examine academic
cheating, recruiting

Senior center plays to potential
in 66-60 Racer win over Salukis

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — The newly
created NCAA Presidential Commission, citing
concern over academic and recruiting cheating,
is caning a special convention of all NCAA
schools next summer "to reverse a worsening
and unacceptable condition in athletics."
John Ryan, president of Indiana University
and chairman of the 44-member commission.
told the Associated Press that the meeting is set
for June 20-21 in New Orleans and will deal with
two broad areas — finances and institutional integrity. A cover letter from Ryan along with an
extensive, confidential .questionnaire wIU be..„
mailed to more than 700 university heads, urging
each to attend as his school's voting delegate.
Ryan said the presidents' concern over
cheating in academics and recruiting in college
programs was spurred by remarks made to
them at a meeting last fall by Walter Byers, executive director of the NCAA.
"Walter told us that he is shocked at the
widespread nature of some of these problems,”
Ryan said. He declined to be specific.
In an interview in September, Byers said he
believes that cheating occurs in as many as 30
percent of the upper-division schools and that he
has begun to question the effectiveness of the
NCAA's enforcement program.
Ryan in his cover letter, says that in calling the
special convention the presidential commission
'is undertaking a concerted effort to enhance the
integrity of intercollegiate athletics."
"The commission believes this effort can help
to reverse a worsening and unacceptable condition in athletics — one that threatens to damage,
perhaps permanently, a system that is a
valuable part of higher education," Ryan tells
the university chiefs.
The commission, created by majerity vote of
NCAA schools at their annual convention last
January. works independently of the NCAA
staff.
"The American Institutes for Research, an independent research organization that is connected in no way to any NCAA member, will process all survey data and supply the information
to the commmission in aggregate form," Ryan
says in the cover letter. "Individual respondents
will not be identified."
The commission will meet in Chicago April 3-4
to analyze the survey and draw up specific proposals for the special convention, which will be
only the fifth in the 79-year history of the NCAA.
All proposals will be decided by a majority vote
of the schools.

To which Lahm responded with
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
gusto, "Ya!"
The Racers had reason to
CARBONDALE, Ill. — If his performances in the past two road celebrate long and hearty after
games are any indication, the posting their third straight win after
Racers can rest assured: Mike losing the second game of the season
Lahm has come of age.
to heralded Lincoln Memorial.
The victory was especially gratiThe 6-foot-11 fifth-year senior
center left Southern Illinois fans fying for Lahm's parents who made
gasping and Murray State fans the trip to Carbondale from their
celebrating after he powered the home in St.Louis.
"This was a good one to make,"
Racers to a 66-60 victory Wednesday
said a beaming Frank Lahm who
night.
The pride was obvious in coach had last seen his son in the team's
Ron Greene's evaluation of his only loss. -The last one we saw was
that Lincoln Memorial game and it
reborn inside game.
"If big Mike Lahm keeps getting wasn't very good at all."
better, like he has the past two or
An avid follower of his son
three games, he could be the first
throughout his career, Mr. Lahm
legitimate center I've had since
said he saw a more aggressive atRicky Brown at Mississippi State
titude surface against the Salukis
(1978). In the past we've been
and the change was going to make
basically a guard-oriented ballclub.
traveling to the games even more
Now we're basically inside, but we
enjoyable. "We were going to make
can go outside if we need it."
it down to Saturday's game (in MurThe MSU coach, now in his
ray against Lewis) anyway, but now
seventh season, had reason to be we'll
be there come hell or high
proud of Lahm who intimidated his water,"
Mr. Lahm insisted.
Saluki
the
squad,
on
counterpart
The younger Lahm said his
Ken Perry, in the second half.
altered state was prompted by the
Although both are identical 6-11, threat of bench time rather than
215-pounders, Lahm played a foot court time.
above his opponent to bring his team
"I got tired of sitting out. I've got
back from a 32-25 halftime shadow. to play defense and rebound more if
I want to play. I'm trying to be more
The duo matched in shooting and
intimidating and last game (in
points (both 7-for-12 and 1-for-2 with
Nashville against Tennessee State) I
15 total points) but Lahm made a diftook a couple of charges, proeven
ference by crashing the boards for 10
bably for the first time in my
rebounds to Perry's four. Perry
career," he said with a grin.
blocked three shots to Lahm's two
In winning the game, Murray went
and both made two turnovers in 30
to its Four-to-Score offense late in
minutes of playing time.
the game and the tactic worked to
Lahm showed his overall playing perfection. The move was made
ability by dishing out three assists partly to protect forward Vada Marand making one steal and causing tin who had four fouls, but as Greene
another late in the game to give pointed out, "It's not stallball, but a
Murray critical possessions with a control game."
one-point game teetering in the
Murray dictated the tempo,
balance.
alright, and during one stretch from
In the clutch Lahm came through 8:03 when the Racers led 46-44 until
with a follow up shot at :37 that gave 1:48 when Martin hit a layup for a
Murray its' go-ahead points 61-60. 59-58 lead, the Murray shooters went
The Racers never trailed after that 7-for-8 from the field. Most of the
as Craig Talley went 4-for-4 at the shots came from within five-foot
line and Lahm hit one of two.
range including a monster dunk
MSU forward Chuck Glass scored from Lahm off a feed by Glass.
a career high 16 points to pace the
Saturday the Racers return to the
Racer scoring, but Greene insisted comfort of home as they host Lewis
Glass' worth was measured in much University in a 7:30 p.m. nonmore than points as he passed for conference game at Racer Arena.
seven assists.
ItIVRII.AY STATE (611)
"Glass is a very complementary
Glass 7-8 2-2 16, Martin 510 1-27. Lahrn 7.12 1-2 15.
player. Very unselfish. He fits right Macklin
6-13 0-0 11. Talley 4-11 4-5 12, Boyd 0-1 0-0 0.
In with our team concept," Greene Bronston 1-4 2-3 4. Davis 0-2 0-0 0. Totals 28-61 10-1466
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS (III)
said.
Campbell 3-9 0-0 6, Bibbens 5-9 3-4 13. Perry 7-12 1-3
Glass, a 6-6 junior college 15, Birch 4.9 4-5 12. Bufford 3.10 0-0 6, Snooks 0-0 0-2 0,
transfer, was also a very com- George 2-5 0-0 4. Weiss 1-2 2-2 4, Nurnberger 0-0 0-0 0
Totals 25-66 10-1160
plimentary player in the lockerroom
Halftime — S Ramis 32, Murray St 25. Fouled out —
as well as on the floor at SIU. He led None Rebounds-Murray St 41 1Lahm 10). S. Illinois 29
iBibbens 8, Assists — Murray St 18 (Glass 7 I. su.
a joyful chant of "Big Man, Big Man, 'Mots 8 Campbell 51, Total fouls — Murray St 16. 5: Illinois 17 A — 3.250
Big Man."

Colts' Kush may go to USFL
PHOENIX, Ariz. ( AP) — Frank Kush, head
coach of the Indianapolis Colts, has jumped the
National Football League team and signed a
million-dollar contract to coach the United States
Football League's Arizona Outlaws, according to
a published report.
The Arizona Republic reported today that
Kush, former long-time head coach at Arizona
State University, signed the contract within the
last two days. Quoting an unidentified source, it
said the pact covers a minimum of five years.
Kush, whose Colts conclude their NFL season
Sunday on the road against the New England
Patriots, may be on the job in Phoenix as early as
Monday, the source said.
Rush's record in three seasons with the Colts is
)1-28-1. The club is 4-11 this season.

LAHM BOMB — Senior center Mike Lahm crashes home two points with
3:38 remaining in the game to give Murray State a 55-50 lead over host
Southern Illinois in Wednesday's game in Carbondale.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

SANTA'S SPECIALS
Give the Family A New Car For
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Well Equipped
Lease Payments
Plus Tax, 48 Months
STK #8524

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

Due to an anticipated price increase
Jan. 1 on all 85 models, a special LOW
INTEREST rate for the month of
December, the last chance to take advantage of DEPRECIATION and the INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT for 1984, Makes
This a Great Time to Buy or Lease Your
New Car.
We Still Have A Few 84 Models Left,
Going At Bargain Prices.
We have a large selection of 85 Models to
choose from, that we are making special
year end deals on.
Member of:

Y.

Friendly Buick Dealers
Country Olds Friends
Pontiac Pace Setters
Marketing Groups
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Kentucky-U of L may not be Dream Game, but evenly matched
Cardinal forward
Manuel Forrest.
"Both teams are
struggling this year, so
the game should be
more interesting, more
closely matched," said
Forrest, a senior. "It's
not the No. 1 and 2
teams in the nation, but
It will be good."
In March 1983, the
schools' first meeting in
recent history,
Louisville was a Top 10
team and used the inside muscle of brothers
Rodney and Scooter McCray to defeat Kentucky
80-68 in overtime in the
championship of the
NCAA Mideast
Regional.
Last season, Kentucky was ranked in the
Top 5 all season and used its "Twin Towers" of

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Only one team
remains in the Top 20
poll and the scene has
moved from Lexington's Rupp Arena,
but the intrastate
rivalry hasn't burned
out for the matchup between Louisville and
Kentucky Saturday.
In the next installment of the 'Dream
Game" series,
Louisville will put its
home-court advantage
to work to get revenge
for last year's loss while
Kentucky will be looking to go one up.
With both teams hurting, it may not equal
the caliber of basketball
Bluegrass State fans are
used to, but it should be
the best matchup yet
between the teams, said

Pirates swap for Hendrick
PITTSBURGH (AP)
— The Pittsburgh
Pirates have made their
long-awaited move for a
power-hitting outfielder, picking up
George Hendrick and a
minor league infielder
from the St. Louis Cardinals in exchange for
lefthanded pitcher John
Tudor and catcheroutfielder Brian
Harper.
The Cardinals, in
turn, have picked up a
"good, solid starter" in
Tudor and have cleared
their outfield for
younger players such as
Andy Van Slyke and
Vince Coleman, says
Cardinals General
Manager Joe
McDonald.
Pirates General
Manager Harding

"Pete" Peterson, who
announced the fourplayer deal Wednesday,
said he is still seeking
more power for the
Bucs' anemic offense.
The Pirates are
awaiting Commissioner
Peter Ueberroth's permission to obtain New
York Yankees outfielder Steve Kemp and
shortstop Tim Foil in exchange for Pirates
shortstop Dale Berra
and minor league outfielder Jay Buhner.
"This is what we're
looking for — Hendrick's a proven powerhitter. And maybe we
can still do more,"
Peterson said. "We
always said we were
strong in pitching and
.we can afford to give up
a pitcher or two."

Walker Both teams
have young centers, 6-11
sophomore Barry
Sumpter for Louisville
and 6-9 freshman James

Joe Todd Motor Sales
507 S. 12th

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
753-8355

901 SYCAMORE

LINDY SU1TER

GENUINE TOYOTA
GENUINF TOYOT

OIL FILTERS

National Basketball Association
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W l•
Boston
19 3
17 5
Philadelphia
14 8
Washington
9 13
New Jersey
10 15
New York
Central Division
le 10
Milwaukee
13 10
Detroit
13 11
Chicago
10 19
Atlanta
5 17
Indiana
2 19
Cleveland
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest (*vision
15 7

Pct- GB
964 —
773 2
636 5
409 10
-400 10%
5g3 —
565
%
542 1
435 3%
227 8
.096 10%

682

19
12
11
11
5

Houston
Utah
Dallas
San Antonio
Kansas City

10
11
11
12
16

.546
.522
.600
478
.238

2%
5%
4
4%
9%
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15 8
14 10
13 10
10 12
10 14
7 15
Wednesday's Games
New Jersey 116. Milwaukee 109
Philadelphia 110, Boston 107
16
,
Detroit tog, mom
Dallas 116, Kansas City 107
San Antonio 126, Denver 105
Atlanta 116, Cleveland 99
LA Likens 131. Golden State 107

Scotia 53
Auburn 79, Radford 57
St John's 77, Davidson 51
Tennessee Tech 78, Cumberland
68
MIDWEST
Bowling Green 64, Akron 59
Cincinnati 69, Ala -Birmingham
lir
Iowa 89. Georgia at 40
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Metallic brakes slightly higher
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Michigan 83, E Michigan 72
Michigan St. 03, W Illinois 81
N. Iowa 85, Aurora 52
Nebraska 53. Wisconsin 51
Ohio U. 75. Ohio Wesleyan 67
SOUTHWEST
Oral Roberts 82, Texas 71
FAR WEST
Fullerton St. 75, Cal-Riverside 00
IMMORNMeni

753-8355
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Cal Custom
Driving Lights

Through Christmas

Two guart2-talooen lights
and hook-up kit Clear
/23155 Amber /23150

89.15

•-•

FREE
Wet Corers ledmiled

Vise Grip®
Locking Pliers

Includes 2 Duracell
batteries
5.9!
Sale Price
11211-16 119s9-1.611

Electronic
Digital Clock

P1199
NAA,
For home, auto or
Rebate
•
office Includes
battery MON
Wetted Osairtthes

Handy 5
Size with
leather hOlster
1594

e
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AUTO PARTS STORRS

Motor Parts & Bearings
1109 Chestnut Street
753-8311
Murray
POW 2

"The Perfect
Christmas Gift"
For Men, Women

and Children
Largest Selection
In The Area
v Nike
v Adidas
Bonnie
I New Balance
,
v Sub 4

'Winning Ways
'Court Casual
v Wilson
'Brooks
;Bill Rodgers

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
1203 Chestnut

CARQUEST the Right Place to buy auto parts
Right Parts • Right Price • Right Advice

Some parts may be priced higher

GENUINE TOYOTA

BRAKE SHOE KITS
• Englneered to Toyota factory
specifications

SALE PRICE $14.10
Some parts may be priced higher

Hatcher Auto Sales, Inc.
515 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4961
Store Hours: 8:00 to 5:00 Mon. ihro Fri.

s..
onolos•

Chrome H El Top Hat,
cylinder cover and power steenng
pump cap /6910 6912
tar Cberce

5 drawers in chest DeeD
drawer plus large
compartment in cabinet
Heavy gauge all
steel construction
Baked enamel finish
#71500

SALE PRICE $3.70
*

c TOYOTA MOTOR SALFS USA NC

Mr. Gasket Mini
Kit
Chrome Dress-Up
master

WorkCenterTool Chest &
Roller Cabinet

factory

SALE PRICE $14.10

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

$3.85 each

525 —
Some parts may be priced higher
589 1
565 1
456 4
.417 51 (
GENUINE TOYOTA
.318 7

College Basketball Scores
Coale(' Basketball
Wednesday's Games
EAST
DePaul 78, Penn St 61
Georgetown 86. American 64
Princeton 51, NYU 34
Rutgers 70. Wagner 64
Syracuse 71, St. Banaventure 59
SOUTH
Appalachian St. 103 Barber-

• Engineered to Toyota
specifications

SALE PRICE

Pacific Division
L.A Laker*
pt,enix
Portland
Seattle
LA Clippers
Golden State

FUEL FILTERS

• Double stage filtering
element

‘stetcomplessor
S-16-1 Deluxe
CoMpressoq30,9e
Air duty 200 psi it flasnin9

Durabeam
Flashlight

•:•

I
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AUTO PARTS STORES

IMsIuISA

753-2814

Several Late Model
Cars & Trucks And
A Few Older Models
See Joe Todd or Larry-Hale-

M
WAR
CARQUEST UPS
HOLIDAY GIFT
&
IDEAS SALE
RUNNING
•
36"
SUITS
19F3
20% OFF

list PItte--Pater Rebate

start for Louisville,
while Kentucky probably will counter with
James Blackmon and
Roger Harden.

Lock for Kentucky.
The guard spots have
been the question mark
for both teams. Jeff Hall
and Chris West will

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Philly tries to hold Eagles
ball League, meanwhile, has scheduled a
special meeting in New
York next Tuesday to
deal with the reported
franchise shift.
However, he said
Tose has not agreed to
halt negotiations with
Phoenix until he sees
what the offer arrranged by the city will be.

of a knee injury. Plus,
Forrest and Louisville's
other starting forward,
Billy Thompson, are
hampered by ankle
Injuries.
Since Wagner's
departure, Louisville
has played three games
— one an exhibition, a
73-64 loss to Louisiana
Tech Friday in the
Wendy's Classic at
Bowling Green, and a
76-63 victory over St.
Francis, Pa., Saturday
in the consolation game
of the tournament.
The squads are closely matched, with the forward spots providing
the strength for each.
It will be the 6-foot-6
Forrest and 6-7 Thompson going against Kentucky's 6-9 Bret Bearup
and 6-8 standout Kenny

SCOREBOARD

Denver

PHILADELPHIA
( AP ) — Mayor W.
Wilson Goode said the
city hoped to put
together a package of
about $42 million to
keep Philadelphia
Eagles owner Leonard
Tose from moving the
football team to
Phoenix.
The National Foot-

Tuesday. "We lost two
of our top three guards
and if that happened to
them, they'd probably
still have only seven or
eight All-Americans on
their squad.
"I have a hard time
feeling sorry for
anybody that has that
kind of talent," he said.
Louisville, 3-1, was
riding high with victories against then-No. 4
Indiana and a strong
Virginia Commonwealth team. But
disaster struck — senior
guard Milt Wagner,
Louisville's leading
scprer the past two
seasons, broke his right
foot.
Now, standout
freshman guard Kevin
Walls is out, most likely
for the season, because

Sam Bowie and Melvin
Turpin for revenge
twice, 65-44 in the
regular season opener
and 72-67 in the
semifinals of the
Mideast Regional.
This year, Kentucky,
1-3, opened with a victory at Toledo, then lost
to Purdue, and two Top
20 teams, Southern
Methodist and Indiana.
Coach Joe B. Hall is
looking for a combination from among his
freshman and
sophomores to avoid the
possibility of the
Wildcats' worst opening
record in 58 years.
But Louisville coach
Denny Crum isn't about
to go easy on Kentucky.
"I have a hard time
being real sympathetic
to them," Crum said

7534044

Opson Sunday Thru Christmas
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Prices Good
12-13-84 thru
12-24-84

We Accept
Food Stamps

1407 West Main
753-4682

Open 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

s
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our 26th
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•
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Register For 26
Baskets Of Groceries
To Be Given Away.
Open Sun. 12-23,
8-6 p.m. We Will
Be Closed Dec.
25th and 26th.
Real Lemon

JUICE

32 oz.
Borden's Eagle Brand Condensed

Starkist Oil or Water Packed

TUNA

634 oz.

Vlasic Sweet

PICKLES

16

Vlasic Hamburger

DILLS

16 oz.

79°
0,1 19
69°

Vlasic Kosher

DILL SPEARS

24 oz. $

1

19

Welch Grape
32 oz. $ 1 3
9

Hyde Park Old Fashioned

KRAUT

79°
1°9
59°
1°9
i7. 59°
32 oz.

Del Monte Whole Kemal

17 oz. 2/$

Del Monte

SPINACH

15 oz

Del Monte Cream Style

CORN

14 oz.

Hyde Park

PINEAPPLE JUICE46 OZ. $ 1 19
Merit Saltine

CRACKERS

59°
.0z 89°

1 Lb Box

Lays

POTATO CHIPS
Flav-O-Rich

7 7 oz.

Monte SwetDl

PEAS

/
$

LO CAL MILK

Gal

$ 169

WHOLE MILKS gal. 99
Pet Ritz

PIE SHELLS.
MEAL

5 lb.

Dole Syrup Packed

PINEAPPLE

20 oz.

Gold Medal Plain or Self Rising

FLOUR

5 lb.

Empress Mandarin

79°
16oz 79°
PEARS
FRUIT COCKTAIL
79°
99°
RELISH
CREAM
69°
CHICKEN BROTH 3P1
GREEN BEANS 2P 1°9
$ °9
GRE

PEACHES

16 oz

Del Monte 16 oz.

Ocean Spray Cranberry Orange

14 oz

Kraft Marshmallow

7 oz.

Sweet Sue 1334 oz.

Del Monte French Style

16 oz

Del Monte Cut

BACON
$ 1 29

Emge Fully Cooked

GROUND
BEEF
Family Pack
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

89°

Harper's Whole

SMOKED COUNTR
HAI140
HAM
$ 14P $ 69
$ 15P
I

Shank Portion

lb

Butt Portion

PRODUCE
$589 YELLOW ONIONS. 25°
CANNED HAM
15°
SAUSAGE'l'f'J'f,„. CABBAGE
$1 19
TURKEYS
89! APPLES
29°
HAms...., *269
• CELERY....
MEAT

Swift 3 Lb.

Owen's Best
lb

$298

Owen's Best

lb

Williams Hot or Mild

Fancy Green

Hyde Perk Self Basting W/Tender Timer

Red Delicious

lb

8
2
9
lb $

3 Lb. Bag

8-14 lb.

Owen's Best

Bryan Smokey Hollow Boneless

lb $ 169

Fresh & Crisp

Lg. 36 Size

lb. Whole $
2
59
lb.

Golden Ripe

Owen's Best Deli

ROAST BEEF..lb. $429.
Owen's Best Deli

CORNED BEEF

Del Monte-Halves

•

Owen's Best
Sliced Slab

DELI

BBQ CHICKEN

CRANBERRY SAUCE. 59°

/6 oz

Order Now For Christmas:
BBQ Shoulders, Pit Baked
Hams, Baked Ham, Party
Trays, Smoked Turkeys,
Pies, Cheese Balls.

Ma BEEF

69
99
79
89

10 oz.

Martha White Self Rising

FINEST
MEAT
IN TOWN

BBQ RIBS

Ocean Spray 16 oz

Del Monte-Halves

Prairie Farm

JELLY
CORN

MILK

sacremto
TOMATO JUICE...46 OZ. 79°
Borden's Cremora
COFFEE CREAM 1602. $ 1 79

Metzger Little Princess 6111-Ntei'

BANANAS....4 Lb. $ 100

BONELESS HAM...lb.

Florida

U.S. Choice
lb $42

Owen's Best BBO

PEPPERED BEEF.. . lb. $429.

ORANGES.4 Lb. Bag $

39

ROUND STEA Kib. $ 169 • POTATOES....5 Lb.69
Fields Kentuckian Boneless
California Red
8,
?
.
HAM
$21
Whole 1
•
69
Field Finest
GRAPES...
$ a°
389
/
BAKED HAM...lb. 11.7
Grade A Fryer
T. . ..... . $ 1 39 •
U.S. No. 1 Idaho

0

I
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Fought for British in revolution

Papers show human side
of German mercenaries
By TERRENCE PETTY
Associated Press Writer
STILLWATER, N.Y. (A?) —
A German surgeon born more
than 200 years ago has been
Helga Doblin's guest in her

LAW DAY HELD - Jack Wood, program director of the Kentucky State Penitentiary in Eddyville,
discusses the state's penal system to members of the 1984-85 Leadership Murray class. Wood was one of
several speakers invited to Law Day, held in Circuit Court Wednesday.

backroad cape house near this
eastern New York town for better than two years now, but she
has not grown tired of having
him around.
Mrs. Doblin has been enraptured by Dr. J.F. Wasmus and
other Germans hired out to the
British in the American Revolutionary War ever since she
began translating newly found
journals, letters, diaries and
military documents written by
them.

"I live with Wasmus, I expect
him to appear to me. I really
conjure him up," jokes the lively, 73-year-old Mrs. Doblin,
emeritus professor of languages
at Skidmore College in nearby
Saratoga Springs with degrees
from the University of Berlin
and Harvard.
Mrs. Doblin, who was born in
Freiburg, Germany, and
emigrated in 1939, herself comes
from a military family.
The papers were tracked
down by National Park Service
employee Stephen Strach, a
voracious reader of early
American history since his
childhood in Buffalo. He followed a trail of obscure printed
clues that led to the Library of

Your New
South CentralBell
DirectoryIs Here!
itsr-

Purchase Area
•

Nenowlivess

7--
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"The RealYellow Pages!'
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Quick!
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Hickman, Mayfield, Murray and
GilbertsvIlle,
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Valley
Water
hat do you get out of the South
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Central Bell Yellow Pages...The Real
free 1-569-4400.
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Yellow
Everything.
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Congress, where he founa long.
forgotten microfilm and
photostat copies of the German
documents.
Mrs. Doblin's translations of
the papers give a colorful and
human dimension to the oftenmaligned German mercenaries;
they also alter and correct some
long-standing perceptions.
Some 200 German troops died
in the Aug. 16, 1777, Battle of
Bennington which was fought on
and around an open-topped hill
in Walloomsac, N.Y., 35 miles
east of Stillwater and five miles
from the southwestern Vermont
border. The remaining 400 or so
were taken prisoner, including
Wasmus.
Wasmus and his comrades
have been telling their versions
of the war to Mrs. Doblin in her
and her husband's home in
Stillwater, the town where
thousands more soldiers hired
out by the independent German
states of Brunswick and Hesse
died or were taken prisoner in
the Battle of Saratoga.
They communicate to her
through a microfilm reader.
Since 1982 she has spent long
hours at this machine, creating
English sentences out of
18thcentury German ones. Their
handwriting is often difficult to
read because of personalized
flourishes, and sometimes the
letters are so small Mrs. Doblin
has to resort to a magnifiying
glass.
Translating obscure currencies, weights and measures is
not easily accomplished. But
Mrs. Doblin's knowledge of
languages helps her translate
French, Italian and Latin words
mixed in with the German.
The copies of the papers have
been stored at the Library of
Congress since the 1920s, when
the originals were photographed
at archives in Germany. There's
no telling how many documents
are in that still uncataloged
chaos of German writings in
Washington, D.C., says Strach.
Mrs. Doblin calculates that if
she lives to be 126 she'll have
finished translating the 52
microfilm reels purchased by
the National Park Service's office at the Saratoga Battlefield.
Mrs. Doblin has been receiving an annual $4,000 federal
grant for her labors, but her
primary compensation is the
thrill of mentally accompanying
these often overlooked warriors
on their adventures in North
America.
"I started just with
translating. I was not interested
in the subject matter, just in
translating. And then I really
got fascinated by it," she says.
The history of mercenaries
from Hesse and Brunswick —
two of several German states —
fighting for the British two centuries ago is not something even
Germans have looked very
closely at, says Mrs. Doblin.
When Mrs. Doblin began
traveling to Germany for further research she found the archives where the original papers
are kept "in disarray. But interest is mounting."
The translations by Mrs.
Doblin detail the mercenaries'
lives from their march to troop
ships on the Elbe River in Germany and their arduous voyage
to Canada to their return in 1783.
The seven-year journal of
Wasmus is especially Homeric,
telling of long, deadly winters in
Canada, desertions, executions,
scalpings, his new life as a country doctor in New England
following his dramatic capture
and his apparently hesitant
return to Wolfenbuettel,
Brunswick.
Wasmus was with the mostly
German force sent to Bennington to capture rebel supplies
needed to enable the British to
continue their siege at
Stillwater. But the Germans
were met by a surprisingly large
force of Americans in Walloomsac, five miles short of their
destination.
Some of Mrs. Doblin's translations will appear in Brown
University's "Military Collector
and Historian" journal next
year, and she and Strach are
researching other routes to get
more of the papers published.
Strach, who was the director
of the translation program while
employed at the Saratoga Battlefield, now works for the National Park Service at
Jamestown, Va.
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Workers are de-modernizing
the once-idyllic Walden Pond

Santa's here...

SANTA TAKES DOWN HALE'S LIST - MSC's own St. Nicholas lends an ear to Cindy Hale, a
sophomore from Owensboro,as she and the visitor from the North share a moment in the Curris Center.
The two are not alone though, as Mrs. Santa and two elves (university workers Judy Shoffner and Jeff
Pierce) flank the jovial harbinger of good tiding. Santa lends his ear to MSU students every year about
this time, taking down their every Christmas wish and posing for pictures.

when it inspired Thoreau to
write "Walden," his classic on
the wonders of nature.
By Memorial Day, Walden
Pond should be more like it was
when Thoreau lived alone in a
one-room hut for two years,
keeping diaries on the beauty
around him.
"We're taking the minimalist
approach now," said Weinreb.
"It's important to provide the
type of cultural experience people expect there."
Walden Pond's problems stem
from its popularity.
Every year, more than 750,000
tourists and souvenir seekers
walk the shores where Thoreau
picked berries, watched birds
and reflected on life as an individualist. Each summer day,
15,000 people swim and boat in
the deep, clear waters where he

By SUZANNE SPRING
Associated Press Writer
CONCORD, Mass. (AP) "Simplify, simplify,"
philosopher Henry David
Thoreau exhorted from the
shores of Walden Pond in 1854.
Now, the state of
Massachusetts is heeding his advice, using tractors and cranes
to remove the tarnish of modernity and return the celebrated
pond to a more natural setting.
"I'm afraid Thoreau would be
very disappointed if he saw
Walden now," said Stuart
Weinreb, a landscape architect
running the $650,000 project.
"That's a lot of why we're
renovating."
In the next five months,
workers will raze two cement
bathhouses, remove a concrete
swimming pier and resurface a
third bathhouse with cedar
shingles. Concrete walls encircling the pond will yield to stones
and native granite.
"To be honest, a lot of people
come from all over the world Japan, Canada and England expecting this to be a very
pristine natural environment,
and they are immediately hit
with these structures and concrete and a swimming beach,
and they are very upset and put
off," Weinreb said.
The din of heavy machinery
already echoes across the
62-acre pond 15 miles west of
Boston as workers make the
body of water more like it was

fished for perch and pickerel
The large parking lots across
from the pond have become a
hangout for local teen-agers,
whose radios blare in the woods
where Thoreau found a "tonic"
called solitude
The pond remained much as
Thoreau revered it until 1922,
when the family of writer Ralph
Waldo Emerson deeded the property to Middlesex County. The
cement structures, concrete
walls and pier soon followed.
The use of Walden Pond
became an international issue in
1957 when without warning the
county uprooted 100 trees and
started building a ramp that
would have allowed buses within
70 feet of the pond.
Public outcry blocked the
•
construction.

TWA will use two-engine
Boeings across Atlantic
NEW YORK (AP) - Trans
World Airlines said today it
plans to begin flights across the
Atlantic in April with two-engine
Boeing 767s, instead of the threeor four-engine jumbo jets now in
use.
Federal rules require twinengine planes to fly within 60
minutes of a suitable airport,
but TWA expects approval soon
of a rule change that would increase the airport limit to 90 or
120 minutes.

The Federal Aviation 4dministration has endorsed the
change and it is awaiting the
signature of Secretary of
Transportation Elizabeth Dole,
said TWA spokesman David
Venz.
Venz said the current FAA
rule was written about 30 years
ago in the era of piston engines,
"when engine failures were far
more common than with today's
jets."

Vise-Grip

8 lb. Sledge Hammer
No. 80DF. Quality steel. American made.
_
Jo. 105-11330.

Southern
States

99
$12
Reg. Sug. Pr. $17.99

Extension Cord

I

,
i
GEED'
Gift Set

6 Lb. Splitting Maul

with/Reel
N0.16/2 Sit WA_ Ree: hold 100-41

No. 60M. American mode. Quality steel.
No. 105-11872.

all-purpos• indoor, outdoor cord
.061-24990.

No. 215G. 10-in. and 5-in.
locking pliers. Built-in wire
cutter. NO. 070-02687

$1049

1 1 49

Reg. sug. or 51500

Reg. Sug. Pr. $21.00

Long-handle,
Round point

25-Cu. Ft.
Chest
Freezer

Shovel

'495"

Reg. Sug. Pr. S615.00
No. C-25. Textured finish. Polyurethane
bottom insulation. Thick fiberglass on side.
Adjustable control. Key-eject lock. No.
120-01250.

Controlled Air Water Tanks
Compact steel construction. Epoxy coating
Replaceable bag. 5-year warranty.

Tube Top Stock Tank

Solid-state 5000
31/2 lb.

Charges 7-10 miles. Lightnprotection. No.
ing
081-25045.

No. 3.5.1R36C. Quality steel.
Hickory handle. No.
105-11285.

MultiPurpose

Axe

$54"

011 V,1401,3,
No. CA42. Draw-doonegulvolent to 42 901 C
Pr 160S
(232,2.20-sn.). No 060-12820 Reg Sug

$8995

No. RE-224. 20-gauge "Doublelife" bottom
and 22-gauge sidewoll galvanized steel. 2 ft.
wide x2 ft. high x4 ft. long. Holds 100 gal. No.
100-24450.

B-660

Fence
Controller

(onventlonot ts,, •
No CAI5 Dross, door egutvolent to 15 gol
(16'yx12•In ) No 060 12810 Reg Sug Pr S64 50

Jersey Gloves

Redwood

No. 501.9-oz. Men's sizes.
No. 067-92016.

Bird
'Feeder

and sionnset
No CA427 Some copoctty as CA42 but tolber
) No 060 112825 Reg Sug Pr S 116 00

Grease
High performance lube.
No. 052-34015.

No. 15-630. 47-in. handle
Turned step. No. 105-12190

$980

$999

Carton of 10 Tubes
Reg. Sug. Pr. $1.20 Each

Reg. Sug. Pr. $14:99

0N7oo 1
05
3:4 No.
Reg. Sug.
Pr. S15.00

$999
Reg. Sug. Pr. $23.49

17-Cu. Ft

Upright Freezer

No. Of 171 . Bulk storage gate. Key.
eject lock. Polyurethane insulation.
Molded one-piece inner liner. Ask
about our free warranty. No.
120-01460. Reg. Sug. Pr. $580.00

20-gal. galvanized
No. 1320.
No. 070-05100

$849
Chest Freezer

C2011 Easy to clean. Efficient
polyurethane insulation. Adjustable control. Counterbalanced lid. Ask about our
free warranty. Na. 120-01240. Reg.
Sug. Pr. S568.00

I

ilF-Type.
250-ft. 12-2. With ground. For outdoor
installation. No. 061-29520. Reg. Sug.
Pr. $44.50

Round Hog
Feeder
in-

$429
Reg. Sug. Pr. $7.39

No. RF40G. Won't seep
to trough. Galyalume drain
channel and feed control
rings. Galvanized feede
top lid. No. 100-24719

No. K-5.
102-01098.

Rip-resistant. Reinforced corners.
Rustproof grommets. No.
070-07538.

No.

49
,i$ 10
t.
I
....s.--. Reg. Sug. Pr. $16.99

5-Lb.
Wedge
No. 4W.
No. 105-11860

15x20-ft.

$799

070-07539.

Reg. Sug. Pr. $10.50

$255°

0111Will

No C30C Instant forced cur heat
Ideal for heogng sheds garoges
ek Check local codes regord•ng
use of unvented heaters No
059 01100

eg. Seg. Pt S193 95

Black Poly Film
20x100-ft. 4 mil. No. 070-07705.
Reg. Sug.
Pr. S24.85
$2295
24x100-ft. 6 mil. No. 070-07755
Reg. Sug.
Pr. $44.75
95

Grip-Spur Traction

$41

Truck Tires
off-rood serDeep tread. Rugged
vice. Cut resistant sidewall rubber
Nylon cord body.

7.00-15LT 6PR Nylon
Reg. Sug. Pr. $67.95

As Low As
7.50-1611 6 PR Nylon Tube-Type
Reg. Sug. Pr. S84.95
1.78-1511 RWL 6 PR Tubeless
Reg. Sug. Pr. $85.95

$5995
$7395,
:7595

/

30,000 Btu Farm
Furnace

$169'

99
$4
Reg. Sug. Pr. $6.9

ty. With 6-ft. air hose
air line shutoff, safety
relief valve and 200-lb
air
gauge
Nc
107-17341.

$3195
Re!. Su!. Pr. 536.50

No. 150/120.
No.
121-34617.

10x12-ft.
Poly Tarp

$45900
For indoor installation. 250-ft. 12-2.
With ground. No. 061-29370. Reg
Sug. Pr. $33.00

Air Tank
N.. 10. 10-gal. capar

Flood Light

Tubular
Bird Feeder

No.

NM- ype

Reg. Sug. Pr. $69.00

Garbage Can

Reg. Sug.
Pr. $10.50

20-Cu. Ft.

$5995

150-Watt

Kerosene Can

No. 655. Eas
tr fill. No.
102-01806.

$8995

Electric
Cable

$ 1 199

Reg. Sug. Pr. $15.99

Aluminum
Grain Scoop
2-in. blade 27 ,n
/
No. 16-708. 111
2x141
/
plastic D handle. No. 105-12567

$ 1 1 99
Reg. Sug. Pr. $19.49

$29795
Rea. Suo. Pr. S335.00

je.r.:-

49:;

/-

Reg. Sug.
Pr S.31 00

$1

\

599

3-Pc. Knife Set
No. 542. 3-in. parer, 6-in. boner,
8-in, slicer. Stainless steel.
No. 121-36262.
$2.00 Rebate from Kordite'
when you buy 3 packs

Trash & Grass Bags
No. E3-2070. Bags fit 20-23 gal
cons. 28-in.x35=in. 20 per
package. No. 121-33124.

$169

Reg. Sug. Pr. 53,19

8x10 Ft. Tarp
-Lite-Tuff."
Gold.
Treated. Reinforced.
Rope in hem. NO.
070 07272

99
9
$2
Reg. Sug. Pr. $37.25

rP
Li6
atifPs

'-'1(7Z1911119,
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Humans'inner clock keeps time with natural cycles
EDITOR'S NOTE —
One scientist describes
it as like a fine Swiss
watch, an inner clock
that synchronizes itself
to outside cues and controls the body's cycles.
Some students of this
concept, called
chronobiology, say a
better understanding of
how it works could help
solve a number of problems from cancer to jet
lag and even improve
the performance of
Olympic athletes.
By Malcolm Ritter
AP Science Writer
NEW YORK I AP ) —
The sun rises and sets,
tides ebb and flow,
years come and go. Life
on Earth evolves among
these rhythms of the
planet.
Some scientists today
believe that understanding such ancient,
natural rhythms is the
key to understanding
basic human function —
and to making improvements in such
diverse areas as
athletics, factory shift
work and treatment of
cancer and other
diseases.

Scientists studying
"chronobiology" say
life forms — from onecelled animals to man —
adopted the natural
cycles of Earth long ago
to control a wide range
of bodily functions.
"Anything that is
alive has a rhythm,"
says Erna Halberg, a
researcher at the
Chronobiology
Laboratories of the
University of Minnesota
in Minneapolis. Even
flies and giant algae
show cycres about a
week long in their
physiology, says her
husband, Dr. Franz
Halberg, laboratory
director. Far from being a human invention,
"The week is built into
you and me," he says.
Chronobiology differs
from "biorhythms,"
which are supposed to
reveal physical, emotional and intellectual
cycles based on date of
birth. Instead,
chronobiology is based
on four basic cycles —
lasting about a day,
week, month and year
— that co-exist in a complicated but synchroniz-

ed pattern. Natural
origins have been proposed for all but the
week-long cycle, whose
beginnings remain a
mystery.
In humans, the cycles
show up in "just about
every single
physiological thing that
can be measured," says
John Pauly, an anatomy
professor at the University of Arkansas at LittleR ock.
Chronobiologists cite
cycles of about 24 hours
in body temperature,
blood pressure, alertness, blood cell counts
and other bodily
characteristics.

out-of-tune engine. That
produces jet lag, Pauly
said.
Though the environmental cues for a
population are about the
same, people do respond
differently. Some do
their best work early in
the morning and others
peak at night.
Chronobiologlsts
haven't figured out why
yet, Pauly says, but further study might help
people find work appropriate to their
cycles.

Whatever the inner
mechanism is, it synchronizes itself to outside cues, like a watch
being reset each day. A
major cue is the
daylight-darkness cycle, another is societal
routine.

Czeisler also is trying
to find out how athletes
can best preserve their
abilities for competition
in vastly different time
zones, a common experience for world-class
athletes.

Another application of
chronobiological studies
may come in cancer
treatment. At the
University of Minnesota, cancer
When the timing of
specialist Dr. William
cues is abruptly changHrushesky is ined — as when a traveler
vestigating how the percrosses several time
of powerful
formance
zones in a single flight —
cancer drugs varies
the inner rhythms can
with the time they are
get out of whack, like an

AID chief chides Ethiopian state
WASHINGTON (AP) — M.
Peter McPherson, head of the
U.S. Agency for International
Development, denied that
American aid is being withheld
from Ethiopia and attacked that
country's Marxist government
Thursday for its spending on its
10th anniverary celebration,
"Rather than Americans being uncomfortable with our role,
we should be proud of it and we
should be tough back on the
Ethiopians...," he said. He added that the Ethiopian government had shown a "tragic" lack
of interest in the problem.
McPherson said that Ethioplans had spent "a hundred
million dollars or so" for the
celebration and brought in "a
very large number of bottles of
Scotch from England."
Ethiopian officials said on
Tuesday that the famine ravaging their country could have
been prevented if Western na-

tions had ignored political
ideology and acted sooner.
Those charges are "just unfounded," McPherson told a
meeting sponsored by the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce. He said
that the U.S. government
believes hungry children should
be fed regardless of the government they live under and that
help had also been sent to people
in Angola and Mozambique,
which also have Marxist rulers.
McPherson said American
disaster assistance to Ethiopia
started about a year and a half
ago and that in the year before
Oct. 1 the United States had provided $21 million, more than any
other country.
He put U.S. shipments to
Africa since then at 550,000
metric tons worth $200 million,
with 215,000 tons earmarked for
Ethiopia.
Another $50 million worth has
been committed, he added, with

given.
Cancer drugs have
serious side effects, including damage to the
heart, bone marrow,
kidneys, gut and nerves,
and vomiting and loss of
hair. Hrushesky wants
to find ways to get the
best benefit from them
while minimizing those
drawbacks.
The body's response
to such drugs varies
through the day because
of cycles in processes
such as cell division and
elimination of the drugs
from the bloodstream,
Hrushesky says. So far,
his tests indicate that
properly scheduled
chemotherapy can
minimize side effects
while maintaining effectiveness against cancer,
he says.
Standard
chemotherapy is not
based on the time of
day, and Hrushesky
believes most hospitals
couldn't handle many
cancer patients under
precise timetables if
timing turns out to be
critical. But rather than
increasing health care
costs by hiring more
hospital staff, he says,
the best solution would
be automatic pumps
that can be worn or implanted. The pumps

could be programmed to
administer the drug at
the best times, he said.
Drug therapy for
many other illnesses
probably will be aff ectedby
chronobiology, says Dr.
Donald R. Bennett of
Chicago, associate
director of the drug division of the American
Medical Association.
Hrushesky also says
diagnosis of breast and
prostate cancer follows
year.lohe evoloc with
prostate cancer found
more frequently in
winter and spring, and
breast cancer in the
spring.
It's not that body cells
suddenly become malignant and rapidly grow
into tumors at such
times, he says. Instead,
he believes some sort of
balance between cancer
stimulators and suppressors is more likely
to slip during certain
times of the year.
But Lawrence Garfinkel, vice president for
statistics of the
American Cancer Society , says time of
diagnosis "almost
seems like a random
event" in the decadeslong process of developing cancer. Two people
could be diagnosed at

different times simply
because one waits
longer to see a doctor,
he says.
Chronobiology has
met skepticism in other
quarters of traditional
medicine too.
Chronobiology differs
from the traditional
belief in a relatively
constant level of activity in the body, Pauly
says. "You can't get
complete acceptance
from a scientific or
medical community for
a complete change of

concept."
To Erna Halberg,
chronobiology is
"nothing but common
sense applied."
The internal workings
of life must repeatedly
work and rest, she says.
Chronobiology simply
recognizes that and
shows that the internal
workings follow what
she calls a network of
rhythm.
"It's like a fine Swiss
watch," she said.
"Every little wheel
turns another wheel."

Though alcohol was absent,
there were drinks aplenty
WASHINGTON (AP)
— In a city where the
cocktail reception is
commonplace, the
gathering in the Indian
Treaty Room of the Old
Executive Office
Building seemed not
unusual.
Crowds pressed
against the long table of
scrumptious-looking
hors d'oeuvres; people,
chatting amiably,
sampled drinks from
bars at both ends of the
room. The difference:
there was no alcohol in
sight.
The reception Tuesday evening, hosted by
the White House but
financed through
private contributions,
was aimed at dramatizing the availability of
non-alcoholic beverages
as a substitute for beer
and wine in hopes of curbing drunken driving,
its organizers said.
"There's a good
reason we don't have
alcoholic beverages
here today, and it's not
because we are against
drinking," explained
John Volpe, who several
years ago headed the

president's commission
against drunken driving. "...We don't have
any room for them."
The tables were full of
non-alcoholic
beverages, from imitation beers and wines to a
fruit concoction called
"Mocktails" and a wine
made from wine grapes
but never fermented
and, therefore, lacking
alcoholic punch.
Distributors of the
drinks mingled with
veteran campaigners in
the war against drunken
driving, including Candy Lightner, founder of
MADD, Mothers
Againstj)ftink Driving;
and Volpe, who now
heads the National Commission Against
Drunken Driving.
"We're trying to communicate to the people
something that they
don't know: how to prevent drunk driving in
their immediate social
circles in a positive,
stimulating way," said
Carol Markowitz, who
originally thought up
the program with the
slogan, "Great
Alternatives."

future U.S. action under
consideration.
McPherson said food production is growing in other areas
while Africa has been producing
less. He blamed African governments for holding down prices
"Basically, we
paid to farmers, and a lack of
BINGHAMTON, N.Y.
new methods for increasing pro- (AP) — The head of the started it to meet people
duction, such as the "green Teddy Bear Tuck-In and relieve tensions,"
revolution" that his pushed up Service on the State said Joseph Armano, 19,
the harvest of wheat and rice in University of New York a second -year
India and other Asian countries. campus here says he economics major.
Armano said the serThe situation is more com- has had to convince
plicated in Africa because the some people that there vice soothes anxiety of
continent has less water, less ir- is no hanky-panky when all kinds — from termpaper blues to fear of
rigation and a need for improve- a client is put to bed.
ment in other crops, such as
For $2, students hav- nuclear war.
sorghum, millet and yams, he ing trouble sleeping get
Teddy Bear does not
pointed out.
a visit from two offer, and none of its
African governments students of the opposite customers have exdiscriminated against farmers sex who tell bedtime pected, any services
in order to provide cheap food stories, serve a choice of beyond massages, bedfor their cities, where both their milk and cookies, hot time stories and snacks,
military supporters and poten- cocoa and doughnuts, or said Armano, who has a
tial rioters live, McPherson wine, cheese and staff of five men and
added.
crackers, and, if need- four women
ed, give a massage.
Holiday
"We've had groups
The service, which
began Nov. 27 after run- come in and watch us
Specials
ning an ad a few days tuck people in," he said.
Cobb County, Appleby said.
All Apple Software
earlier in the student "It's quite obvious that
newspaper, tucked in nothing goes on."
and
The Tifton and Cobb County
Armano said the fee
about 30 students in its
Software0
Compatible
incases are among about 40
Apple
covers expenses.
first week.
cidents of burglary and assault
in Georgia, Florida and Ten113
nessee which authorities have
Educational Programs
said appear to be connected.
Mg
zhirm
i
Storewide Discounts Of
Many of the incidents occurred
0Recreational Games llo
& Business Software
near wooded areas along 1-75,
Li
See Our
and police nicknamed the
Table
Christmas
perpetrator of the crimes the
0
"1-75 Stalker."
Hummel Figurines Precious Moments Hadley Pottery. Music Boxes

Student tuck-in service
involves no funny stuff

Men charged with burglaries, assaults along 1-75
MARIETTA, Ga.(AP) — Two
men are in custody and a third is
being sought in connection with
a string of burglaries and sexual
assaults in three states along Interstate 75.
Cobb County Police Detective
Harold Appleby said Cyril K.
Lawrence, 47, and William G.
Willoughby, 58, were arrested
Monday and Tuesday, respectively, by Cobb police acting on
warrants taken out by the Tifton

Police Department.
A warrant also was issued for
a third man, Gary 0. Porter, 29,
Appleby said. All three men are
Cobb County residents.
Tifton Police Chief Hugh
Smith said the warrants charge
the three with armed robbery,
aggravated assault, rape and
burglary in connection with a
Sept. 5 robbery and rape in Tifton. Porter also is wanted in connection with four attacks in
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sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles
Acts 8:26-40
When the enemies of
Christ launched a campaign to exterminate all
Christians, Philip, a
dedicated layman, fled
to Samaria, a rather
large and populous city,
to escape a violent
death.
There he faithfully
proclaimed the good
news that Christ had
been crucified on the
cross, buried in the
tomb, and raised from
the dead, whereupon
many were saved and
baptized into the
fellowship of the church.
A Command
Acts 8:26
Just when Philip's
evangelistic efforts
were meeting with
signal success in
Samaria, and the prospects for the immediate future looked

the most promising, an
"angel of the Lord
spake unto Philip, saying, Arise, and go
toward the south unto
the way that goeth down
from Jerusalem unto
Gaza, which is desert."
From the human point
of view, it did not appear to be a wise thing
to do to leave a successful revival in the city and go to a desert
where there was not any
prospect of success.
A Compliance
Acts 8:2'7-29
Without a word of
complaint or making a
single excuse, Philip
promptly obeyed the
divine command,
departed without knowing the real purpose of
his journey, but certain
that he was not being led
of the Lord to go on a
fool's errand.

While complying with
the Lord's will, Philip
say a chariot approaching and heard the
Holy Spirit say: "Go
near, and join thyself to
this chariot."
In that chariot was an
Ethiopian eunuch, a
man of great prominence, prestige, position, pomp, possessions
and power, but he was
far from being satisfied
with his condition.
While wending his
way homeward, this
man of distinction, who
exercised authority
over all the treasures of
Candace, the queen of
the Ethiopians, was
reading aloud Isaiah 53.
A Conversation
Acts 8:30-35
With eagerness,
earnestness and enthusiam Philip ran to
his chariot and asked
the eunuch if he
understood what he was
reading; whereupon he
confessed that he did
not, but invited him to
enter the chariot with
him.
Seated by the eunuch,
Philip seized his golden
opportunity by tactfully

beginning with the very
scriptures which he was
reading and preached
the gospel of Christ to
him.
He was a very responsive listener and deserved commendation for
receiving Christ as his
Savior the first time he
heard the gospel
message. After Christ
saved him, Philip informed him that Christ
wanted all whom He
saved to follow their
Lord in baptism.
A Commitment
Acts 8:36-40
Anxious to make a
prompt and public
acknowledgement of his
faith in Christ to conform to the will of
Christ, when they came
to a place where there
was ample water in
which to be baptized, he
requested Philip to baptize him, and he did so.
The eunuch rejoiced
greatly that Christ had
saved him and that he
had followed his Lord in
baptism.
Great joy continued to
fill his soul as he anticipated becoming involved in exercising the

glorious privilege of
witnessing to others
about the possibllity of
their salvation and of informing them what
Christ could and would
do for them if they
would receive him as
their Saviour.
The eunuch's commitment to Christ is a
challenge to Christians
to be faithful in proclaiming the message of
salvation to all who
have not been saved

WINSTON-SALEM,
N.C. (AP) - For many
women, nontraditional
jobs have become a new
way of life.
R.J. Reynolds says it
employs women as
truck drivers, yardlift
operators, electricians,
machinists and electronics technicians.
One of these women is
Rebecca Middleton. As
the company's first
female chief repairer,
she shows up on the job
with a tool belt strapped
around her waist.
Another is Jan Brown,
who drives a
40,000-pound yardlift.
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3RD GREAT WEEK
KINGDOM
INVENTORY
REDUCTIoN SALE I

901 N CARBON • MARION II. • 997 6150
1 4120 CLARKS RIVER RD. • PADUCAH, KY • 444-0319

I

We must reduce our inventory as we are overstocked. These prices are good thru December
24, 1984, or until the supply lasts. Items are limited to in store quantities. Al! items may not
be at both stores.

PRESCHOOL
Reg. Price
'Fisher Price Periscope
$ 5.99
Fisher Price Walkie Talkies
27.99
Fisher Price Roller Skates
. 17.99
Fisher Price Croquet
. 18.99
Playskool Dressy Bessy
. 13.77
Playskool Teddy Bear Shape Sorter
7 39
Playskool Federal Express
.22.99
Playskool Lil Bigfoot Ride-On
.17.99
Playskool Dizzy Driver
8 49
Playskool Attach-n-Go Stroller
.13.88
Disneyland Play Set
26.99
Lil Playmates Airport
.22.99

Sale Price
$ 3.77
19.88
10.77
13.77
8.99
4.99
16.99
11.88
5.99
9.77
21.88
17.77

All Plush-Stuffed Animals

20% Off
IGAMES
Ideal Solid Gold Music Trivia
Trivial Pursuit
Bent Outta Shape
Parker Bros. Can't Stop
Parker Bros. Clue
Ideal The Dukes of Hazzard
Ideal Curse of the Cobras
Milton Bradley Dead Stop
Milton Bradley Downfall
Mego Domino Rally Dealer Rampage
Gremlin Game
Milton Bradley Legend of the Lone Ranger
Milton Bradley Leverage
Schaper Gimme 5

*GIRLS

15% Off

IWestern Barbie
..Western Ken
Fashion Jeans Barbie
Twirly Curls Barbie
Magic Curl Barbie
ILoving You Barbie
Angie Face Barbie
Ideal Happi Returns
Michael Jackson Doll
Michael Jackson Microphone
IKenner Baby Needs A Name
Kenner Baby Strawberry Shortcake
Kenner Baby Angel Cake
Kenner Baby Orange Blossom
Kimberly
Mattel Baby Skates
Fisher Price Kids
Fisher Price Bundle Up Baby
Angel Baby Gift Set 0412360
Sweet Nicole 0416150
Baby Crawl Away
Baby Fuss-A-Lot
Walk-A-Bye Baby

Reg. Price Sale Price
$25.99. , $18.77
19.99.. • 15.77
3.99
6 99
3.99
7 99 .
6 99.... 3-99
11.99... . 6.99
15.99.... 10.77
24.99.
17.88
4 99 . . 2.99
22.99 .. 13.99
15.99 .. 11.77
6 99 , ... 4.44
16.99
9.77
39.99.... 22.99
24.99... 16.97
16.97
23.99 .
7/
18
6.99
23.99 .
22.84
7.
.9
79
71
12.99. . ,. 6
6.77
12.99
12.99
6 99 .
4.44
14.97. . . . 6.99
16.88
22.99..
2.99
8 99
22.99... , 14.99
12.99.... . 6.79 I
39.95. .. 25.99

All Collector Dolls

All 20" & Larger Bicycles

111

at

10.77
16.99
29.95
22.99
5.77
10.99
10.99
4.99
12.99
8.77
10.99
3.99
10.99
3.77
10.99..
5.44
10.99
6.99
24.99
11.99
8 99
4.77
8.99
2.99
14.99......9.99
13.99
7.99

Stomper Interstate Express #794
Stomper Rocky Ridge #884
Gremlin Bendable Stripe
Gremlin 3 Collectible Figures
Gremlin Small Posable Gizmo
Gremlin Large Posable Gizmo
Omni Attack Helicopter
Navarone
Remote Controlled Big Roller #932
Duncan Trucks #7084
Giant Castle
Robo Force Figures
Spiderman Intercom Set
Tin Can Alley
Super Stunt Dirt Bike
Super Stunt Dirt Buggy
Super Stunt Dirt Chopper
Clyde's Car Crusher
Dukes of Hazzard Stuntbuster Set
Dukes of Hazzard Speed Jumper Set
Ertle Smokey & Bandit Set
Kenner Power Movers
Mork & Mindy 4.Wheel Drive
Fisher Price Speed Commanders
Mystic
Shaboom Magic Hat
Bandi King Kong
Knight Rider Voice Car

20% Off

FURNITURE
Cat In the Hat Infant Rocker
7-77 Table & Chair Set SEV332A
14.99
14.99
7.77 Welch Doll Carriage
6.99 Colorforms 3-in-1 Easel
11.99
14.99
8.99
14.99
7.77 ELECTRONICS
7.99 Atomic Arcade Pin Ball
13.99
7.77 RCR Radio Command Racing Car
13.99 14.99 Mr. FM Radio
23.99
8.99 Tiger Finger Bowl
14.99
11.99
14.99
24.99
16.99
16.99
24.99
16.99
24.99
16.99
24.99
CARTRIDGES
21.99.... • 16.77
Mattel Intellivision
26.99.... • 19.99
Atari 2600
799...... 4.99
5.77
8 99.
24.88.... • 18.88
18.88.... • 13.77
7.99
9 88
10.77
15.99
10.77
15.99

24.99
34.88
69.95....34.95
7.77
10.99
19.77
35.99

40% Off
33.99
22.99

8.99
4.99

NODOM

50% Off

BOYS
Knight Rider Dashboard
Masters of the Universe Roton
Masters of the Universe Road Ripper
Masters of the Universe Dragon Walker ..
Water Divers
10 Wheel Drive Super Climber
Rough Riders 4x4 In Ex
Stomper Earthquake Alley 0894

19.88
15.99
10.99
. 7.77
849... 6.99
11.88
23.99
6.88
8 99
3.99
5 99
7 99
4.77
18.77
25.99

111131011**11011110111111101000131MOICISIMMUll

901 N. CARBON • MARION, IL • 997-6150
4120 CLARKS RIVfR RD. •
PADUCAH, KY • U4-0319
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THE ACES®
"A miser is a guy who lives within his income. He's also called a
magician."
- Alliston Herald.
In today's doubled part-score,
how does South manage to avoid
losing two spades and one trick in
each of the other suits? Being a
magician might help; taking one's
only chance might work better.
The bidding may not meet everyone's standards, but the game was
match points - almost everybody's excuse for departing from
the norm.
Holding the South cards was
Henry Baer of Dallas. Not only did
he appreciate the three aces he
found in dummy but he also appreciated the value of dummy's heart
spots.
Henry took dummy's spade ace,
led a trump to his ace and led the
heart jack. West covered, dummy's
ace won and Henry led a trump to
his king. The trump queen was
cashed, leaving West with the high
trump, and a heart was led toward
dummy. West played the four and
Henry inserted dummy's eight,
forcing East's king. East cashed
two spades, but Henry was now in
charge. The club shift was won by
dummy's ace and Henry's remaining club was thrown on dummy's
heart 10. What allowed declarer to
compress five losers into four? The
heart position was a favorable one
but, more important, Henry was
magician enough to press the
advantage.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
12-13-A
*A 10 5 4
VA 1086
•7 5
40A 8 6
WEST
EAST
46KQJ 7 6
2
Q94
K 753
•J 109 6
8
•K J 107 2
4
,Q 9 4
SOUTH
•9 8 3
VJ2
•A K Q 4 3 2
+53
Vulnerable: North-South Dealer
South. The bidding:
South
West
North
East
Pass
Pass
3•
Dbl
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Spade deuce
BID WITH THE ACES
12-13-B
South holds
•KQJ7 6
K 753
*8
Q94
South
1+
3

I 111044441 'III

North
2V
4+

ANSWER: Four hearts. The same
rock-bottom minimum. No reason to
cooperate with slam tries.
Send bndge questions to The Aces, P0 Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 73222, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Coprrigat
United Festere

V41,..

RS
We have Cabbage
Patch dolls plus
beautiful German
dolls. German dolls
have human hair
and life like looks.
Good for Xmas
gifts for all ages.

"The Ultimate in
Suntanning"
Monday Thru Sunday
Until Christmas
Southside Shopping
Center
FOR APPOINTMENT
CALL
759-9671
Christmas Special
$350

29.88 .. 19.77
34.99 ... 25.95
15.99..... 8.99
29.95 ... 20.88

All Commodore Software

All Art Supplies

BLOOD DRIVE - Recently the Murray State University ROTC Detachment participated in a blood drive launched by the American Red Cross
Center. The ROTC Detachment had more donors than any other social
organization or academic group on campus, even though they were one of
the smallest groups participating. As a result of their dedication to and
cohesive efforts in this community project, the Cadet Corps received a
check for the amount of $150. Pictured is LTC Charles H. Knedler, Jr., professor of military science, presenting the check to the Cadet Battalion Commander, Cadet LTC Charles H. Fooks.

Per

Even
30 Min. Session
Grandmother'
Love
*Gift Certificates
Them!

BBC wants
fleas for
show on zoo
veterinarian
LONDON (AP)- The
British Broadcasting
Corp. posted an unusual
casting call for a show
about a zoo veterinarian
- an ad offering a $30
reward for anyone who
could act as agent for a
troupe of fleas.
Bill Sellars, producer
of the BBC-TV series
"One By One," said the
tiny creatures were
needed for a flea circus
in one of the episodes,
and the network made
Its offer in a four-line ad
in the personal column
of the London Times.
"After the advertisement appeared in the
Times, we first had a
number of calls from actors who thought we
wanted humans to act
as fleas," Sellars said.

Ron Christopher
is pleased to
announce
his association with
Randall A. Hutchens
for the general
practice
of law under the
firm name of
Christopher & Hutchens,
Attorney's and Counselors
at Law
205 S. 6th St., Murray,
Ky.
753-1266
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Despite all the talk, many Americans don't have a will
By CHANGING TIMES
The Kiplinger Magazine
Despite all the preaching, urging and admonishing about the
importance of having a will,
two-thirds of Americans don't
have a plan for the orderly
distribution of their property
after their deaths.
Wherever you live, the state
has a ready-made will waiting
for you if you die without your
own. Varying state by state, intestacy (dying without a valid
will) rules are always impersonal and inflexible.
If you don't have a will, don't
assume your surviving spouse
will get the bulk of your estate.
The law may give one-half or
more to your children or, if you
don't have any kids, to your
parents or siblings.
Your widow's or widower's
needs at the time of distribution
would have no impact on the

state's decision.
The law doesn't provide for
anyone not related to you, nor
for the distribution of specific
property. Heirlooms may have
to be sold to satisfy the arbitrary
fractional shares of your estate
doled out under the state's rules.
Dying intestate means forfeiting
any chance for tax-saving
maneuvers.
If both you and your spouse
die without wills, you'll have no
way of designating guardians
for your minor children.
When you choose to make a
will, you have several options,
whether you consult a lawyer for
a custom-made version, do it
yourself, or take advantage of
the statutory wills now available
in California, Maine and
Wisconsin.
For most people, the most
reasonable course is to have an
attorney draft a will that has the

authority to do what you want
and that can stand up to the
scrutiny of probate.
The price tag will depend on
your needs. Research by Changing Times magazine found
there's no "average" fee and the
range is so broad - it could be
$25 or $10,000 - that it's meaningless to guess at a cost. If your
needs are relatively simple,
however, you may be able to get
the will you need for $100 or less.
Local lawyers should be able
to estimate the cost of your will
once you outline your needs and
intentions for your property. To
find an attorney, check with
business associates, friends or
the local bar association for
references.
Because a lawyer's time is
money, do your homework
before meeting with him or her.
List all your assets, including
bank accounts, investments,

California plastic surgeon sculpts
new ears with an artist's patience
do a very refined sculpture,"
Brent said. "You have to perform the'sculpture in a certain,
given amount of time and make
it look quite like the other ear.
"You have one shot at it," he
said. "You've got this tissue to
work with and if you make a major error with the sculpture,
you're through. You can't go
down to the lumber store and
find another piece of material."
Brent's schedule is booked
months in advance with appointments by patients from all over
the world; 90 percent of them
live outside California.
A handful of American
surgeons perform ear
reconstructions, but Brent performs 10 times as many as any
other surgeon.
Testaments to his abilities
adorn his office walls at the
California Ear Institute in Palo
Alto - self-made drawings of
the ears he mends and plaques
acclaiming his medical
prowess.
"I had a great inclination
toward art," Brent said. "I
eventually got into medicine

PALO ALTO, Calif. (AP) Dr. Burton D. Brent combines
the patience of an artist with the
skill of a surgeon.
Each year, he treats dozens of
children who are born with one
or both ears missing.
When kidnappers cut off an
ear of J. Paul Getty III and one
of Italian jewelry heir Giorgio
Calissoni, Brent was called in to
help.
Brent, a plastic surgeon who
has reconstructed more than 300
ears, sculpts a new ear from a
patient's rib cartilage with a
sterile wood carving chisel and
scalpel. He developed the procedure as a medical student in
Chicago, practicing on cadaver
cartilage on his kitchen table.
The doctor culls cartilage
from a patient's chest, using an
X-ray model of the opposite ear
to sculpt the new ear. He then inserts the framework into a skin
"pocket" to cover the new ear.
The operation usually takes
about four hours.
"It's a very intense atmosphere in which you have to

real estate, life insurance and
profit-sharing and pension
funds.
When accounting for your property, note how you own things:
Are you sole owner, coowner or
joint owner? Decide on an executor to dispose of the estate
according to the will and on your
children's guardian. Be sure
they are willing to do the job.
Decide on distribution of your
estate. That might be
straightforward, but if you want
a complicated scheme, consult
an experienced lawyer.
Once your will is drafted, signed and witnessed, put it in a safe
place, but not your safedeposit
box.
In some states, that might be
sealed for a period after your
death. You may want to give a
copy to the executor or principal
beneficiary and leave the
original with your lawyer or
with other important papers,
where it is sure to be available
when needed.
You have the right to write
your own will. But the intricacies of state law might foil
you and lead to expensive litigation after your death to determine your exact intentions.

because of my (family's)
medical background." His
father was a general surgeon in
Detroit and his brother is a
Detroit-based urologist.
"I love children and my hobbies are art and sculpture of all
sorts and it just seemed like the
thing to do," he said. "It was
rather a pragmatic decision to
... take an intense interest in
this."
Most of his patients are young
children born with only one ear.
Many suffer from rejection.
Some become introverted and
take great pains to hide their
deformity.
Brent, 46, tries to mold, along
with an ear, a new self-respect
for a child. The reconstructed
appendage closely resembles a
normal one, with few
differences.
"If you get a good result ... I
think it looks quite like an acceptable ear," he said. "If you went
and compared the two you would
notice certain differences. It's
not quite as delicate as a normal
ear. But people don't stand there
and compare the two ears."

•

The fill-in-the-blank will is an
innovation designed to get
around that problem. For $1 or
$2, residents of California,
Maine and Wisconsin can buy a
statutory will form that, properly completed and witnessed, is
guaranteed to become a valid
will to control the distribution of
an estate.
What makes these special is
that the text is written into state
law, and in Californa and
Wisconsin, the terms are defined as part of the statute, giving
protection from ambiguities and
misinterpretations.
Although doing your will
yourself has great appeal for being simple and cheap, with
statutory wills you forfeit
flexibility.
These aren't custom-tailored
jobs. How well they fit depends
on the personal and financial
situation of the person involved
and how he or she wants to
dispose of the estate. These wills
are designed primarily for people with relatively small, uncomplicated estates.
Generally, statutory wills are
designed to leave everything to
a surviving spouse or to children
or their descendants, though

•

each state has its variations.
Each state's version lets you
name a personal representative
to handle the estate, a guardian
for children and a trustee if the
will sets up a trust.
Any alteration of the
readymade forms requires a
codicil - a formal amendment
to the will - and that would require a visit to a lawyer to make
sure your proposed change was
effective without creating
problems.
Even if you don't want to alter
the form, you might want to
check with 4.p attorney to make
sure the will makes sense for
you or for help in filling it out;
even with the extra cost of the
lawyer, you'll still save money.
Although attorneys and
lawmakers in some other states
have expressed interest in
statutory wills, only New Jersey
has recently had such a measure
pending in its legislature. In addition, this year the national
Conference of Commissioners
on Uniform State Laws drafted
the Uniform Statutory Will Act.
It is available for adoption by
any state, but Changing Times
learned that so far none has
done so.

•

DRUG STORES

Mysterious vigilante shoots robber
and returns money to elderly victim
unidentified and missing.
Stacy Drayton, 19, was arrested near the holdup scene and
booked for investigation of
murder, officers said. Under
California law, participants in
any felony may be charged with
murder if someone dies,
regardless of who pulls the
trigger.
The dead man was identified
as George Darryl Charles, 20, of
Los Angeles, police said.
Officers refused to identify the
robbery victim, because "he's
scared," one investigator said.

charges. It would have been nice
if this guy had held these men at
gunpoint until we arrived. We
would have saluted him," Hall
said.
The gunman interrupted a
robbery Sunday in south-central
Los Angeles, shot and killed one
of the bandits, then returned
money stolen from an elderly
man before vanishing "like the
Lone Ranger," police say.
By Tuesday, police had
located the holdup victim and
the second alleged robber, but
the man with the gun was still

LOS ANGELES (AP) - A
mysterious vigilante shot to
death one of two robbers and
returned money stolen from an
elderly holdup victim, but police
say that if he is caught, he'll probably be charged with the
shooting.
"It's nice to have citizen involvement," police Lt. William
Hall said Tuesday. But "in this
case, our good Samaritan may
have gone too far.
"When we find him, there's a
good chance the district attorney will file some kind of

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026-CHECK OUR PRICES

Ii.11

rt.TREAS

Aluminum
Storm
Windows

BUILDING CENTERS

$2335

915

Stock Sizes

SP 99

759-4026

White Vinyl
Siding
$4999

2x4

Per Sq.

2x6
2x8

Stainless Steel

Sinks

Wood
Windows

LUMBER

8 FT. 10 FT. 12 FT. 14 FT. 16 FT. 30"x42" $47.50
1.49 1.79 2.19 2.59 2.94
, 34"x42" $49.513
1.99 2.45 2.94 3.65 3.90
2.79 3.69 4.19 4.79 5.44

3.22 4.04 4.65 5.45 6.19
5.10 6.35 7.65 8.95 10.25
2x12
STUDS 89' Econ 11.29 Util $1.59 Best

$2988
33.'3(2 2"

Formica
Counter Tops 1

$549
t.r

Insulation
Board

2x10

4x8
CDX
Plywood

$769

Kitchen
Cabinets

0%

Off

Merillat
In Stock-Buy Now!

3/4 - 4)0353.15
1" 4x8.$4.19

9x7
Garage Door
$ 18995
Wood With Gloss
I=\
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri,
7:30 HI 5:00
Saturday
8:00 til 4:00

7594026

TREASatinirs
One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026-CHECK OUR PRICES
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Stop by your Begley Drug Store
today and pick up your
- Price-Invaders sticker card.
Soon you'll be on your way to a

Galaxy Of Savings!
• •• 1.117-kiti-iliti k7i•

LtW rap T.1!

4:1 t•1711.11 1:MJ :IN V,

Genie
Garage Door
Openers

t- 3 Ind MO )03112- •

411,

to wage
an all-out
war against inflation.

For every dollar you spend at Begley's you will receive
a Price Invader sticker. When your card is full, you can
purchase selected merchandise at 'out-of-this-world' low
prices. Watch for the Price Invaders symbol in our ad
and in the store to identify these special bargains.

This Week's Specials
Keebler

•••‘'

clie_tpepsi
sa.•01"ft

loaftesa
mo ml

Pepsi

Soft Batch
Cookies

2 Liter
diet peps' Pepsi tree
or Mountain Dew

12 oz. Bag
Chocolate Chip Peanut
Butter or Walnut Chip

9c
With one filled
Price invaders card.

Dove
Dishwashing Liquid
22 oz. Bottle

Wail one ailed
Rico Invaders card

WIthon•filIed
Puce Invaders card

Tissue

Paper
Vi;rhite, Red
or Green

1
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By Abigail

BISMARCK, N.D.
(AP) — The crossword
puzzle clue asked for the
state of which Bismarck
is the capital. The space
had 11 letters. But no
matter how you worked
it and no matter what
the map said, the North
of North Dakota just
didn't fit.
Of all people puzzling
over the puzzle in the
Dec. 6 Christian Science
Monitor, U.S. Sen.
Quentin Burdick,
0-ND.. thought he
knew the answer —
North Dakota, of
course.
"Not so, I found, from
the solution appearing
on page 61," Burdick

Van Buren

Woman Learns Private Affairs
Are Matters of Public Record
DEAR ABBY: Every now and
then a woman writes to say that
she's involved with a man who
claims he's not married, but she
suspects he is. I was in that spot
once, so I did a little detective work
on my own and discovered I was
right. Not only did I learn the man
was married, I also found out:
I. It was not his first marriage.
2. Where he was born.
3. What kind of work he was doing
at the time of his marriages.
4. His mother's name.
5. His father's name.
6. The names of the women he
married.
7. Their professions.
8. Where they were married.
9. Who witnessed those marriages.
Abby, I got all this information at
no cost to me simply by checking the
public records in the county registrar's office in the county where I
suspected the man had married.
Pass it on.
ANONYMOUS IN CALIFORNIA

CLASSIFIED ADVEKTISLMENTS

Crossword puzzle puts
Bismarck in South Dakota

DEAR OPTIMISTIC: Your
letter was a real upper. You're
going to make it. All you have to
do is stay sober—one day at a
time.
Good luck. And please write
again in six months with a
progress report. I care.
* ••

DEAR ABBY: Like a lot of other
people, the only time I write to some
of my friends is during the holidays.
My problem is that my husband and
I are in the process of getting a
divorce. We have been married for a
number of years and have no
children (which makes it easier), but
it's still hard.
We are still good friends, but we
cannot live together as man and
wife.
How do I tell our friends? Would it
be proper to give them the news on a
Christmas card while wishing them
a happy holiday? Or should I just
send a normal holiday card like all
is well and write a separate note
later? Our divorce will not be final
until February.
HOW TO TELL

•

2

said. "The correct
answer, according to
the (Christian Science)
Monitor, is South
Dakota."
Puzzled and cross,
Burdick fired off a letter
to the editor.
"This piracy must
stop.... I simply wanted
the Monitor to know that
we are not giving up
Bismarck or one square
inch of North Dakota
soil," Burdick said in
the letter.
"I can understand
perfectly why South
Dakota would like to
have Bismarck as part
of an upgrading process," the senator
wrote.

Notice

2

Bob's Fish
Market

appy n
Birthday
To A
Special Boy •
JUSTIN •
MICHAEL'
BOGGESS

Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Ky. Lake
Catfish
759-1109
Now $1.60 Lb.
We Accept
Food Stamps

Notice

Love Pop
Nana & Tony

•
e• •

North Branch Store
641 North

at Dukedom Cafe,
Dukedom, Tn., Dec.
15, 9 to 5, Dec. 16,
1 to 5. Antiques and
collectibles. Register
for
Christmas
Grapevine Wreaths
Refreshments
served.

Store Hours: 7 am -8 p.m
Mon. thru Sat. Sun. 1-b
p.m.rehtphone253-7721

Woman who refused to take
hack seat awarded honor
THANK YOU
NEW YORK (AP) — ceremony.
For A
Ms. Parks' arrest on
Rosa Parks, who helped
ignite the modern civil Dec. 1, 1955, sparked a
Beautiful
rights movement nearly nearly yearlong bus
30 years ago by refusing boycott by Montgomery
Christmas
to take a back seat on an blacks, and anti Alabama bus, has been segregation demonstraGift, Sam.
honored for her con- tions throughout the
tribution to American South. She has worked
Love you lots.
the past 14
freedom.

Jim Sutter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

Your individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

c4E

BEAN
BAGS
School Colors
Or Solid.

Crass
Furniture
753-3621
RICK McConnell is
starting back to work at
Hair

41•414

r

mik
air
tikttelfr
16116*
\ITI1 4
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

I GET TIRED
OF HIDNG
FROM SARGE
BEETLE
Al LEY
IS
—0—

IN

1 Hesitation
6 Change
11 Disembark
13 Place where
bees are kept
14 Saint: abbr.
15 Lured
17 Artificial
language
18 Small bird
20 Disturbances
21 Small child
22 Brother of
Jacob
24 Afternoon party
25 Possessive
pronoun
26 Shade
28 Names
30 King of beasts

32 Bows
33 More torrid
35 Crimsons, e.g.
37 Rabbit
38 Golf mound
40 Rodents
42 Bitter vetch
43 Babylonian hero
45 Still
46 Paid notice
47 Votes
49 Symbol for
lutecium
50 Rest
52 Dirtied
54 Handle
55 Iron
DOWN
1 Dough for

pastry

Answer to Previous Puzzle
A

000 ODOM OM
MOO 0000 00A
IIRØPUmul

oIj

000M U0130
OIMMUUMO 00
0 MOO UMU 00
0MA MEM M
000 Ii100 AMMO
0 M 0000000
BOOM 0M00
000 00 MEMO
!io
UM MOM 001110
00 UM00 000
2 Painter
3 Chaldean city
4 Pose for portrait
5 Without end
6 Simians
10

NENE
NEE=
MENNEN MENNEN
MN MENNE= MN
MEM MENNE NEM
NEM MEN NENE
MUNN MENNEN
NENE MINN
MENNEN MEM
NENE MEM MOINE
MME MENEM MEN
MN MEMENEM MN
MOINE= MUNN=
MUM
MIME

7 Cover
8 Symbol for
tantalum
9 Mistakes
10 Hindu peasants
12 Send forth
13 Reach
16 Bard
19 Clothesmakers
21 Follows Monday
23 Join
25 More ancient
27 Small child
29 Rocky hill
31 Irritate
33 More difficult
34 Actual
36 Gravestones
37 Vital organ
39 Son of Seth
41 Ornamental
knobs
43 Direction
44 Above and
touching
47 Neckpiece
48 Title of respect
51 Hebrew letter
53 French article

,A

Bold
Liquidators
302 Main St
Open
Weekdays
9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday
1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Until Christmas
AAA Auto Club, a
non-profit organization.
Join or transfer your
membership locally and
receive a free gift.

759-9673.
GLASS work. Storm
windows, storm doors &
patio door glass replaced. Auto glass,
plate glass, window
glass and plexiglass
installed. Aluminum
store fronts and store
front doors repaired or
replaced plus glass
table tops, glass shelves
& mirrors cut to size
and shape. Display
cases, stands 8r racks,
glass shelves, decor
mirrors and wall
mirrors made to
specification. M&G
Complete Glass, Dixieland Center. Phone
753-0180.

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
Fruit Baskets shipped nationwide, Gorilla-Grams,
Balloon Bouquets. Rent-4Clown or Monkey, Cakes
Free Delivery. VISA & MC

etA

(.1

World. Call 753-

0511 or 753-0513.

A

AND THERE
GOES JESSIE!!

Notice

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

2ND ANNUAL
COUNTRY
CRAFT SHOW

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS INC.

years for
Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick
Ms. Parks, 71, winner U.S. Rep. John Conyers,
of the Eleanor D-Mich.
Roosevelt "Women of
Courage" award, was
one of 15 women over
age 40 cited by the
DEAR HOW: Send a holiday
Wonder Woman Founcard with your signature only,
dation for "extraorthen add: Perhaps you haven't
din
a
r
y
heard that I am separated from
• it
•
accomplishments."
my husband.
The winners, in-,
FOR FRIDAY,DECEMBER 14, 1984
eluding writers, social
DEAR ABBY: Guess what? Today
*
workers, medical
I feel as though I have really
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
accomplished something, and all I
researchers and a
To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23to Nov. 21)
did was go to the mailbox.
DEAR ABBY: My college roomjudge, receive $7,500
the forecast given for yaw birth sign.
Some will spend this day Christmas
I called the local Alcoholics
mate and I are having an argument.
each from the foundashopping. Things fall into place regarARIES
Anonymous chapter and asked the
Wa4the old saying "Feed a cold and
tion, established by
frnit ding an upcoming trip. Evening
i Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
people there to please send me some
starve a fever"? Or was it "Feed a
Jenette Kahn, publisher
Despite some minor changes in favors social life.
literature. I've just read it, and you
fever and starve a cold"?
of D.C. Comics Inc.
plans, travel looks promising this SAGITTARIUS
know, I feel better already.
PUZZLED IN TEXAS
"... There is one thing
ifS
weekend. Luck is with you in career ( Nov.22to Dec. 21)
I wanted to share my accomthey all do and have
Unconventionality could turn off a
plishment with the world, and what
endeavors. Welcome opportunity.
DEAR PUZZLED:It was"Feed
done better than
higher-up, but opportunity comes
better way than to write to you? I
a cold and starve a fever." But
TAURUS
anything else. They
your way careerwise. You're ardon't have the guts to go to a
the health care experts say:
Apr. 20 to May 20)
have dared," CBS News
meeting yet, but eventually I will.
Don't go overboard to "feed" or
You'll be able to get financial back- ticulate and convincing!
correspondent Bill
Love from a female college student. "starve" any condition.
ing for your projects now. Evening CAPRICORN
Moyers said in remarks
Sign me ...
may call for a special celebration. (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
*5*
prepared for the awards
OPTIMISTIC
Though you'll opt for some peace
Good news comes from afar.
and quiet today, you'll also make
GEMINI
plans for travel. Clear thinking brings
( May 21 to June 20)
MILDRED DANNY, ESTPER,
IM REALLY TRIMMING
I'M POLON ICJ
Partners are in agreement on im- success in research.
MABEL RE JOE,LYDIA,
DOWN MY CRRISTMAS
ONE LAST NAME...
portant issues. You may make plans AQUARIUS
VERNA I:tv\iL, FLOYD...I
CARD LIST THIS YEAR
for
a holiday together. Real estate 1Jan. 20to Feb. 18)
cR055E0'EM ALL OPF!
Your leadership qualities are to the
moves are favored.
n-Th
draw
fore and you'll take an active role in
earor
CANCER
"WE some group activity. Finances im(June 21 to July 22)
'
New assignments come now and prove now.
ID:24
you're at your efficient best. Hap- PISCES
xIies•
a i
piness in love makes for a wonderful (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
CitIMUMOOFmkire
Now's the time to make your move
p.m.Some receive a gift.
careerwise. Schedule important
LEO
IVE GOT AN IDEA
meetings. Benefits come through
JUST LIE ON YOUR
ik;)wC
,v
I THINK YOU'RE DOIN6
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
LET'S MAKE SOME
BACK AND
SOMETHING WRONG..
Some engage in a new hobby. Rela- friends this evening.
,s SNOW ANGELS
MOVE YOUR 'W LIKE
YOU BORN TODAY are impulsive
tions with children are on the
ARMS AND LEGS THIS.?
upswing. Career luck puts you in the and do not always stop to consider the
consequences of your actions. Do not
mood for celebrating.
7\-e
let your adventurous side cause you to
VIRGO
become reckless. Brokerage, travel
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
P
‘
s&
You'll make important domestic and the entertainment world are good
decisions today. Judgment is shrewd. fields for you. You have the ability to
Make plans logo out for an evening on successfully commercialize your
11 1 3
creative talents and can achieve a
the town.
success. Banking, literature,
large
LIBRA
.JsR.R4'on
C rub. 1.1.•3 F•our• Synt11.1..
et history and law may also appeal to
Sept. 23to Oct. 22)
MOM,I PCiN'T RECOGNIZE THIS
Your creative powers are at a peak. you. Birthday of: Margaret Chase
IT'S ALL GONE! WHERE'S 114E
PLACE.I THOUGHT I WAS BORN
PASTA? THE PEOPLE? THE
Make important phone calls on this Smith, politician; Lee Remick, acIN THE KITCHEN OF AN ITALIAN
PASTA? THE. EXCITEMENT?
day when you can express yourself to tress; and Shirley Jackson, writer.
RESTAURANT
TNE PASTA?
it) 19114 tOng FeaturosSyndicate. Inc
good advantage.
DEAR ANONYMOUS:In California, records of births, deaths
and marriages are available to
anyone who wants to see them.
But because the laws differ from
state to state, it may not be true
elsewhere. However,this can be
easily checked out by calling
your county registrar's office.

2

753-9280

Just In Time
For Christmas
Beautiful antique and antique
reproduction
clocks. Also
clock repair.
Call after 5
p.m.
753-6347
SANTA suit rental Calf
759-4073
STOP 8r compare price.
Murray Satellite Sales,
1114 Poplar, 753-9283.

Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL
759.4444
Children's Tape
759.4445
6 Help Wanted
AIRLINES now hiring.
Reservationists,
stewardesses and
ground crew positions
available. Call 146191569-8315 for details. 24
hrs.
PART-time help wanted
In local retail store.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040G.
gALES managemenf
trainee. Our company
has opening for 10
salespeople. Good income. Excellent opportunity for advancement
to sales managerq.ent.
We train those who
qualify. Applicants
must be neat in appearance. Call 527-9008
on Friday Dec. 14th.
TEXAS oil co. needs
mature person for short
trips surrounding
Murray. Contact
customers. We train.
Write T.M. Dickerson,
Pres., Southwestern
Petroleum, Box 789, Ft.
Worth, Tx. 78101.
WANTED: babysItter
to watch 7 month old
girl & 4 yr. old boy on
weekends. Must have
references. Call
753-8048.
9. Situation

Wanted

riABYSITTING

in my
home from 2p m .-? Call
759-1154.
WOULD like to habysit
Contact Juanita at
Shady Oaks Traliler Ct.
If70.

14

Want to Buy

LOG- or timber. Contacf
Gordon Saw Mill 527-

WANTED, raw furs.
Owen McClellon,
Polaski, III. 1-618-342,1316.

SI
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
15. Articles for Sale

OFFICE
FURNITURE
Desks, files, chairs,
folding tables, etc.

22.Musical
WONDERFUL
Christmas gift idea,
Lowrey organ model ILO with magic genie.
Track 2 rythm, harmony magic & other
features, $998. Call 7535675 between
p.m.-7 .m.
YAMAHA classical
guitar with accessories,
good condition. Call
759-1030.

24

Miscellaneous

B/W

NEW RCA 12 inch
TV. 410 pump shotgun.
Factory made ladder
rack for pickup, Call
436-2740.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Business Rentals
FOR lease, 4,000 sq. ft. FOR sale, Weanling
commercial building, Arabian Filly Ideal for
located at 402 Sunbury Christmas present. Call
Circle. Call 489-2781 753-8146 or 753-9894.
after 5p.m.
38. Pets-Supplies
32 Apts for Rent
ADORABLE, AKC- re-

30

43

Real Estate

50

Used Trucks

53

Services Offered

NEED work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care
753-0338.
ODD job specialist, ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing You
name it. I do it. You buy, I
install. You break, I fix
Call 436-2888.
53. Services Offered
RESTORE. Carpet
cleaning special, $.10
• We 1.111 f opy your •
sq. ft. Call 753-6178.

1971 FORD window van.
FOR sale, by owner, Good body, needs motor
vacant lot & rental work. $400 or trade.
property across from Phone 436-5510.
Murray Fire Dept. on 1972 CHEVY Luv, $700.
Poplar. Call 753-9251.
Call 753-6098 after 5p.m
1972 CHEVY Cheyenne
45. Farms for Sale
pickup. PB, PS
FARM land in Lynn positraction, radio, with
Grove. 27 acres, 2 topper. All excellent
ponds, fenced & owner condition, $2450. Call
after 3.30p.m. 753-0770.
financing. Call 753-9240.

53

Services Offered

TLC
clean
We
everything with
TENDER, LOVIN
CARE
Carpets DRY
cleaned. New
machine, only
one in this area.
759-9754
759-1834

NICE stereos, cheap.
TV's & lamps, plus a lot
1 BEDROOM apt. 2 gistered Toy Poodle
more. See any time at
blocks from campus, puppies, $100. Call 753114 Shady Oaks.
$150, 1628-B Miller. Call 0904
O AK & hickory
753-3415.
firewood, seasoned or
1 BEDROOM, furnished AKC Registered Ger
green, $25 rick deapt. Inquire at 100 S. man Shepards from
46. Homes for Sale
livered. Call 489-2677
Jefferson
13th.
show & working par
5p.m.
after
furnished,
BEDROOM
2
Ky.
ents $300, free ob- 4 BEDROOM house in
Paducah,
24. Miscellaneous
O AK & hickory
Olive St. 2 Bedroom edience classes with Canterbury, 4-sale or
442-4302
firewood, $25 a rick
old Lundy photo while
unfurnished, S. 8th.
trade by owner. Call
each pup. Call 436-2858.
$25 a rick for 18-20"
Call nights
Adults. No pets. Lease BIRD dogs. Brittiany, 753-3672.
you watt You tak;• •
wood; 20-24", $30; delivered.
INSULATION blown in
436.2778.
& deposit. Call 753-9208 male & female, 2 years TWO story, aluminum
I the precious original•
BAILEY
by Sears. TVA apANTIQUE dinning 24''-30'', $40. Call 474- O AK & hickory
after
.m.
4
roof.
New
house.
sided
home
4
&
Female,
old, Male
proved, Save on those
room suite. Good con- 2329.
•
two
den.
be
as
$20
used
Could
haul,
duplex,
You
BR
2
firewood.
CARPET
753
8298
pair.
a
$50
old,
months
high heating and cooldition, $325. Call 753- 775 GAL. fuel oil tank. a rick. Cal! 437-4829.
re- • i • ARTER STUDIO
Price
753-9240.
apartments.
Call
kitchen.
436.5834
Call
ing bills. Call Sears
$35. Call 436-2381.
6494.
CLEANING
duced. Phone 753-5040
POOL tables, slate only, 3 BR duplex, den, living
753-2310 for free
MAlNi ST SUITE 6
DROWN tweed recliner. 5, 220 ELECTRIC wall new, used & antique. room, kitchen, washer C.F.A. registered or 753-0198.
•
Free Estimates
estimate.
Himalayan kitten, 5
Von, 3rd F °tram e
heaters, $20 ea. 1 CateCall 753-2991.
Custom oak gun & dryer. Call 75.3-9240
JOINER'S Tree Sermos. old. Flame.point, 47. Motorcycles
759-1983
COMMERCIAL items lyic heater, 2 gal. fuel, cabinets. Milan Pool
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
1 or 2 BEDROOM apt. declawed, all shots,
vice. 30 years exfor sale: Gas range with $20. Fireplace screen Table Sales 901-6861177.
1984 YAMAHA 225 3- Factory authorized for ROOFING. Plumbing. perience. Also bucket
near downtown Murray. wormed, $100. Call 753
grill; drink dispenser; and irons, $15. 436-2787 SEASONED & half
and
Tappan, Kelvinator
wheeler Call 759-9211
Adults only. Call 753- 9463.
Siding. Additions, truck for hire, Call
salad case; 3 compar- after 5 m.
Brown. Service on gas
4109, 762-6650, 436-2844.
seasoned oak firewood
CHIHUAHUAS, AKC, 1985 200X 3-wheeler. and electric ranges, Painting, General Car- 753-0366
tment stainless steel 8x10 METAL storage
New. still under
MIRNISHED room for short/long hair. J&J
for sale. Minimum orpentry. P.A. Molony Co
sink; S.S. hand sink; building, BMX Murray
warranty. Call 435-4201 microwaves, dis- 753 - 8628 . Free
girl, 1/2 block from Kennels, 901-782-3268.
der, 2 ricks. Call 436Bunn coffee maker; dirt bike, Majestic car
rehwashers.
after 5p.m.
campus, utilities paid.
Estimates.
2587.
DOG house for sale
folding chairs. Other speakers, car radio, FM
(rigerators, etc. Earl
Murray-Calloway Co.
radio converter, exer- SEASONED oak
$35. Call 1985 3-WHEELER 110 Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- SEWING Machine Re(hardly
used),
items include living
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
Honda. Call 43.5-4596.
pair. All makes and
firewood. Also will do
cise bike. Call 753-1431.
753-5683.
room suit; 1/2 bed with
5341.
models. Industrial,
3 WHEELER. black
tree trimming, remov- 753-8146.
springs; odd doors;
and/or
obedience
DOG
APPLIANCE
24 hr. Service
FURNISHED apts., 1 or
home and commercial
225 Yamaha, $1325.
elec. motors & other
now
CABBAGE patch kids ing, and shaping
Reserve
boarding.
Kenmore,
SERVICE.
various items. All must original by Coleco. Great shrubbery. Call 2 BR, adults, no pets. for Christmas holidays. Also, trailer to haul 3 Westinghouse, 3)s yrs. experience. All
759-4899
Zimmerman apts., S.
work guaranteed. Kenwheelers. Call 489-2365.
be sold and offers Christmas gifts. Your 753-5476.
Allinside runs private
Whirlpool. 22 years neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
3
Service.
ATV
L&W
welcome. Call 753-1651, choice, $65, with pacifier. SOLID Railroad Ties, $6 16th, 753-6609.
heated, & covered. Save
experience. Parts and Stella, Ky.
NEAR University: two
WET BASEMENT? We
753-3924 or 753-2477.
and up. 753-2905 or
$75. Call 437-4797.
money on holiday wheeler and dirt bike re- service. Bobby Hopper,
bedroom apartment for
SHOLAR Plumbing & make wet basements
Main Street.
East
pair.
EARLY American, gold CAR batteries 38 mos. 435.4343 or 435-4319.
days
7
for
$150
specialsBob's Appliance Ser•
kitchen
large
rent.
Has
Electric. Call 437-4740.
dry. Work completely
striped couch & gold guarantee, 22, 24, 72, 74
and obedience Call 753-9346.
vice, 202 S. 5th St
with dishwasher & dis- boarding
or
chair. Both for $125. series, $27.99 exchange. 26. TV -Radio
training, 436-2858
Business 753-4872, 436- THWEATTS Alterna- guaranteed. Call
48. Auto Services
living
poser,
large
tor. Generator & Starter write Morgan ConCall 753-3903 after 5p.m.
60 mos. guarantee, QUASAR Boom boxes,
tub & FREE, half 'old English RECONDITIONED 5848 (home).
with
bath
room,
Box
2,
Rt.
Service (rebuilt & re- struction Co.
NEW, cherry china $37.99 exchange. Heavy as low as $10 a week
shower, & washer & Sheepdog puppies, 9 batteries, guaranteed. FENCE sales at Sears paired). Route 01, Almo, 409A, Paducah, Ky.
corner cabinet. Call duty 27 series, 60 mos. Call Rudolph Good
now. Call Sears 753-2310
males, and 1 female.
Available
hookup.
dryer
42020. Shop 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
KY,
$15. Call after 6p.m. for free estimate for
guarantee, $39.99 ex- Year, 753-0595
753-1841.
January 1. $210.00 per Call 759-4476 after 5p.m
(502)753-8742.
WILLIE'S Interior &
753-3711.
needs.
SEARS portable change. Wallin Hardyour
mo., deposit required. HIDDEN Valley Ken
Exterior painting, 15
27. Mobile Frames for Sale
washer, like new. 3 ware, Paris, Tn.
nels now has only one 49. Used Cars
753-4560.
Irrigation -Residential
years experience. For
years old, $150. Can be FAKE fir, Lillie Ann, 12x70 SHULTZY trailer, SLEEPING room for phone number for AKC
CAMPBELL WELL
free estimates call beseen at 8-14 Fox size 10 or 12, worn twice. 3 BR, excellent condi- rent. 1610 Farmer Ave. Pomeranian stud ser- 1965 -VW Bug. -Great
BAILEY'S FARM
fore 8a.m. or after
DRILLING
Also, mink stole, color tion. Appliances furcondition Best offer
Meadows, Sue Byassee.
LUMBER
between vice and boarding for
5p.m. 759-1867.
McKenzie, Tn
autumn haze. Call 753- nished, with washer & Call
Call 753-0594
Book
cats.
&
dogs
your
4p.m -8 .m. 759-4952.
T,VILL haul white rock,
For all your
Call Collect
16, Home Furnishings
3489 after 5p.m.
dryer. Call 759.4467 TAKING applications early for holidays. Call 1968 THUNDERBIRD.
sand, lime, rip rap and
901-352.3671 or
out building needs
Excellent condition.
19 FT. Whirlpool FOR sale: girls 26 inch after 5p.m.
489-2377.
for Section 8. Rent
901-352-5704
masonary sand, coal,
759-1099
refrigerator for only 3-speed & boys 20 inch 14x70 AQUARIUS, 3 br, Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 RED Setter puppies, 6 will trade, $1350. 1803
Free Estimates
dirt, gravel, fill sand
Farm Rd.
Corner of Industrial Rd
College
$10.50 a week. Call bike, $30 each. Nomad bath & 1/2 partially
or
Hunting
old.
weeks
BR. Apply Hilidale
Call Roger Hudson.
1969 CORNET, $145.
Rudolph Good Year, wireless phone, $50. furnished. Must see. Apts., Hardin, Ky. pets, $25. Call 753-7585.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
759-1322.
Call 759-4608.
753-0695.
Call 753-8810.
GENERAL ROME
Equal Housing
41. Public Sales
1971 GRADN Prix. Re- REPAIR. 15 years exWHIRLPOOL washers
1984 14x64 INDIES, 2 br, Opportunity.
built motor, $600. Call perience. Carpentry,
& dryers as low as $11 a GIFT giving ideas: partially furnished. Will
Aluminum Service Co.
753-5694.
week for the pair
concrote, plumbing,
wooden wagon $20, bird sell for payoff. Call 34. Houses for Rent
Aluminum and vinyl
Rudolph Good Year, houses $10430, 2 small 753-9644 or after 4p.m., 1 BEDROOM duplex,
1974 FORD Granada. roofing, siding. NO JOB
siding. Custom trim
753-0596.
No rust, good condition. TO SMALL. Free esend tables $25 or 2/$40. 753-3557.
414 S. 10th St. Murray.
work. References.
Steve Taylor
Call 753-0035 or 753-9650.
timates. Days 753-6973,
Phone 753-1712 or see 1984 BUCCANEER, Call 492-8225.
19. Farm Equipment
Call Will Ed Bailey,
1975 CHEVROLET Im- nights 474-2276.
at: Gerald's Workshop, 14x70. Step up kitchen, 2 2 BEDROOM house for
is
now
Rain or Shine
pala, good rubber & GU'rrERING by Sears.
753-0689.
CASE 200 tractor and 5 1624 Olive. Merry BR, 2 bath, central hea
rent, $175. Call 435-4547.
at
employed
spare. New muffler 8r Sears continuous gut.
Fri. & Sat.
ft. bushhog, $1200. Call Christmas and a Happy 8r air, dishwasher, re2 BEDROOM house,
frigerator with ice $250. 3 room apt., $135.
brakes, all four wheels. ters installed for your
753-3625.
New Year.
11 a.m.-5 p.m.
THORNTON'S
underpinned. Apt. and 2 BR house in
Wanted
Completely winterized, specifications. Call
57
grW air compressors, maker,
Sycamore
405
20. Sports Equipment
or
unfurnished
BODY SHOP
excellent running con- Sears 753-2310 for free
Sedalia. Coleman RE
commercial 5 hp, 60 gal.
any type, up to
WOOD,
753-9644
Call
toys
furnished.
tools,
best
New
or
$650
dition.
estimate.
CAMOFLAUGE army tanks, 15.1 CFM per753-9898.
5' long & 12" diameter. 4
2112
Coldwater Rd
Call
offer.
reasonable
NAROLD S Tree Ser(new 8; used),
pants, shirts & Jackets
mitted, retail $1295, 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 FEMALES looking for
mi. S. of Murray on 641,
753-1596
vice. Topping, cutting,
Jerry Sporting Goods, special $695. We deliver.
another female to share
bells, 762-4798.
753-9251.
dolls,
LTD,
$500.
FORD
1975
trimming, etc. Also
6th & Walnut, Mayfield, 901-7490091 day or 2 BEDROOM trailer, a 3 BR house on
Christmas Gifts
Call 247-0744 after 5p.m.
clean-up work, shrubblocated in Hazel. $125 a
Ky.
Hamilton Ave. 753-4101
night.
antiques
month. Call 492-8254.
1976 THUNDERBIRD ery 8z over grown areas.
or 762-25434.
special edition, Lincoln. Fast, dependable serDAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
2 BEDROOM trailer at FEMALE wanted to
Equipment, two-tone vice. Insured. For free
Shady Oaks, will sublett share 2 bedroom house
Silver
Gold
R.N.'s needed for ICU[CCU obstetrics
43. Real Estate
call
437-4607
estimates
factory
interior,
leather
through May. Call Jack
near campus. Call 753
Closed
Closed
and staff nurse positions on 3-11 and
10 ACRE mini farm, two tone special paint
Norsworthy at 753-5209 3743.
6 87
Yesterday
Yesterday 326 50
Mobile with lot and new Michelin
or Christy McDonald
11-7. Experience desirable but not abNICE 3 BR brick, 1 $19,900.
brick radials. Exceptionally
Aluminum and Vinyl
Opened
BR
Opened
3
$9,900.
762-6316.
bath, carpeted, stove.
solutely necessary. Liberial benefits.
BR. Coleman nice car, 74,000 miles.
siding and Aluminum
6 89
Today
327 75
Today
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
Near MSU. Married $26,500. 2
Contact:
One owner, $3350. Call
trim for all houses. It
AC/natural gas. Shady
02
125
Up
couples. No pets, de- RE 753-9898.
Up
after 5p.m.
Gretchln Asher
stops painting.
Oaks 753-5209.
posit, lease $300 753- DANK of Murray & Fm 753-0337
Compliments of:
pro- 1977 CUTLASS
repossessed
B.A.
Dills
rent.
for
Trailer
3942.
DIRECTOR OF NURSING
Jack Glover
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
listings, Supreme. 1 owner, alTrailer Ct. Call 753-9104.
NICE quiet 2 BR, 2 perties. Other
901-642-1200 Ext. 626
753-1873
Co. ways garaged, no rust.
PLAZA
-Calloway
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC
Murray
bath, partly furnished
N. 12th St. clean inside and un29. Heating and Cooling
Henry County General Hospital
753 7113
house. New carpet & Realty, 304
Talent
Ron
derneath. never recited.
We buy Gold, Silver 5. Diomonds
P.O. Box 1030
drapes, $200 per month 753-8146 or
220 VOLT electric heaLEE'S CARPET
Recently spent $600 on
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12-5 Sunday
plus deposit. Re- 753-9894.
ter, $20 each. Call
all
For
Paris, Tn. 38242
CLEANING.
436-2787
mechanical.
ferences required. Call 44. Lots for Sale
759 - 1965 from
your carpet & upholst5p.m.
after
753-9213.
8a.m.-3p.m. weekdays.
ery cleaning. For a free
TEN wooded acres only 1978 LINCOLN Town
HALLMARK kerosene
estimate call 753-5827
lake and car, last year for large
Lease
or
Rent
from
mile
For
36.
one
for
BTU's
heater, 9800
Satisfied references.
FOR lease, 5,000 sq. ft. Chandler Park near model, loaded, settling
only $8.50 a week. Call
Located on estate. $5000 or best LICENSED Electrician
Rudolph Good Year, commercial building. Hamlin.
for residential and
Central heat 8z- air, Kirby Jennings Trail offer. Call 753-1914 or
753-0595.
commercial. Heating
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
parking area, (KY 1918). Good build- after 5p.m 753-2649.
large
stove,
burning
WOOD
and air condition, gas
Registered nurse needed to operate
only
at
Priced
Celica.
TOYOTA
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
1978
site.
ing
excellent location. Call
medium size, excellent
•
installation and repair.
$5,500. Call 753-7531.
For more information
Murray Calloway County Health Ex753-2695 or 753-2557.
OVER
condition. All ac•
call days 753-0099 or Phone 753-7203.
YEARS
20
Best
included.
cessories
promohealth
press Van. Will work in
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
after 5p.m. 759-1774, ask
Rif NI-A
offer. Call 753-0594.
RAISED PANEL DOORS •
for Beverly.
tional dept. and be responsible for perCarpet &
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
NNEVILLE
B
1979
Rentals
30, Business
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
forming health screening in rural comUpholstery
Pontiac. Rebuilt motor.
•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
FURNITURE REFINISHING
291 Main. Call 753-1292
munities and participating in ComCleaning.
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
•
Mini
Street
Broad
500-502
8:30a.m. &
COMPITITIVE PRICES Drop By & See Our Display
between
munity blood drives.
•
753-7217
5p.m.
Warehouse
753-5940•
Main Murray, Ky.
Must have Kentucky drivers license
212
1979 MAZDA GLC, 2
1
•
Free Estimates. •
door, sterling addition.
Storage Space
••••••••••••••0_9 ••••
and be capable of driving a large
5 speed, ac, $1600. Call
Rent
For
time
half
a
Approximately
mobile van.
753-5744,
1980 CHRYSLER
753-1492
job, days only. Contact Personnel
Newport, very good
Director, Murray Calloway County
condition. Air & new
PROFESSIONAL office
tires, 52,300 miles. Call
Hospital, 803 Poplar, Murray, Ky.
space for rent. Souths759-1721 after 5p.m.
ide court square, 401
42071 or call 502-753-5131.
Sunday, December 16, 2:00 PM
1980 DATSIJN 310 GX
Maple, available Dec.
4-speed. A steel at $2450.
17th. Call 753-1292
this
see
Come
PM.
4:00
to
Call 759-1801.
8:30a.m.-5p.m.
beautifully redecorated older
'77 OLD Regency 98.
Very good condition
home with additional smaller renMay be seen at
Carricos, 9th &
tal home. Offers charm plus conSycamore.
venient liveability.
Real Estate consist of a nice 3 bedroom house, 1 bath, large liv83 BUICK Regal & 79
Datsun 2807.A. Priced to
ing room, utility room with eat-in kitchen, storm doors & windows,
sell. Ask for Greg,
on approx. 4 acres, nice out buildings. Real Estate will sell at 11
753-7861 or 753-0729.
m.
a.
CHRISTMAS special:
'79 Monte Carlo, nice
clean car, many extras,
$2525. Also, 1981
Camaro, extra nice.
Homes rust UVII1G.
Call it whatever you like, we are proud to be at our new
Other good used cars.
better
nemener
to
location at the Sedalia Y, with larger facilities
Rick's Vinyl Roofs. For
information call 753serve you, our valued customers.
9872.
EXCELLENT Christmas gift. 1983 Chrysler
Prices Effective thru,12-31-84
La Baron convertible,
or until stock depleted
mark cross leather
interior, ac, windows,
New portable RCA TV., nice couch with love seat, rockers,
seats, ps, pb, am-fm
cassette, tan. Financing
recliner, Zenith stereo, FM-AM radio, odd bed, feather pillows,
available. Call 753-9240
B&W TV., humidifier, new kerosene heater, nice wood breakfast
set, snare drums, microphone with stand, electric guitar with
50 Used Trucks
amplifier, possibly an electric manadalin, Mr. Fulton's carpenter
1968 FORD S.W.B. Good
tools, table saw, circle saw, bench grinder, chain saw,folding saw
To
Everything From Furniture
condition. Call 753-6581.
horses, extension cords, 2-large railroad jacks, electric motors,
CHEVROLET
1969
4
Antique
per roll
Baseball Cards,
pickup, V8 automatic.
camper stove, other carpenter tools, 16' extension ladder, folding
PS, PB, good condition.
Piece Walnut Settee Group.
stairway, storm doors, riding mower, push lawn mower, 5 h.p.
Call 753-9181 or 753-8124.
tiller, 1978 Ford pickup short wide bed, V-8 automatic, 1979 PonCollector Knives, 2 Corner
1970 CHEVROLET.
tiac Bonneville S.B.A. Many other items not listed. Sale held rain
Great. condition. Best
Cabinets, Aladdin Lamps, Oak
or
shine. Not responsible for accidents. For more information and
offer, around $800. Call
Pedestal Table Andlarge Buffet,
, down
12" on center, 418 sheets/$9.95
753-0594.
your auction needs phone 435-4144. Real Estate Terms: 10e.
1960 CJ7 JEEP Laredo.
day of sale. Balance in 30 days with passing of deed
Kitchen Cabinets, Old And
Black & silver with hard
Unusual Tools, Stone Jugs,
each
top. Low miles, great
condition. Can be seen
Dough Bowls, Butter Alplds,
1203 Payne St. or Call
4:4
Cabbage Patch Look-Alike Doll,
753 2387 after 5:30p.m.
dump
CHEVY
C-65
'73
and
Glass
of
Lots
Trunks,
Helping the PURCHASE area
truck. Good shape Call
1
4
SALVAGE their SSSUS's
.4
China. Something for everyone
753-1537.
with our discount prices
'76 CHEVY- Van, runs
- even quilt stockings.
900d, $1000 '74 Ford
Sedalia Y, Mayfield, Ky.
Licensed & Bonded In Ky. & Tenn. No. 1281
Hazel, Ky.
Van, runs good, $500.
"My Service Doesn't Cbst, It Pays"
Phone 247-2S$1 Owner: Jackie lytin•
Days 753-5341, Nights
"The Antique Center"
Mon-fn 7:30-1:30 Sat. 7:30.12 Neon
753 8766

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE
1016

Stubblefield
Electric

YARD
SALE

Ouurrs

Registered Nurse

KOPPERUD REALTY
OPEN HOUSE

Estate Auction

Real Estate & Personal Property
Of The Late Mr. John Fulton
Saturday, Dec. 15th at 10 a.m.
9 miles west of Murray, Ky.
on Highway 94.

EXPANSION...
RELOCATION...

APPRECIATION...

SALE!!!

753-1222

1---1111111111111\41MMIIII

COME SEE US & SAVE!!!

TUB & SHOWER COMBINATIONS/$139.95

Yesterday's
Antiques

Collectibles & Crafts

SHOWERS/$129.95

ROLLED ROOFING/$8.95
2x4's/99`

4416

WOOD SIDING,

DOOR BLANKS/$2.50

SELECT GROUP OF VANITIES/SPECIALLY PRICED!

BEE

Shroat-Waldrop Realtors
Pete Waldrop-Broker 759-1707
Dan Miller, Terry Paschall
Auctioneers
Darrell Beane-App. Auctioneer
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DR.LAMB
Lawrence E.
Lamb, M.D.

Anxiety has
varied symptoms
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I want to
know more about the drug Inderal I
am a 42-year-old woman and I have
shaking hands, legs and hard, pounding heartbeats. I've had this for more
than 10 years. I can't tell you how
much I have suffered as a result of
this condition.
It has gotten to the point I hate to
go out of the house, even to the supermarket. I'm running out of excuses
for staying at home. My family is
beginning to get angry with me for
not attending social gatherings with
them. I can't tell them what is wrong
with me. They will never understand,
especially my husband. Please help.
Send me your Health Letter, That
Anxious Feeling.
DEAR READER — You need to
find out what you have. Your story
does sound like anxiety. Why not visit
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a psychiatrist or a mental health clinic and check it out? You will recognize your symptoms in The Health
Letter on anxiety, but remember that
anxiety is a great imitator and causes
symptoms similar to those of many
diseases. Let a professional determine what the real problem is.
Inderal is not a tranquilizer or a
sedative, but is a beta-blocker. There
are many such medicines now. They
neutralize the effects of adrenaline.
Adrenaline literally causes a lot of
the symptoms of anxiety. Since a fall
in blood glucose may also cause a
release of adrenaline, which produces
the same symptoms, anxiety is often
misdiagnosed as low blood sugar.
When you feel threatened, your
body releases adrenaline, which is
sometimes called the fight-or-flight
hormone. It mobilizes your body for
an emergency. That raises the blood
pressure, speeds up the heart and
stimulates the liver to release glucose
into the bloodstream for energy. It
also causes sweating and shakiness.
All of these symptoms can be minimized by beta-blockers, but other medicines are also important.
I'm sending you The Health Letter
19-8, as you requested. Others who
want this information on anxiety can
send 75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it to me
in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
Some people have a combination of
anxiety and depression. This requires

a different medical approach. Finally, remember that you need to find
out what is causing -these reactions
Resolving the cause often removes
the need for continued medication.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Could you
give me any advice about hypothyroidism? My symptoms include
fatigue, inabilty to tolerate cold, dry
skin, loss of hair, brittle nails, constipation, loss of memory, nervousness,
extreme weakness and indigestion.
I've had many of these symptoms
for years. My basal temperature is
96.2 to 97.2.
DEAR READER — Your symptoms certainly deserve a good examination. Most of those you mention are
seen in hypothyroidism (low thyroid
function). The skin is often oily,
though, and people with hypothyroidism tend to gain weight even if they
eat very little. People tell me all the
time that this is their situation, but
weight gain is seldom caused by low
thyroid function. Mental slowness is a
symptom, and in severe forms of
hypothyroidism, it can be quite
serious.
Your basal temperature is not too
impressive. A person's daily temperature may vary three degrees, with the
lowest point in the morning and the
highest point in the late afternoon or
evening.
If you do have hypothyroidism, it
can easily be diagnosed arid it is easily treated, but you will have to have
an examination.
NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN )

Read the Classifieds Daily

holiday adventure
Papasan chair of strong, walnutGolden rattan chests from Philippine bun king chair rises
stained rattan. 46" dia frame Handcrafted Victoria China
54' tall Cushion sold
Cushion included,
white wicker chair.
separately.

14888

$7888

The Continuing Adventure

Post cards are window to history
SUNBURY, Pa. (AP)
— Post cards are not only associated with vacation periods and the
usual messages of "having a good time: wish
you here.' They can also
provide historical data
and a look at another
era.
J. Lester Marshall
Jr., a resident of this
Northumberland County seat, can attest to
that. He is a deltiologist,
the technical name for a
post-card collector.
Marshall has
thousands of post cards
that portray the history
of central Pennsylvania, depicting current events sometimes
in a rare and amusing
mariner.
Starting his collection
in 1976, Marshall began
, with cards from only the
Sunbury area. Then he
widened his collection to
show towns in Snyder,
Montour and Union
counties.
Some of his older
cards show the dirt
streets in towns of the
Susquehanna Valley.
Horses and htiggies in
use at the turn of the
century are pictured on
cards in his collection.
"Most of the older
cards were printed in
Germany before World
War I," Marshall said.
"After the First World
War, post cards sort of
disappeared. A short
time later, the U.S.
Postal Department offered cards for
messages only, a pattern which began
around 1880. There were
no pictures on the
cards."
Marshall said the first
cards did not have the
vertical line dividing the
card into two equal
parts. One side was used
for a message and the
other side for the address, he said. There
were no pictures of particular spots or events.
The concept behind today's picture post cards
began in 1893 with
lithographed post cards
sold as -souvenirs of the

Columbian Exposition
in Chicago.
Marshall has a set of
the first picture cards. A
set of 10 cards sold for 25
cents at the exposition.
The format of the early picture post card differed from that of the
modern post cards used
by vacationers and
travelers. Originally,
both the picture and the
message appeared on
the front of the card,
and only the name and
address were written on
the back.
The standard post
card in use today made
its debut around 1907 or
1908, Marshall said.
In the early 1900s,
Americans were using
the cards to advertise
their products and
businesses. As the
popularity of
photography increased,
the use of the picture
post card increased
correspondingly.
Marshall has some
cards in his collection
which he considers extremely rare.
One set of his cards
shows President
Reagan and Vice President George Bush taking the oaths of office on
Inauguration Day. The
one card shows Reagan
apparently raising his
left hand while he was
taking the oath.
The same thing is
shown on the card with
Bush raising his left
hand while taking the
oath. Marshall believes
the person who processed the film reversed the
negative, and the maker
of the post card did not
detect the mistake until
he had many of the
cards made.
Cards in Marshall's
collection not only provide a valuable resource
for persons interested in
the history of an area,
but provide a quick look
at current events.
Marshall is a member
and founder of the
25-member Susquehanna Valley Post Card
Club. He says there are

The Pilgrims went ashore Dec. 21, 1620, from
the ship Mayflower at what is now Plymouth,
Mass.

WELCOME WAGON
HAS USEFUL
GIFTS AND
HELPFUL
INFORMATION
FOR YOU...
ALL FREE!

JUST ENGAGED?
NEW PARENT?
MOVED?
My visit's a friendly way to get answers to
where-to-find questions about our town and
available goods and services. Local stores
are anxious to help too and have gifts for you
when you visit them.

Kathryn Outland
Hostess 753-3079
Ingeborg King Asst. 492-8348

iffionic144,7

many collectors and
dealers throughout central Pennsylvania. The

idea of the club is to
meet and exchange
items as well as ideas.

'9888

'4488

Pier I imports—
BEL AIR CENTER
MURRAY

9:00-8:00 M-F
9:00-6:00 Sat.
1:00-5:00 Sun.

WARD-ELKIWS
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UNCLE JEFF'S
YOUR TRUSTWORTHY HARDWARE STORE

HWY.641 S. 753.
urrayr KY. 6575

Mon.-Sat.
9100-9:00
Sun. 1:00-6:00

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Buy Any
2 Pairs
Ladies
Jeans
and
Receive A
Blouse
Of Your
Choice
FREE

lir

Some Items
May Not Be
Exactly As
Pictured
We Reserve
The Right To
Limit
Quantities

Black & Decker
Dustbuster
Men's
Insulated

$

99

Reg. $32.99

• From Big Ben
• By Wrangler'
Sale
Priced At

TRIVIAL PURSUIT

fAiliAZI,

"
• Dress Blouses by Shirley Oxford,
Wrangler ° or Square One
And Many Others

Sizes Small-Xlarge
In Olive Twill or Brown Duck
Reg. $14.99

Gran Prix
Jumbo Size
Stereo
(
Cassette
-*!,4 Recorder
with AM/FM
Stereo Radio

599

Plays and Records. Stereo
$
tassettes. AC/DC Operation
No. 860. Reg. $77.1111
N
Sale

Its the game that's taken
American by storm. 6,000 trivia
questions are part of a unique
game format that promises
endless hours of fun. Master
ame, Genus Edition.

4,"4

Clairol
Kindness
3 Way
Hair Setter
CLAIROL
one
In
Three
hairsetter, includes
20 assorted rollers.
Model K-4205F

Sale
Mfg.
Rebate
Your
Final
Cost

$25.95
6.00
V-Mag
Lite Reel

$19.95

•

PLANTE S
leocktad
PEANUTS

Planter's
Cocktail
Peanuts

24 oz. Con

Old Spice
\ After Shave
,
Lotion
Sale
41
/
4

Reg. 3.57

Only $49
95

$2

Graphite
Buy any new Ryobi Viltic.
Baitcasting Reel between Nov. 23 anc.:
Dec. 24 and receive a new Ryobi
V-14.4AG Lite Graphite Rod FREE!

4
LIP

Norelco Electric Razor
Deluxe Rototract Tripleheoder

$53.95
No. HP1606 Sale $43.95

Rototract Rechargeable

No. HP1337 Sale $3e.95

Deluxe Rototract Rechargeable

No. HP1328 Sale

Rototract Tripleheoder . . No. HP1605. . .Sale $36.95

I214861

•

'V

•

No limit on quantity,

:*

4 11. Graph,. An.,
awl.. 191101.
3GL YAW
, •nly mrdels WI
V1,
141
40GL
•

°UNCLE JEFFS SPORTING GOODS 'UNCLE JEFFS PHARMACY 'UNCLE JEFFS CLOTHING •UNCLE JEFFS HEALTH & BEAUTY 'UNCLE JEFFS I

General Houseware
Graniteware
Covered Roaster

X3

JO.
PRO PISTOL

No. 0509
Sale

Northern "By Sunbeam"
Set 'N' Curl Deluxe
Mist or Dry Hair Setter
With 20 Rollers
No. 1546 Sale $

Old Spice
After Shave
Lotion
41/4 oz.

fm?

Northern
By
49
6

New Gillette
Brush Plus
Travel Kit
Contains Brush
Concentrate
Atro Razor & 2 Atra Cartridges

Sale $2
49

Sunbeam"
Pro Pistol
1250 Watts
Professional
Hair Dryer
4 Heat Settings And 2
Speeds
No.
1876

$749

uUES

Jae

imer

Covered Cheeries
10 oz. Box Sale

$ 1 19
Scotch
Magic
Transparent
Tape
/
1
2"x450"
3/4 x300" No. 105

Presto
'All Above"
Electric
Can Opener
Mounts Under
Cabinet. Saves Space

No. 05600 Sole

$ I s89

Schick II
Ultrex
Cartridges
Pack of 5
Sale

Norelco
Clean Air
Machine 5000

Automatic
Coff•• Si-owing
System. 10 Cup
C,offcio

yr:99

Mfg. Rebate-5.00

6-Ft. Scotch
Pine Christmas
Tree

For Large Rooms
No. HB5000
Sale

Fully Assembled
Flame Retardant
No. 40601

33.95
-5.00

Mfg. Rebate
Your Final Cost

Fl:FT'TMWT'17TXTrii•

Nabisco
Cartina
Chocolate

4-eitg)

• • 11M1MiliMi

Sale

$2895

35 Light
Decoration

Haviland
Boxed
Chocolates

IPIDOOR
UGHTS
35 Lights
Diamond Set, Use
Indoor or Outdoor
Multi-Color

Assorted
Patterns To
Choose From
No. 64-340
Sale

Sy Sordoni;
3 Lb. So.
Rog. 1111.19
Solo $64
,
•
2 Li. Sox
Rog. 93.79

No. 4030 Sale
'UNCLE JEFFS HARDWARE •UNCLE JEFFS SPORTING GOODS 'UNCLE JEFFS PHARMACY •UNCLE JEFFS CLOTHING 'UNCLE JEFFS HEAL

•
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Norelco Electric Razor
Deluxe Rototract Rechargeable...No HP1328 Sale '53.95
Deluxe Rototract Tripleheader...No. HP1606 Sale '43.95
iRototract Rechargeable
No. HP1337 Sale $38.95
Rototract Tripleheader

Cleo Ribbon
Assorted Colors
and Sixes.
120 Ft. Long Total

TY 'UNCLE JEFF HA • •

••

No. HP1605 Sale '36.95

Pecan Halves

Eureka
Christmas Tags

1 Lb. Bag
Sale

Santa
Storybook

Self-stick, Assortment,
80 Tags. No. 99097

$279

10 Rolls of Candy in
Book-like Box. No. 3090

...49c

Clairol
Care Setter

G.E. Light
N' Easy
if Spray Steam
& Dry Iron

Instant Hair Setter
20 Velvety-soft
durable rollers.
Model KF-20

Norelco Clean Air
Machine 5000
For Large Rooms

HI35000
$995
Sale
$500
\ Mfg. Rebate
No.

No. F392WH

our
Final
Cost $25.95

Clairol
Kindness
3 Way
Hair Setter

U

Three
in
one
hairsetter, includes
20 assorted rollers.
Model K-4205F

Sale
Mfg
Rebate
Your
Final
Cost

•••I

5 Oz. Regular
4.6 Oz. Gel
Sale Your Choice

3 Roll Pack, 30" Rolls,
100 Sq. Ft. No. 72710

6.00
$19.95

King James Version.
16 Page Family Record
Section. Leatherlike
Cover. Gold Stained
Page Edges.

$2895

Artfair
Christmas
Gift Wrapping
Paper

Colgate
Toothpaste

$25.95

Family
Record Bible
U.
U.

Your Final
Cost

Sole

$239

Norelco Clean Air Machine
Mennen
Gift Set

No. HB 1900
$9,5
Sale
Mfg.
Rebate
$9.95
Your

3.75 Oz. Aftershave
Lotion & 2.25 Ox. Speed
Stick Deodorant

$5.95

Final
Cost
•

0

Gran Prix

0
0

tri

Silver 18" Long. 1000 Strands
No. 3500. Rainbow Colors
18" Long. 200 Strands
No. 3700
Sale Your Choice

Wahl 4-Way
Contour Flex Back
Massager with Heat

Stereo
Cassette

Remote Control Switch.
No. 4930 Reg. 35.88
'Si.
Mfg. Robot*
Your Final Cost

inf 3131'sin•

Jumbo Size

Recorder
with AM/FM

$27.95
$5.00
$22.95

sa000 ONI1210dS 51.13r 313Nfl• 32IVMCIZIVH sr 31314n.

Stereo Radio
Plays and Records. Stereo
assettes. AC/DC Operation.
No. 860. Reg. 877.88

3svma

sir

31Dhill•

A1nv38 it HD
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ZTII

6" Buffalo Bench Grinder
Multi-Purpose
Fire
Extinguisher

•

Reg. $36.99
Sale

Wide openings
for easy smoke
entry. 3-year
warranty.
FG-118-11C 7-F

$2899

Smoke
Detector

$977

SW
.

$1188
Effective on wood, paper, cloth, liquids
& burning electrical appliances.
14-10-11:C. 1197202 7-G.

Black & Decker
Dust buster

62 Piece
% Drive
Socket Set

2

Sale

Reg. $32.99

Sale
.ar.zum

3311113

99

15113Slim
es

4Tbsw

A

"Kangaroo" Mechanic's Creeper

Black & Decker
Car Vac

with pockets foi=Toals and Parts
•Professional Quality-Heavy
•HiAmpact polyolefin material t kes
abuse.
•Strong...Super Heavy Duty
•Lasts Longer..is not affected by
moisture
•Won't splinter, peel or chip
•Easy to keep clean
•Stores away on pegboard hooks
•Axles resist rust
•Comfortable...molded headrest

\

"BETTER THAN WOOD"

$
Reg. S14. 67 Sale

..#

$ 11 788
Sale
•

37
10

Heavy Duty
All Steel Vise

Well's
Lamont
Work Glove

4 Inch

Warm Raylon Pile

5 Inch

16-

Reg. $35.99

Sole

$2997

Th
do
ed
of,

Runs on 12 Volt
Cigarette Lighter

Reg. 39.99. . Sole $2899

Solid State 10 Amp
Battery Charger

1

Reg. 48.99. .Sale $3699

6 Inch
Reg. $58.99

$4599

'UNCLE JEFFS SPORTING GOODS *UNCLE JEFFS PHARMACY 'UNCLE JEFFS CLOTHING

.

Sale $4
;09

'UNCLE JEFFS PHARMACY 'UNCLE JEFFS CLOTHINC
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It's the game that's taken
America by storm. 6,000 trivia
questions are part of a unique
game format that promises
endless hours of fun. Master
Game, Genus Edition.

COSMITORThi
Deadeye is his code
name, and demolishing is
his game! He's the most
advanced warrior of the
Starriors! By remote control, he advances, turns
and fires safety-tested
discs!

Earthquake Alley Set

"I'm Chatty Patty, let's play
together! "I have a pretty
purse and a playsuit, too!".
For ages over 3.

The action begins the moment the Stomper
II 4x4 leaves the starting gate. As it winds
its way, it'll be challenged by rocky, bumpy terrain, 2 sharp 45° turns, and of course
"Earth uake Alley."

TEAM STEEL VAN
A-Team 1/16h scale van has side •
r that slides open into a fully detailnterior with swivel seats and figure.
.A. Baracus at the wheel.

and ROAD RIPPER

Opens for two levels
of play with five different rooms. Four
adorable collectible
with
acfigures
cessories such as
cradle, carousel, rocking chair and bed.

He-Man wears a breast
plate that shows dents,
"repairs" at your touch! He
rides the new Road Ripper
vehicle. Pull the rip cord
and speed into combat.

MICHAEL JACKSON DOLL
The hottest single individual in America
today has been reproduced in this 12" doll
dressed in concert outfit with glove
included.

TUG-N-TOW - TRACTOR PULL SET
A real strength tester.
Just pile on the weight
and pull. Includes power
driver tractor and tow
sled with real strength
meter dial.
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Men's, Womens & Boys

Hiking
Boots
•

Vinyl Reversible

Men's

Placemats

Sweaters

By Zappa & Kangaroo
Several Styles And
Colors In Stock

,
1/
On Sale For

/A

Price

By Levis

Lots Of Designs
To Choose From
Reg. $1.25 Each

Now

3

$1

499

It.)

Only

Reg. $22.00
In Grey, Khaki or Cobalt
Sizes Small-X Large

For

LA
LALU
LAJ

•

Men's Insulated
Ladies and Girls

Leg
Warmers
$ 1 90
Only
Reg. Values To $3.99

Ladies

Gowns &
Robes

20%
Off Our Reg. Low Price
Large Selection In Velour,
Brushed Nylon or Nylon

to.

M141-01111:W41COPIPTO

Lots Of Sizes In Stock

Ladies Levi's

Wallets
$700
On Sale
Nylon, Velcro Closure
In Tan, Brown,
Burgundy or Red
Reg. $8.99

Q.

LU

$149°

Oxford
Shirts

Fun Pals
$389

•
415

0

Sole Priced At

3 Pr.

Only

$988
ANA

By Aldo Romano
In White, Blue
or Tan
2 to 17
/
Sizes 141

Houseshoes

Luggage

By Mr. Barry

In Black or Brandy
Sizes 6-11
Great Gifts For Dad

CC

LA.
LAJ

Boy's

Men's

Only

Full Lace Reg. $18.90

In

Men's Button
Down Collar

Soft Side
& Vinyl

$690

Rubber
Boots

>%.)

1 2
/
Price
Great For
Christmas
Giving

Reg. $5.89
Super Heroes
Muppets and Others
Sizes 2-8

Christmas

Yarn
Reg. $1.09 Each

Now 2
Skiens
,For The
Price
Of One
Mad. By
Wintuk
4 Ply 3 oz.

>-

Ladies
Ce

Dress
Shoes.
Assorted Styles
And Colors
Great For
The Holidays

ci
O.
In
u.
uLAI

LI

•

ca
0
0
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Mens and Boys Winter

Coats and Jackets
On Sale
Mens Priced From

Baseball Styles. 3 Buttons.
Sizes Small-XLarge

$3288 to $3688
Boys Sale Priced At

$2488
Sizes Small-name

$A88
MI/
Only

Buy Any 2 Pairs 0
0
Ladies Jeans 0
4,b
and
Receive a Blouse „,
of Your Choice
FREE
Dress Blouses by
Shirley Oxford, Wrangler
or Square One, and
Many Others

-4C
•

Reg. $11.88 Contrasting Sleeves
r-

rn

rn

Eastman House
Blankets
By Saint Mary's
$500
Only
Reg. $11.00
Several Colors in Stock

V)
X

All Infants, Toddlers,
Girls Garanimals,
and Coyote Wear
1/
3
Off Reg. Retail

Ladies
Purses
Price
Includes Leather,
Canvas & Nylon
Lots of Colors
to Choose From

Only
Values to $4.99

By Wye Oaks

Only

.
C

-n
-n
tor

Reg. $18.00
Great Gift for your Sports Fan

Boys
Western
Shirts

Coveralls
From Big Ben
By Wrangler®

0

0
0

From Border Town,

Sale Priced At

Sizes Small-XLarge
In Olive Twill or Brown Duck /
Reg. $14.99

Moans or Boys

Ladies Acrylic
Shetland Sweaters

71:1

Includes Top and Pants
4-6X and 7 to 14

Mons Insulated

Special
Selection
Ladies Knit
Gloves or
Mittens

CP

Tube
Socks

While They Last
Sizes 8-18

Six Pair Packages
Over the
Calf Length
"Whale of a Bale"
Reg. 57.99

$588
Only

$766

Colors Include Khaki, Kelly, Wine,
Red, Navy, and Grey.

The Original Lumbermans

Genuine
Only
Levi's®
Bandanas Reg. $2.00 Value
Assorted Colors

Winter Thermal Socks
$349
Starting At
Wool or Hollofill
"You Can Buy A Warmer Sock"

CLOTHING 'UNCLE JEFFS HEA
EFFS CLOTHING 'UNCLE JEFFS HEALTH & BEAUTY 'UNCLE JEFFS HARDWARE 'UNCLE JEFFS
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Smith&Wesson

TheGreat
Graphite
Giveaway

Retail $39.95
Our Reg. $34.95

FOLDING HUNTER KNIVES
•31/2 in. stainless steel blade
• Rosewood inlay handle
• With sheath
MODEL 6061— clip point blade

Sale

V-Mag
Lite Reel

33% Discount
Off Our
Reg. Price

JUST ARRIVED

Only $49
95

Duafold Insulated Underwear

Buy any new Ryobi VIHj Graphite
Baitcasting Reel* between Nov. 23 and
Dec. 24 and receive a new Ryobi
V-MAG Lite Graphite Rod FREE!

2 Layer Underwear — Wool/Cotton Inside
**Mt. Everest"
40r,,
- wool, Mr; cotton. 10r.', nylon
outer layer; 100f.; cotton inner layer.
Grey color hides soiling. Warmer
fabric.for protection against prolonged exposure and extra-cold
temperatures.

Duofold gives you warmth
4. without the weight of
bulky clothes.
Special

$1

97

A $3995 Value
No limit on quantity!

4.1.1

New Additions In Our Gun Department:

WE HAVE
CHRISTMAS
GIFT CERTIFICATES
FOR YOUR SPORTSMEN ,

Remington "Special Field" $70 12+20 Go. 21" Barrel
Remington "Special Field" 1100 12+20 Ga. 21" Barrel
Smith 8. Wesson Model 1000 Auto. 20 Ga Skeet

New Colt Officer's Model 45 Automatic
Ruger 77-22 Bolt Action 22 Rifle
Ruger Super Block Hawk 44 Magnum Revolver

Smith and Wesson
Super 12 Autoloading Shotgun.

—2—

7Size:

'

Model 94 Trapper. Lever Action
A short barreled lever action with straightforward styling.
Compact and fast handling in dense cover, It has a magazine
capacity of 5 shots.
Barrel, Mag.
Caliber
in.
cap.
.30-30 Win.
16

Reg. $189.95
Sale
$
(Limited Quanti ty)s
(Limited

'Oiler applies to V-MAG Lite Graphite Reels
only models VM3G, VM3GL, VM4G,
VM4GL, VM4OG and VIA40GL

'PVT AN
EAGLE FLASHER
SCAM! AND CST A
PILL MINCE ORAPH/71

1 5995

Berkley Lightning Rods
Save with $15 Christmas Rebate
Lightning Rod
100% Radial Graphite
The lightest, fastest, most
isnaitive graphite you've ever
fished Is now also the strongest,
uoninno Rod sisurre for anossr record sr
Ong woman oven Wronger IP•on Ceram Planks
lo now 100% Fodor graphite ccoolocitan Unordinary rod, Irrnich hors a /ones of
graphite %bon notnIng Csal one Okselkon 11p
/0 wit o•mning Rod vhilzes 100.4 rodOol
groplWle Seot ockuolly woos ceound Is. oinks
graphite Oben tor unmatched ash Ranting
itningth 61 foot lIgnkning Rod Is so Orono.
GOrkfily gucsoneein rho! di /16, pgrongirst
'apt*,you now owls Need or your rocroy
back And spooking ot money bock
a $5500 Dramas Robots on wiry
Rod prcbcoord
u
Sok 23 rho Dec 2S IX:n
et:
I',' rebate coupon torn to Docernbr Woe
or Ins rnoporinkr

111EAGLE
SILENT SIXTY I
Dual seal. 060 10 120
*war
p,004?,..,roven NNW Pluppol and Mop.,
0u611 H.0 P.a.
..91
!aDearl
".5w
,
aemsolmftly Adaustalfaa no*. aupwessx,
One row F121. warty*, Comas wt.,
au
rota (01 cane an.* t,a.lehmau
00 ,•9•••11 $59
manwnum
,charge aflor ea/ram', parvad
'K..

Reg. $169.95

kers taw an. 310

Only $34.95 After Rebate —

Sale $ 1

3795

$ ON1/110dS SAM 3131.11030000 ONILMOdS SAA3r 313NR•

The first
auto shotgun designed to shoot all 12 gauge hunting loads. Everything
from a 2%", one ounce light field load through the heaviest 2 ounce, 3"
magnum load can be fired quickly arid easily. New gas metering system
that controls gas flow and bolt speed over a wide range of loads; the action
cycles faster than usual with light field loads for complete reliability and
slower with magnum loads for reduced stress on the receiver and your
shoulder. Other features include a receiver machined from a solid block of
steel, a molybdenum steel vent rat barrel with two metal beads, cut checkered American walnut fore-end and stock with recoil pad and reversible
cross bolt safety for left handers. Multi choke includes IC, Mod,& full
choke tubes with wrench. Overall length 48" with 28" bart,I.

This Areas Largest Selection
Of Insulated Clothing For
Men-Women-Children
Shop Early While Selection
Is The Best!
Insulated Como Clothing:
'Coveralls
'Jackets
'Vests-Hats
•Bib Overalls
'Down Booties
'Boys Camo Coveralls
Sizes 4-20
'Snowmobile Soits
•Camo & Orange a
Sweatshirts

a
a

rb}Tr

MAVERICK

Ii I•

mai

•

•UNCLE JEFFS SPORTING GOODS.UNCLE JEFFS

•

Como ThinsUloted Gloves
Warm & Waterproof-Perfect for the Serious Sportsman

S0000 ONI/110dS SAA3r 313N11•50000 ON1/110dS SA:m

,ogic Valley Shoppor. Ledgtor S Times - Weakley County Press
si
- /i/
Supplemont to The Paris Post-intelligencor - McKenzie Banner - Carroll County Mows - Drosden Enterprise,

lk CHRISTMAS
SALE

UNCLE I'LEE'S
DISCOUNT

CENTER
6449520

642 3895

644 1062

THAT STRETCHES YOUR CHRISTMAS DOLLAR

— 4

Christmas Shopping Hours:
Prices good Wed., Dec. 12 Tues., Dec. 18.
9 a.m. - 10 p.m. Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m. - 9 p.m
Nat311c,iteltqfPCOKql•MtKiltqdROICAIR
Mon.-Thur. (41WARNI1Otatigt%Ocillt2OtIKNIVAOVAWVVWIIKU
SP

c;

We have Factory Direct
Prices 1!

.
COM/ERSE)

I
.

4.
1
/
AMINt

Men's - Women's - Children's

Persuader
Hi-Top

LEATHER
BASKETBALL
SHOES
tr$1°5'00s $0098
L

BOOTS - BOOTS BOOTS
Y•hoo Wy've oaf
th• boat of O.
Wrsi East North
and South to boot

Why Pay

More!
Shop Us and
Compare

Men's Size
6-12

Reg. $19.99

Reg. $17.99

Acme- Dingo Dan Post-Tony Lama

Kodak

DISC CAMERA
Motorized film, advanced
automatic flash, fixed focus
lens.
No. 3100
saie$2795

Prestone

ANTIFREEZE
"..2:41 SUMMER

DISC CAMERA

and

No. 4100. Convenient cover/
handle.

COOLANT

7
$3"

$4199
Now %.
Buy 2 Gallon
Cost of
Get $2.00 Rebate
By Mail

Your Cost
Fot 2 Gallon

dill I 111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 oh,

Sale

Gallon

Presto - Electric

Sr

SHOE POLISHER
Complete shoe care kit,
incledes power handle, two
brushes, two application storage
tray.

2.00
5
$98

'18"

Bros 2 ts 10 ceps

aeastatical.j.

U.
$"

Sale
Mfg Rebate —
Yost Final Cost

7.00

25

Great Gift Ideal

Sale
tri
Ctyr
— yncie le* Discoyn
..
— Uncle Leo Discount Center — Una* Use Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center
Ile. 011700

— Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lim Discount Center

Center
— Uncle Use Discount Center — Uncle Le* Discount Center — Uncle lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount

— Unc e Lee Discount Center — Uncle Leo Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Coe Discount Center

AUTOMOTIVE DEPARTMENT

C
,o400
loottgrar
40,
,
mosomemosom
„A
Stanley

Spark-O-Matic
Stereo — 6x9

Standard and
Deep
'Itk.

SOCKET
Ala SET

SYSTEM 7
STEREO
CAR
COAXIAL SPEAKERS AM/FM stereo, auto reverse cassette and :4

20 oz. magnets, 25 watts. Model -

86-907

•

q599

SK-6920C

vs/flip drive
ratchet

Flip-Drive' Ratchet
Spinner
3" Extension
6" Extension
Universal Joint
Molded case

I

Spark-O-Matic — Complete

Now
$2599
Now
Reg. $39.99

2-way speakers. Model C-46.
Reg. $89.99 $6999

Li

Save $20.00

NOw

Reg. $35.99
Save
$10.00

11,

401011110M,

0

WD-40
Stops squeaks, protects metal,
loosens rusted parts.
12 oz.

BlacksDecker.

CARVAC

cok

4CIEN

CAR VAC
• convenient. stores in car trunk. always ready to use

"

441•211Ni....

• Operates from most 12 volt cigarette lighter receptacles
• Powerful motor and unique design provides superior performance
• Cord and plug storage prevent tangling
• Permanent, washable filter bag
• Includes upholstery brush and crevice toot

—.410-0)iv

ft:et

$1699
Reg. $19.99
Buffalo

\.,

2-Ton Mini

HAND POWER -FULLER-

Skil
.14

Uncle Lee Di
•

Now 10
Reg.
$11.99

Model
64-854

4

0

•

13 ft. cable, heavy gauge steel.
Galvanized against rust.
Model MP2-T
Stanley
4-Piece

$R88 *

SANDER

a

High speed orbital, 8,400
0.P.M.,
Model 439,standard duty.

•

•1

lk

SCREWDRIVER
SET $299
Reg. $5-99
Nov.

64-854

228"

Reg. $32.39

— Uncle Le* Discount Center — Undo Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Wm Discount Center

4

•4,

• ••61•4161lS

r.

4 4

•

•to••

I

6

I

Jncliel.•• Discount Cs.,tr — Uncle Lem Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle t.•• Discount Center

SPORTING 1 0'GOODS

Marlin Model 60

22

SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE
"
mir militit
,0116.1 1 1'1idivi
1111111
!
11i1 1111111M
oodiott11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111116.

ISO Rifle
Autoloading 22 rifle. Tubular magazine holds 18 Long Rifle
cartridges. 22-inch Micro-Groove' barrel; rustproof receiver
grooved for tip-off scope mount; walnut finished, hardwood
Monte Carlo stock. Approx. wt. 51/x lbs.; o.a. length 401
/
2". Crossbolt safety; bolt hold-open, solid locking, spring-loaded magazin
closure system.

$5995

Buck

FOLDING
HUNTER

Now
Great for
e Gift Giving

Year End Close-out

RCBS

PSE Vector

compoutip.tRE ADER

$299

Model RS-2 Press

Cam Power
w/Counter Poise
System
The Vector was the bow that Voleashed the
bog arid was the first cam bow to set the
simints of what a cam csoW hr powerful yet
swath. tast be forgiving.
By tar the most worm cam bow ever, the
Vector futons exclusive 'Magnetises' Paver Limbs
with graphite, the ST mammies, handle with lama grip aiN sky Power Cams with PIM Coaster'sloe Nonmers System to eliminate wheel torque.
The'Vecter mho totems a beimu pip cable guard
with did. inodelor.
Smote fergioing, weed* let these who want
Boost; Welsh the Vertu.
it all.

$"
165
4

Now

95

Now
Reg. $59.99(without dies)
Bucheimer
Model NBS1-NBS2

0
se

SHOTGUN & RIFLE CASES
Standard Size

1699.4.

Now$

vim

Reg. $94.99

4

0

:,41;NA

The perfect press for newcomers to reloading and the
favorite of many old hands.
Heavy cast iron "0" Block
frame. Toggle designed for up
and down stroke — changed in
only a few minutes. Devekipes
leverage to handle all reloading
case forming, full length re
sizing and bullet making.
Removable head type Shell Holder Ram with "snapaction" spring for changes from caliber to caliber,
in just a few seconds, without dismantling the
press. Equipped with an RCBS Universal Primer
Arm and interchangeable Primer Plugs and Sleeves
to fit American made small and large primers. Uses
standard 7/8" - 14 dies and accessories. Standard
equipment includes primer catcher and Universal
Primer Arm. $

"A great Christmas gift for the
bow hunters in your lifer

.$6999

Now gri
4/A•
Reg. $11.99 didrituL
4:11diI
OCCII u

SPECIAL PRESS

CAM BOW

Includes:
•5" Set /stomas Mot)Shine
•4" Hard Arkainas (Fusel SW*
•4 ca. Premium flame! Oil
•Sliarpeuing Mile Guide
•kite Poleshreg Cream
• Easy-TuFolkm Sharpen*
Instructions

Uncle Lee DI

No. SK-2

count Con

SHARPENING SET

A single stage too, but designed to permit rapid, progressive
operation. Every step from fired shell to the fresh crimped mead
is performed with a minimum of motion. Exclusive sheN holder
positions and holds the shell 11 each station. No transfer the is
rewired — resit* dies give shell its proper form.
For new futares male this reloader today's hest bey —
cam-matted recondiboeing station with positive Mocha'features
— AdMster-Goide wad feed device with vertical adjustment to period rapid wad insertion — Spinster Crimp starter with senvel
action to correctly aken with ongmal shell creases — cam
actuated crimping station harsh forms the shell progressively
mid releases it from the die easily.

Harrington& Richardson

SHOTGUNS

H&R 088 Single

Shot Shotgun

The Model 088
Single Shot
Shotgun has a case
blue black barrel,
hardened receiver,
with gold bead
front sight and
American hardwood
piled
stock.
Has
shell ejection and
self-adjusting barrel lock, finish
rebounding hammer. Hard
positive
rubber butt plate.

$c

Now

99

Reg.$79.99
PSE Viper

COMPOU
ND BOW
•3stage E
wheel
•Solid black
•Strong
wheel
Come shoot this
bow
before yoir .
buy! See for
yourself the PSE
difference.

$4999

1
$499
Now

Reg. $19.99

— Uncle Leo Discount Cont*r — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncl

2499

Smith's - Deluxe

$

Protect your valuable
guns when transporting.

RELOADER
The Plastic Master

Models 110 or 110FG
Reg. $34.99

Reg.
$79.99

Mec
"600 Jr."

— n

fir•IMMITTERTIMER14r

t

UNCLE

STOCKING STUFFERS!
Men's & Boys'
Whale of a Bale

Special Purchase

Genuine
Levi®

ALooroo,s•
Hordsvor•
spo,og Goods

642-3895

Ladies' & Teens'

$1 66

Reg.
$7.99

NowuL
Values to $3.99

Our Popular Men's

i

Lail Ft

1 All
IiiIii i '1
IA.: I.11
11:17".2"-! .ii
...,
11 i i IIIdr
i•40
ailir
•
!.
.. .
i
" il
'.

For Casual or

-ii,•

‘1.1.11,7;,`. --

3

enter — Uncle Lee

0
•

2
0

•

$;88
Now la

Men's & Boys'

Reg.
$1.99

99

Now

Reg.$
idah..
talrak‘

tFe-Frier
00r
t'sf SERVUS
SA

ADE

$688

-

Christmas
Super Sale!

Buy Any 2 Pair
of Ladies

SLACKS
OT

JEANS
At Our
Regular Price
And Get The

BLOUSE
Of Your Choice

REV!

CLEARANCE
0-ORDINATEStyles

Full Lace - Insulated

Great

RUBBER BOOTS

by: Present Co.• Bobbie Brooks•Stuffed Shirt•
Shirley of Atlanta•

2 Off
1
/

AP'

• •• ••1. •

Ladies

Now
While They Last!

00

WESTER
FromBo
Authei

McGregor®

$19"

Work Wear.
Sizes S-XL
Reg. $12.00

m

No•
Imo
A,O.

Assorted colors.

Reg.
$12.00 to
$32.50 Now$8
"
t

11° a

.1: /..1.0q111.13
ill; 7
..441.4Zill
larlUral•

Ai•Stos•Iv• To•
lt,ght To

Solids- Stripes - Argyles- Ski.
In acrylic Of wool blend.

/- 1
4 • ji I.Sii•iiiiiiiii
''tie ea ails
I •:::‘

II

oo

SWEATERS

Basic FLANNEL
SHIRTS

e!!..2.01,
I.
fz;z:::•::.-....7"...it..%
'
:
'i!
7Piiiiiii;ditl0„
i
I 1 'I i-i
_ .. .it2:
e •e..:
I`‘‘;,11
.
!!IL
-:•111.1%A.
!Ill il
\.-

Svodos

Mondo, So,ordov
9PM
971141

TUBE
SOCKS
BANDANAS
GLOVES & MITTENS
Over-the-calf length.
6 Pr. Pkg.

DISCOUNT C
LAKEWAT
SMOP
MIGHWV '• 70 EAST

Style No. 24503
Reg.
$49.99

Original Suggested
Retail Price

3

Now$

Entire Stock

INFANT•CHILDREN'S•
LADIES•
WINTER

COATS
1/3 Off

2
9

4140118811mb

The Perfect

c;

Gift Idea!

Ladies
Acrylic
Shetland

SWEATERS
by Wye Oaks®

Our Low Discount Price

All our solid colors.

Also *

Ladies & Girls
Lightweight &
Medium Weight

566

CASUAL $
JACKETS lUClearance

Values to $30.00
— Uncl• L•• Discount Centor — Unc•Low Discount Contor — Unc•Lee scount
t r

Priced To
Clear

$766
Great For
Monogramming

fir

Discount Center — Um•Lee Discount Center — Unc e Lee Discount Center — Unc e Lee

644-9520

Men's & Women's
Tall & Short

644-1062
o.

11111,--'rJ11

FASHION BOOTS
Also

SHIRTS
Town®
styling.
8-18.
.00
g
Now V

$88

Your Choice
of Brown
Duck or
Olivewood

Assted. solid colors
from Aldo Romano'? ,
Sizes 14/
1
2-17.

UCK SHOES

1.
11
\
.14"
•_
t —
!•

INSULATED
COVERALLS

OXFORD CLOTH
SH1RTS

Over 3 dozen styles to choose
from.

$(188
Ar

Now

At
Discount
Prices

Warm-Up Special!

ST. MARY'S®

11101,
1111
'
14
"---,
00p.amporsid
,
.

Men's & Boys'

OUTERWEAR

JACKETS &
COATS
Featuring:

Reg. $47.99 —
Sizes S-XXL

Women's — Name Brand

BLANKETS

SHOE SALE

Now$89

ST. MARY'S®

All our tall dress heels.

$2398

Now through
Dec. 24th!

"Eastman House"

BLANKETS
1$00 500
Reg.

1/
3 OFF

•••

Now

Christmas
Special!

Fri. - Sat. - Sun.

3 Days Only!

INFANT•
TODDLER•
GIRLS

hi

Size 4-6X and

Women's•

Men's• Boys•

*Leather *Canvas
•Parachute

AND

ZAPA®

1/
2 Price
Suggested
tail

HIKERS
Wf
*PAW Mail

1.1

4

7-14

Entire Stock

GARAN1MAL®

HANDBAGS

KANGAR

x

,

Al&

Sizes
S-XL

—

0t
b nr.

"Heavenly" — Thermal

Reg
$17.95

"Members only" Look
•Sk,i_• Bomber•
Parka Cooks•

r BIEN

$36
"S
$3988

Reg. $44.99 —

Reg. $14.99

PBIG
Ar

iscount Center

WINTER FOOTWEAR

Men's

Discount Center — Uncl

a Eleo,,,A,
Toys flowse.so,•s
**co,ds BOOK,

NTER
INC; CENTER
..ARIS IN

Men's
Button-Down Collar

Center — Uncle Leo Discount Center

SPORTO

scount enter

Discount Center — Unc•Lee

•

\-

,

and
COYOTE®

I.
3

am

CO-ORDINATES
14 OFF
Our

Everyday Low Price

,enter — Unc•Lee Discount enter

Unc elee D'

.MM•

,

.

•••••

••••• & .

t

ert4-444, 4

1 4.. • -a.4:4-4 44 -

4.444-•

--

Uncle Lee Discount Center

- Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center

HOUSEWARE and DRUG DEPARTMENTS 4
•
NORELCO ELECTRIC RAZOR
,

U
••

Deluxe Rotatract Rechargeable

011111141011Li1111111116101010/100,
'-=1111APAtionItt.,,..
.11110
11 Illoa.,
1111 11
daanioill1111111

FOOT
1MASSAG
ER

PRO PISTOL

Whirlpool water in motion,
refreshes tired legs and
aching feet.
No. 760-01

1250 Watt Professional

HAIR DRYER

$cp9

4 heat settings and
2 speeds.
Sale U
Norelco

No. 1878

$095

4.00
Yon Filial Cost $5.95

Rotatract Tripleheader, No. HP 1605

Sale

Triple Header Rotatract Razor, No. HP1615

Sale $2595

Gran Prix AN/FM/F11

STEREO RECEIVER WITH
CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER/
PLAYER AND RECORD PLAYER
Six push button,
full size recorder/
player. No. 5425/X32

LI

Brass

Mots --

ELECTRIC DEEP
FRYER

With handle, assorted size
2".
/
3" x 11
C06695
No.

FRY DADDY
ELECTRIC DEEP FRYER
No. 05,420
Presto

No. 05430

Oster

G.E.
er
SOacerliak
niiiiiril‘../IL

-

vili
-Iia
f
C
S

n

CAN
OPENER
under

P.4

247.09

3-WAY HAIR SETTER
3-in-1 hairsetter, includes
20 assorted rollers.

•
U

0

0

Model
K 42SE

Sale $2595
Mfg. Rebate — 6.00
Your Final Cost $19.95
Clairol

Northern by Sunbeam

'20"

SET'N CURL DELUXE
Mist or dry hair setter with
20 rollers.

FRY PAN
Diamond coat deluxe non-stick
finish. Heavy aluminum base.

"
Sale$19
Clairol Custom Care Setter

Jv..
lb
.. I
iihill

INSTANT
HAIR SETTER

--4

20 velvety-soft durable rollers.

Sale

"
0
3
$

Mfg. Rebate — 5.00
Your Final Cost $25.95

Model KF-20

Gran Prix

TRUE-TO-LIGHT
VII
Lighted make-up mirror.
4 way light selection,
swivel mirrors.

CASSETTE TAPE
RECORDER
. 8 • Oar PAN Came Togo
70
•
Ail
Sadie
••
••••••

no

q,

llootA

Presto 11 Inch — ELECTRIC

Ro. 06610 — 06612

AMC.

•"

-•Itook‘

Sale

K F 20
K.41416

•

4tw.

$n95

Saves counterspace, easily mounts
cabinet, opens CMS,bottles and
3
-0 plastic bags.
No. EC-60
Sale$1899 •
Clairol Kindness

4t. 464'

Cirt
"

BARBER SET
• momy-iaving

-In

Sale LI

9 Piece

Sale

$

Sale$ "

z:

Reg.
$119.19

Sale$94"

Presto Fry Baby

TRINKET BOXES

..1‘4111111111hr

a

Sale 3895

.11 3111'

5.00
vow Neal Cost $28.9

Mtg. Rebate —

•

Rotatract Rechargeable, No. HP 1337

.411b.

33
Sale$95

Sale

Sale $4395

Sale

Norelco 5000
No. H8 5000

No. HB 1900

4

No. HP 1606

$22"

CLEAN AIR MACHINE

r

sale $5395
Deluxe Rotatract Tripleheader

Whirlpool

Northern
by "Sunbeam"

0

No. HP1328

with AN/FM radio, AC or
44 operated•
battery

49

N.. 1546
Anchor Hocking "Wexford"

REFRESHMENT SET

7 piece set includes one 2 qt. pitcher and six - 11 oz.
beverage
glasses.
No. 4500/12A
Sale$ ()
95

•
K:St

•

•
•

Gift Boxed

G.E. Soft Bonnet

•
•

PORTABLE HAIR
DRYEDryerR
The GE Portable Hair

active girl on the le

eft
•

lot the

r•
N•
•

haw*.i•

146644-1111 dm am
lama wens le 41,4 yew
641,moo Se
bawl
4414446r 1441.
• timif 141144144401
awl* me

•Odd 1.141•1111•00

sak$28"

-31664 144116444.
Sale
-ad'
—
3.00
Rebate
Mfg.
LM-7
No. 705
CLAIROL
26
Sale $99
Your Final Cost $17.95
— Uncle Lew Discount °We,. — Uncle Leo Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center
.
444

— Undo Leo Discount Center — Undo

OsterA

— Unc•Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center

HOUSEWARE and DRUG DEPARTMENTS
The Master Caner

KNIFE
ARVING
SET

4111,1tini11,
0..„,1400(4.)
0,,F,011,10,,eljAor
%11%

Sale

Discount °int

No. N310

4
Sale$39
"

:countCont

;nom

Nutcracker
Dw-y Rased

Peanuts
Le-Pot

REPLACEMENT
BOWL

$1 88

10-cup fits most automatic drip
makers.

Sale

DNF-20

,
011*'0
Ike 0
44:12

4:11%

49
Sale$2

"SNP

-=.4•11k.
tier:

90 Minute Pack of 2. No. 1617

31 1.0
"
"
.
-"
-wqww
97'

Pringles
Sale Ileach

POTATO CHIPS

-

set
DECORATION
SET

•RePlar *tied
•Clieeze-enes eRippled

35 Light Diamiled

TRANSPARENT

TAPE
1%;,.

$6"

26.89

Sale

CREME DeMENTHE
10 oz

G9-95
value

GIFT RIBBON

BOXED STATIONARY

10 Rod - oindsd Wen &
elan. it•tt. hag wit

Assorted patterns to choose
from. No. 84-340.

89
'

Havnand
BOXED
by Boulerts CHOCOLATE
3 Lb. Box

Eureka

CHRISTMAS

3 roll pack, Yi" roll,
ill st 1t.

417.

$5.79

Sale$459

Nabisco - Cortina

CHOCOLATE COVERED
CHERRIES
10 oz
$119

I. ‘PuBox

CHRISTMAS
GIFT WRAP
PAPER

$C49
Sale AO

— Reg. $8.19

2 Lb. Box — Reg.

ititt
Artfair

Sale $ "

box

Pratt-Austin

Ow

le

Andes Candy

for Young People, Kiag
lases VINSiON, Red litter
Edam. Gift boxed.
Use indoor or iwitANr,
Ils.4103N
44030-7
si;o
multi-color

x 300" - No. 105

cl• lo• Di

Sale L.

60 minute.
Pack of 3. No. 1615

Scotch Magic

Sale 24 each

uniont — N.. PM 4S1 /TI
DIVIDED DISH w/COVER
N. PM 4114/TI

Salted or
unsalted.
24 oz.

1-lb. bag

mil MAGNETIC
OW CASSETTE
TAPES

Fully assembled,
flame retardant.
No. 40601

Silver Is- len Imo
strands, Ito. 3500.
Rainbow colors, 111"
long, 200 strands,
No. 3700.

N.PM 479/TI

VERSATILITY PAN

fed..

•

DRY
ROASTED
PEANUTS

PECAN HALVES
Swire

mot, ICICLES

Ms PM 449/TI

ROASTING RACK

Nutcracker

4

•••.P.1

Sale$239

Saie

BACON RACK

Sale $429each

•

12"x 450"- No. 104
/

MUFFIN PAN

„ .

Magic magnetic sheets.
40 pages. 20 sheets.

$ 495

N.PM 444/TI

I

AFTER
SHAVE
LOTION
41,4 oz. $n49
Sale

OIL LAMP

PHOTO ALBUM

Sale

BAKE SHEET

Old Spice

Sale V

SCOTCH PINE
CHRISTMAS
TREE

$'749

Ns. PM 4447/TI

$;95

6-Foot

T

Sale

Ginger Jar

With cushion, size 16" x 25"
No. 1625-70

Contains brush, concentrate, Atra razot
2 Atra cartridges.

Reg.6195

PET BED

=.miv,jb.‘11,1tr-

MICROWAVE y
S
OOKWARE 0
--/

BRUSH PLUS
TRAVEL KIT

No.1-7004

Rest Well

V. INC
$

Anchor Hocking

Gillette

146.41

6 Pc. Set

,0010011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114.

iintruto
-10; 11,

1r711-V-T,
1111 .11

box

Sale

,..„

TAGS
Self-stick assortmeat, 30 tags_
No. 91047

.11,

_Wine
Or%
-QV
•

.....

Sophie Mae

PEANUT BRITTLE
oz.
Box

sale 49'

Sale

69'

No. nno Sale
— Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center
•

, ,or

t• *9 .• -

-rwrvirsiververy.

$239

Pi

INV

0:
%my.. Ur .

4.14.

4.4...4...4..4.

"For The Fisherman In Your Life"

aillillatir
11

GIFT
SET

0
'a

•

$119
Sale 11i

.4==erqm•-•=--

Reg.;9.99
G.E. FM/AM
4411111,

'21"

0
—a

AFTER
SHAVE
LOTION

Reg.
$25.88

40L

Spray - steam - dry.
Model F392WH

$1 69
$18"
BATH TOWELS
Sale

Sale

Lor1500
"A Great Buy"

•Solids and stripes
• Slightly irregular

vairtillanfr
Single Control
Full Size

ELECTRIC BLANKETS
Now$2988

Light, fast, extra strong and ultra-sensitive. The first strike
says it all. Extremely high content graphite blanks with high
lustre finish and custom butt wrap. Lightweight, diamond
polished Fuji aluminum oxide guides. Patented Spin-Lok hand
polished aluminum reel seat spinning handles. Ultra-light
pistol grip casting handles. Blank thru handle construction for
maximum strength and sensitivity', the reel seat actually sits
on the blank.

LIGHTNING ROD

Reg.
s.i. 45°1
' $49.99
— 15.00
r"'30'
Reg.
•'30" $34.99
20'

‘"N11-"Iimii
iiiiiin
i•

Hai Karate

IRON

0

NO

1111.11114•11.1.111.1•ML404r4.- "'dm MEENIMgm=IA=aift

•
"

%IP

FM/AM dial and hand clock radio, wake to
music. 31e speakers.
No. 7-4550
Sale
G.E. Light'N Easy

$66
Sale

CLOCK
RADIO

3

(4§I..wqr

22 worm proof compartments.
One side includes worms up te
8" and other large baits. Tbe
other side featuresa6z 4
compartment for small ultralight reefs. 2 drawbolt-type
latches. See-through Aaylite
lids, harvest gold Polypropylene
body. Overall L134 W 4 H1154"

3.75 oz. Atta Shave Lotion
and 2.25 oz. speed stick
deodorant.

j-622
•

ads

— Uncle Lee Discount Cent

Mennen
2
0

Graphite '

TACKLE
BOX

PHASER ROD

— 10.00

Ciii

Sale'15'

STINGER ROD

Uncle Lee Discount Cen

•

Plano 1122 Magnum

Reg.

$19.99

k::' —5.00

cT :sr
"$10
"
Berkley Graphite "No Risk Warranty" fish a Berkley
Graphite for 30 days. If you're not convenced it's the
best performing rod you've ever owned,send it back to
Berkley for a full refund of the purchase price.

el"
44100It

Santa Claus Hours
at Uncle Lee's:
Dec. 7, 10 a.m. 8 p.m.
Dec. 14, 10 a.m.
-8 p.m.
Dec. 15, 10 a.m.
•8 p.m.
Dec.21, 10 oars. 8 p.m.
- Dec. 22, 10
a.m.-8
Dec.23, 1 -'p.m.p.m.
Dec. 24, 10 a.m. 6 p.m.
Bring The Childre
n To See
Santa

lib

"
41
=
11e-

— Undo Leo Discount Confer

Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Leeigscount Center — Uncle Leis Discount Center

•

4.

•
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— Uncle Lee Discount Center--Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Lind?
Lee Discount Center

